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SOLUTION OF LARGE METHOD OF MOMENTS PROBLFMS USING
BANDED MATRIX ITERATION : DESTROYER CASE STUDY

D. E. THOMAS
THE BDM CORPORATION
1801 RANDOLPH ROAD SE
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87106

The Method of Moments formalism is routinely used
to reduce an integral equation to a set of simultaneous
linear equations

AX = b
where A is the NxN impedance matrix, X is the column
vector of unknown coefficients in the current expan-
sion, and b is the excitation column vector. Normally,
X is solved for with Gaussian elimination; however,this
becomes impractical for problems with a large number
(say, N > 1000) - matrix interactions. An alternative
technique, Bande(, Matrix Iteration (BMI), will be ex-
plored in this paper. The BMI technique requires that
all the arge matrix elements in A be contained in a
narrow bandwidth centered on the main diagonal of the
interaction matrix; pi, ,ically, this requirement is
satisfied if wire segmen:s which are actually close to
each other have, in addition, segment numbers which are
relatively close to one another. The matrix is then
written as A = L + B + U, where B is the banded maatrix,
and L and U are the portions of A below and above B
respectively. The original matrix equation can then be
written as

BX = b - (L+U)X
it is solved iteratively with the scheme

BX = b - (L+U)X , n=0,1,2...K
n+l n

Numarical results (current distributions and field
patterns) for an NT-66047 35-foot whip antenna, driven
at 7 MHz, and located in-place on a "Spruance" class
destroyer, will be presented. The results were ob-
tained with the GEMACS (General Electromagnetic Model
for the Analysis of Complex Systems) code; the ship
model (of more than 1200 segments) was generated with
the GCAD (Gemacs Computer Aided Design) modeling code;
and outputs were made with the WHIZ and PATPLOT codes.



SOLUTION OF LARGE METHOD OF MOMENTS PROBLEMS USING
BANDED MATRIX ITERATION : DESTROYER CASE STUDY

D. E. THOMAS
THE BDM CORPORATION
1801 RANDOLPH ROAD SE
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87106

ABSTRACT- In this paper, the technique of Banded Matrix
Iteration (BMI) for solving Method of Moments problems with
a large number of unknowns will be explored. The results
for the BMI technique will be compared to those for the
traditional Gaussian Elimination ("SOLVE") solution for a
simple geometry (monopole mounted on a box); in addition,
BMI results for a very complex, large geometry (a "Spruance"
class destroyer) will be presented.

I. INTRODUCTION.
The Method of Moments formalism is routinely used to reduce
an integral equation to a set of simultaneous linear
equations

AX = b , (1)

where A is the NxN impedance interaction matrix, X is the
column vector of unknown coefficients in the current
expansion, and b is the excitation vector. Normally, X is
solved for with Gaussian elimination; however, this becomes
impractical for problems containing a very large number of
unknowns. Gaussian elimination (herafter referred to as
a "SOLVE" solution) is the technique which requires the
smallest number of operations for an exact solution to the
set of linear algebraic equations; however, 6 or 12-digit
accuracy for the matrix solution is often "overkill",
considering the assumptions and approximations inherent in
modeling complex structures with wire-grid models. Many
problems in antenna design or placement do not require this
kind of accuracy; in fact, solutions accurate to within a
few decibels are often quite adequate. The Banded Matrix
Iteration (BMI) technique can be used to obtain solutions
with this range of accuracy, and often in much less computer
time than the Solve method would require. However, the BMI
technique has its own intricacies and pitfalls, and requires
a good deal of expertise on the part of its practitioners.

II. THEORY.
The basic approach for the BMI technique is to separate the
matrix A into two parts : a "banded" matrix B, which is
centered on the main diagonal of the interaction matrix, and
which ideally contains all of the large matrix elements of
A; and, a second matrix L + U , where L and U are the
portions of A below and above B respectively. The original
matrix equation (1) can then be written as

BX = b - (L+U)X (2)



Equation (2) is solved iteratively using the scheme

BX = b - (L+U)X , n = 0,1,2,...K . (3)
n+l n

The matrix B is decomposed into a product of lower and upper
triangular matrices , but (it is hoped!) with less computer
time than is required to decompose the full matrix A. If
the lower and upper triangular decompositions of B are
referred to as B1 and Bu respectively, then the solution of
(3) can be obtained by pivoting on the main diagonal
elements of B. This is accomplished by using forward
elimination in

B Y = b - (L+U)X , (4)

lj j

followed by back substitution in

B X =Y (5)
u j+l j

With pivoting on the main diagonal elements of B, the cost
of decomposition is proportional to

2 3
NM- 2M/ 3

where M is the "bandwidth" In addition, the cost of
solving equation (3) is proportional to the square of N for
each iteration. Since the cost for a "SOLVE" (Gaussian
elimination) is proportional to 1/3 the cube of N, an
efficiency of BMI to SOLVE solutions can be defined as

3 2 3 2
g = (N /3) / (NM - 2M /3 +KN ) (6)

For problems with small numbers of unknowns, BMI solution
times may be as long (or even a bit longer) as the
corresponding SOLVE solution times; however, BMI can be used
to solve very large moments problems in a fraction of the
time required for Gaussian elimination.

For the BMI technique to be successful, the banded matrix B
must contain all of the large interaction matrix elements,
leaving small elements in the portion L+U. Physically, this
requirement is satisfied if wire segments which are in
close proximity to one another have their matrix interaction
elements located nearby the main diagonal of the impedance
matrix; in other words, the segment numbers which identify
the wires should be fairly close to each other. This
requirement can be acheived for certain types of geometries
(especially long, slender shapes) by re-numbering the entire
model. A detailed example of such a re-numbering is given
in the next section, which deals with a simple problem
LAv.LV1VC*i1 a ure-wav LoUnopole iLounted or, the side uf d
box-shaped structure.



III. COMPARISON OF BMI TO SOLVE : MONOPOLE ON A BOX.
In this section, results for a quarter-wave monopole (7 !Hz)
hanging off the side of a rectangular box will be presented,
for both SOLVE and BMI solution methods. The basic geometry
of the box and the antenna is shoin in Figure 1-a. The
wire-grid model used with the SOLVE technique appears in
Figure 1-b ; this model was generated with the GCAD (GEMACS
Computer Aided Design) program. The box was generated in an
orderly fashion : the first side to be created was the
bottom, followed by the top, back, front, left, and right
sides, and finally, the antenna itself. The model used with
the BMI technique is displayed in Figure 1-c : this model
was produced from the original model using the Re-number
feature of the GCAD program, which allows the order of
segment numbers to be determined with respect to segment
proximity to a user-supplied (x,y,z) location. In this
case, the (x,y,z) point used was a large distance to the
left of the model in Figure 1-c; the segment numbers can be
seen to advance from left to right in the re-numbered model.
The effect of this re-numbering on the BMI technique is
shown in Figure 2, which contains sketches of the locations
of some matrix interactions in the impedance matrix. The
adjacent segments 20 and 91 of the as-generated -odel of
Figure 1-b are seen to be outside the "band" indi. ted in
Figure 2-a, while the same segments (now with segment
numbers 109 and 114) for the re-numbered model appear well
inside the "band" indicated in Figure 2-o. In general, the
BMI method works best if the model can be re-numbered along
the axis of "minimum rotational inertia"; however, not all
shapes are conducive to this technique (for example, a
sphere). The solutions for both models were obtained with
the GEMACS (General Electromagnetic Model for the Analysis
of Complex Systems) code, and are displayed in Figure 3.
The current maps of Figure 3, which show the currents in the
cross-sectional planes containing the antennas for each
model, were produced with the WHIZ program. Because there
was a small number of unknowns, the solution times for both
BMI and SOLVE methods were about the same; however, the
agreement is excellent. A bandwidth of 60 was used for the
BMI portion of the analysis. The far-field patterns in the
YZ plane (the same plane which contains the antennas) are
given in Figure 4; the BMI and SOLVE solutions are
practically indistinguishable. In fact, reasonable far-field
can be found from current distributions which may be in
error as much as 30 percent. The patterns were produced from
GEMACS output with the aid of the PATPLOT program.



(a)

(b)

(c)2 24 15 S 4

Figure i. (a) The Wire-Grid Model of a Rectangular Box; a
Quarter-Wavelength Monopole is Attached to the Front Side of
the Box. (b) The Box Model, As Generated with the GCAD
Program, for Use with SOLVE Method; Segments 20 and 91
(Circled) are Adjacent. (c) The Same Box, Now Re-Numbered
with the GCAD Program, for Use with BMI Solution; Segments
109 and 114 (Circled) are Adjacent.
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SOLVE SOLUTION
(GEMACS. THOMAS )00967 16-MAR-86 09:29:02

BDMl ACESXMIN- 12.5
XMAX- 13.0
TMIN- 0.0 1.40M10'
YMAX- 12.8
ZHIN- 0.0
ZHAX- 14.9
THETA- 89.9
PHI- 0.1
R- 1.49i10'

3.4110"'

(a) 9.94.102 4.39x10"

5.39-10" 1.23-10'

BflI SOLUTION
(GEMACS.THOMAS1D0967 16-MAR-86 09:32:39

BDM ACES
XM[N- 12.5
X AXx- 13.0

t1IN- 0.0 1.4010"
YMRX- 12.8
ZMIN- 0.0
ZAAX- 14.9
THETA- 89.9
PHI- 0.1
R- 1.49-10'

3.41I 0"

2. n-I " C 41. 1"

(b) 9.93-10" 2.40-10" 4.39I0'

R-n7-14'

5.37-10' 1.23m10 "

Figure 3. WHIZ Current Maps for the Cross-Section of the
Box of Figure 1-a Containing the Quarter-Wave Monopole
(a) The SOLVE Solution Currents, for the As-Generated Model
of Figure 1-b ; (b) The BMI Solution Currents, for the Re-
Numbered Model of Figure 1-c, With a Bandwidth of 60. Note
the Similarity of the Different Solutions.
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Figure 4. PATPLOT F4 ald Patterns for the Box/Monopole of
Figure 1-a : (a) The SOLVE Solution Pattern, for the As-
Generated Model of Figure l-b ; (b) The BMI Solution
Pattern, for the Re-Numbered Model of Figure 1-c, With a
Bandwidth of 60.



IV. DESTROYER CASE STUDY.
As an example of the utility of the BMI method, an NT-66047
35-fnot whip antenna was modeled in-place on a "Spruance"
class destroyer. The geometry data for the model was
obtained from IGES files (see Figure 5), along with
photographs and 3-D diagrams. The GCAD modeling program was
a key part of the modeling process, since it allowed the
model to be developed in portions, which were then pieced
together interactively. Some of the stopping points during
the development phase are shown in Figure 6. The final
model, with 1222 wixe segments, is shown in various views in
Figure 7. The whip antenna itself appears in Figure 8-a; a
portion of the forw& - mast is displayed in Figure 8-b.
Figures such as these were used to determine which wire
segments repreiented antennas or guy wires, and allowed such
wires to be modeled with their actual radius (as opposed to
the standard surface-mesh radius of average segment length
over 2 times PI). Once antenna wires have been identified,
the GCAD program sets up the radius tables and tags
automatically.

The BMI bandwidth used was 300 (equivalent to approximately
half a wavelength'. However, this was not sufficient to
place all of the large interactions within the band, and the
solution was only accurate to 10 percent when it began to
diverge. This illustrates one of the caveats for using the
BMI technique : convergence is not guaranteed. Future
research is planned to estimate the optimum bandwidth for
this very large problem.

The solution process using the BMI technique took 15.4 hours
of CPU time (VAX 11/750) ; in comparison, the CPU time for
the SOLVE method, based on experience with problems having
500-700 unknowns, and using the N-cubed proportionality of
the SOLVE solution, is estimated to be on the order of 50
hours. The input impedance for the whip antenna was
calculated at 232 ohms. The distribution of currents for
the destroyer as a whole was produced with the WHIZ program,
and is shown in Figure 9. The far field for the E-THETA
component (vertical) in the. yaw (horizontal) plane is shown
in Figure 10.

V. CONCLUSION.
The Banded Matrix Iteration method can be used to solve
method of moments (MOM) problems having a very large number
of unknowns. Future research plans include optimization of
the bandwidth, and comparisons of the BMI solutions for
large problems to hybrid Geometrical Theory of Diffraction
(GTD) / Method Of Moments (MOM) solutions; a hybr- GTD/MOM
methodology is already implemented in GEMACS. .,,e author
wishes to acknowledge the patient and willing assistance of
R. J. Balestri during the preparation of this paper.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d) I

Figure 6. Several Way Stations for the Development of the
Destroyer Wire-Grid Model : (a) the Port Side of the Basic
Deck; (b) the Port Side, with Mid-ship Structures Added;
(c) The Symmetrical Basic Ship Structure, Formed by
Reflection of the Port Side; (d) The Basic Ship Structure,
with Some of the Asymmetrical Structures Added.
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Figure 7. Several Views of the Final Destroyer Model,
Showing the Masts, Antennas, and Guy Wires. The Model
Contains 1222 Wire Segments.
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(a)(b

Figure 8. Cross-Sectional Views of the Destroyer, Used to
Identify Antenna/ Guy-Wire Segments. (a) A Cross-Section
Approximately Half-way Between the Two Masts; the Antenna at
the Upper Right is the NT-66047 35-Foot Whip to be Analyzed
using Banded Matrix Iteration. (b) A Cross-Section of the
Area Near the Forward Mast, Showing Several Antennas and Guy
Wires.



(a)

Figure 9. WHIZ Current Map for the Destroyer, Showing the
Currents Induced by Driving the Base of the 35-Foot Whip
Antenna of Figure 9-a at 7 Megahertz; a Bandwidth of 300 Was
Used for the BMI Solution. The "Hot" Currents (Above 2.5e-4
Amps) Appear in Figure 9-a ; the "Cold" Currents (Below
2.5e-4 Amps) are Shown in Figure 9-b.
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Figure 10. A Field Pattern for the 35-Foot Whip Antenna.
Here, E-THETA (Vertical Component) is Plotted in the Yaw
Plane.
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ANALYZING LARGE STRUCTURES USING THE NEC-BSC

R. J. Marhefka
The Ohio State University
ElectroScience Laboratory

1320 Kinnear Road
Columbus, Ohio 43212

In the initial design phase, when the minimum number and placement of
antennas on large structures, -uch as a space station, is being considered, it is
desirable to study a large number of possibilities in a short amount of time.
In addition, the entire volumetric pattern should be available in order to de-
termine if an unobstructed view of an orbiting satellite can be obtained, for
example. When analyzing models with many plate and cylinder type struc-
tures, the NEC-BSC code can be rather time consuming to calculate complete
volumetric patterns for many different antenna sighting locations. An obscu-
ration code has been designed to complement the NEC-BSC to overcome this
time limitation. Of course, after an optimized location is found, the NEC-BSC
needs to be rn to confirm the conclusions and to determine that the gain and
ripple levels are appropriate.

The obscuration code uses a generalized version of the NEC-BSC input
set to produce a shadow map of the defined plates and cylinders on the far
zone sphere. Any angular area of space and resolution can be specified. It
calculates a map in the order of a few minutes instead of hours for the original
code. An algorithm that efficiently allows the outer edges of the plates and
cylinders to be projected onto the far zone sphere and an efficient pixel fill
procedure accounts for this savings in time.

Because of the short turn around time, an interactive feature has been
added to the obscuration code. It is based on command language handlers in
version 4 of the DEC VAX VMS operating system. It also allows the definition
of the VT100 type keypad to execute the commands. This method of creating
interactive commands to control a code will be briefly discussed as a possible
interesting way for engineers using VAX's to improve the user friendliness of
their computer codes.

In addition, some of the new improvements and features planned for future
versions of the NEC-BSC will be briefly presented.
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Outline of Presentation

1. Discussion of Problem - Modeling the Space Station.

2. Potential NEC-BSC2 modeling considerations.

3. New Obscuration Code to complement NEC-BSC.

4. DEC VAXV/VMS command language handler for interactive use.

5. Some improvements and features planned for future versions.

Statement of Problem

* Analysis of antenna placement on structures of large size with many plate and
cylindrical pieces.

* Volumetric patterns needcd to determine number of antennas needed and their
placement to achieve uninterrupted communications.

* Many possible candidate locatioh may need to be tested in initial design
stages.

e Measurements may not be economical because of the size of structure (far
zone considerations) and because the exact design of the structure could be
changing frequently making model redesign costly.

* NEC-BSC will be able to determine if gain and ripple levels of pattern will be
within acceptable bounds.

NEC-BSC can help determine if antennas in a multiple antenna system will
interfere with one another.

NEC-BSC Considerations

* When running NEC-BSC, on complicated structures code may give warped
plate warning. Solution is to define corners more carefully, change code to
allow more warp or use triangular plates.

* Errors such as non-symmetries may occur due to logic bound tests failing
when large subtended angles due to large distances between scattering cen-
ters. Simple solution is to move the source slightly, or take pattern is slightly
different plane.



* NEC-BSC being based on UTD is efficiently designed for large structures,
however, computer run time could take hours for structures with 40 plates, 5
cylinders, theta from 2 to 178 in steps of 2 degrees and phi from 0 to 360 in
step of 2 degrees.

* Run the full code when verification of the location is needed. Use minimum
number of field terms at first to accomplish point being studied. A obscura-
tion code has been written to give run interactively to speed up one of the
first considerations. Where is the best locations to place an antennas for ain
unobstruted view of the source from the receiver.

The Obscuration Code - "SHADOW"

1. Efficiently produces shadow map of structure on far zone sphere for a near
zone source.

2. Based on extension of NEC-BSC input set.

3. Any area or resolution of the far zone sphere can be chosen.

4. Individual parts of the structure can be tagged.

5. Interactive input control opLion using VAX VMS like commands or keypad.

Outline of Method

1. Project boundary of plate or cylinder onto far zone sphere.

2. Use variable step around edge based on distance of source from edge.

3. Pixelize theta and phi result and store in map using special character.

4. Scan down map and do shadow test at mid point between markers.

5. If shadowing occurred, fill with character between markers.

6. Get another plate or cylinder and start process again.
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Projection of boundary

* The boundary of the structures are traced onto the far zone sphere by defin-
ing a vector from the source position, / , to some position along its outer
boundary, Ri, such that

* The vector can then be transformed onto the two dimensional far zone sphere
by

0 =arctan (p/ •R)

and
Sarctan(

* Assuming that the resolution increment is small and the distance is relatively
large, the value of the edge increment is given by

bt = 6aR sin 0.

The new edge point then becomes

R,+1 = Ri + 6t.

Plate Shadowing

" The shadow test for a plate is made by first projecting the vector chosen at the
mid point of the scan line, i, onto the plane of the plate to find its intersection
point, /7, ~ P",_ ,. 01W- ')l

" Now, using an idea based on Cauchy's formula from complex variables, that
is,

J f(z) dz = f 0, no pole in f(z)
fc 27rj, one pole in f(z)

the intersection point can be tested to see whether or not it falls within the
limits of the plate.

* It is easy to show that

On= arctan[L ?) RI
which leads to the test, if

Ml < 7r, no hit occurs
7 = >r, a hit occurs

M=1



Cone Frustum Shadowing

# A vector on the surface of the cone frustum can be represented as

R, =FI?±+PR
or

R, = (RcososinO + X,)2 I + (RsinosinO+y, )29

+(R cos 0 + z,)2 .

* The point defined by R, should satisfy the equation for a cone, that is,

(R cos 0 + x) 2  (Rsin 0sin0 + y)2
a2  2a, b

-A (Rcos 0 + z,)

where

A, (1? cos 0 + z,) = 1+ tan 0,(R cos0 + z, - z, ).
a,

* The distance Rt is unknown in this equation, since we know the direction to
the observer, 0 and ¢, but not the distance to the hit point. We can solve for
R, however, from the above equations using

aR 2 + 2/1? + -y = 0,

where
cos 2 €sin2 0 sin2 Osin2 0 tan2 Oj cos 2 0

2 2 a2-

x, cos qsin 0 y sing¢sin 0/3= 2 + - tan, cosOA(z 8 ),a b 2

and
x 2 2

Iy Y.- _ A2 Z').
a- 2 -1)2

2 I

* If the value of R is real, then the hit point is on the finite cone frustum and
therefore the ray from the source to observer is shadowed.

Fill Procedures

1. Place desired character in pixel to indicated shadowing.



2. If desired, highlight particular plate with a different character.

3. If desired place different character in pixel for each plate or cylinder.

DEC VAX VMS Interactive Language Control

1. VAX VMS system service subroutines allow simulation of VMS commands for
interaction with code.

2. Definition of the commands arc made in a command table through file SHADOW.CLD.

3. Key pad can be used as a substitute for typing the command names.

4. Definition of the key pad key names are made in the file SHADOW.KPD.
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Interactive Commands for SHADOW Code

* EXIT - exit code.

" HELP - online help definitions of commands.

" SPAWN - use of DCL from code.

" SET ANTENNA-LOCATION - define x,y,z position of source.

* SET COORDINATES - define rotate - translate coordinates

" SET FILL-CHARACTERS - define characters to be used to fill shadow.

" SET INPUT-SET - define non-interactive NEC-BSC input set to be read.

" SET KEYPAD-MODE - define whether keypad is to be used for numbers or
command input.

" SET OUTPUT - define name of output files.

" SET PATTERNCUT - define axes of the pattern cut coordinate system.

" SET SCALEFACTOR - define scale factor for source location input.

" SET UNITS - define units for source location input.

" SET WINDOW - define range of theta and phi for the shadow window and
the resolution.

" SHADOW - execute the SHADOW Code to produce a shadow map.

" SHOW etc. - For each of the above SET commands there is a corresponding
SHOW command that indicates the values chosen.



Key Pad for SHADOW Code

PF1 PF2 PF3 PF3
nokeypad

SET
gold HELP SHADOW KEYPAD

7 8 9
show show show show
SET SET SET SET

OUTPUT INPUT ANTENNA WINDOW

4 5 6

show show show show
SET SET SET SET

SCALE UNITS COORD PATTERN

1 2 3 Enter
show /cylin show
SET FILL FILL
FILL /PLATE /SEQUEN

RETURN

0

SPAWN EXIT



Example Interactive Run

This example is a four-cornered plate centered at the origin and situated in the
X-Y plane. The antenna is located on the positive Z axis. It was generated with
the following input files and commands. The commands were:

$ RUN SHADOW
SHADOW> SET OUT PLAEXI/NGPLOT/PRINT
SHADOW> SET INP PLAEX
SHADOW> SET UNI METERS
SHADOW> SET WIND

90, 180
1.0
0., 360
5.

SHADOW> SET ANT
SHADOW> 0,0.8
SHADOW> SHADOW
SHADOW> EXIT

Non-interactive Input Set of Example

The input set defining the plate was the following:

CE: SIMPLE PLATE TEST SET
UN:
1
PG: THE PLATE IS 400 SQUARE-METERS.
4,0
-10.0, +10.0, 0.0
-10.0, -10.0, 0.0
+0.0, -10.0, 0.0
+10.0, +10.0, 0.0

XQ:
EN:



The output this produced was the following:
ANTIKA (&IlE* 0.0000, 0.0000. 1.0000 1 I )3CU 1SIM1 IXT: SI: 1,M)4IAO FLUX1. I I

1117A (111GLUS)
t0.00 100.00 110 00 120.00 1)0.00 ?40.00 IS0.00 ISO.00 1T0.00 1"0.00

0.0

60:00" xmxxm~xx- ,
11.00 EM0DOOM10 r"

20.00 xfx000xx)0x)

39 Do )000000==xxxxxxxxxnx00m)0 .

41.00

100.00
10s 00
110:00
111.00

120.00

121.00 XXXIXXXX=

1oo0 00

1.00
14O.00
110.00 0XXXXXOXX

111.,00 
0

2430.00
1TO.00 XXXOXXXX.XXX

171. ,00

190. 00
170.00 XXXOXXXXXXXXXUMVDDXXOODOOOOD=
1I0.0 Ooxxxxfl.xxx[=YXOD=EODOOMXC

191.00 ~XxxXxxXX
200.00 X)XXXX=)XVOMjnomxoMXXXX)0D
2101.00
21 00
216.0
220.00 Wx~xxx2=xxx~
221.00 Xxxx 0.
230 00 XXX)M0XXXXXXT
2 1 .00 xxUxxxXXXjC.
240.00 flxxxxoXX0xnx ovmuo~ajoaomoDD
211.*00
16P 00
216 00 0XXUXrOOODM X O~-OODOOUXXOMDO
290.00 .0
261.00 000010~
270.00
271.00
200.00 0xnomXxa~0xoxxx
20b.00 XOXQmaoLJLXDMXOOI
20.00 X00XXXXXXX00XXXXX00XXX. XUE00OX00c
20, .00
000 00

310.00 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX00XXX)=)0)=DDOO
00.03011..l XXXXXXXXXXXXX.000000DM=)00

120 00 XX~xxxxxxxxxxxO0XXXwxxXXXXXXXXXXXXXXMMODD
1 00 XXXXXXOUXXXXXMXXXXxx0xxxxxx0xxxx0oX0xx0xxX000X0=

150.00 0.00000.XXXXxxxxxxKXXXXXXXXXxXXxXXXXXXXxX
331 00 XXXXKXXXC)XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXflO(XXXXXO00000X000
340.00 XMXL.XXXX00 XXXXX00000000000XXX XXXXXDDXXXX0XYX
341 0 000000000000000000000000000000000000XXX XXXXXXX
510.00 XXXXXXXXIC(X0XXXXXCXXXXXX00000000000000UX
111 00 uxxxxxxUxxxxxxxxxZxxcxx00XXXX"X==XXXXX000000000
S0 .00 00UXXXXXXX XXXXX0XXDDDM9MXX =X=

OUTPUT OF SHADOW CODE FOR SIMPLE PLATE EXAMPLE



OTE

SHADOW TEST FOR CASE ANSSI
RNTENNR LOCRTED RT 25.0. 15.0. 256.5
RNlENNR ORIENTATION 0.0. 0.0. 90.0, 0.0
SOLAR PRNELS ROTPTED 0.0. -52.0
IHERMAL RADIATORS ROTRTED 0.00.01 --

-9s:. --- [!

0. 910.O c80 0 270.0 3 ;
PHI

OUTPUT PLOT FROM SHADOW CODE FOR

LARGE SPACE STATION



SHADOW TEST FOR CASE ANSSI
RNTENNR L0CRTEO RT 25.0. 15.0. 256.5
PN71ENNP ORIENTRTION 0.u. 0.0. 90.0. 0.0
SJLAR PRNELS R0TRTE0 0.0, -52.0
THERM RA0IRTRS ROTRTED 0.0

.0

-11.3

_ _

-22.5

-33.8 1

-q5.0 ___

210.0 232.5 255.0 277.5 300.

PHI

OUTPUT PLOT FROM SHADOWCODE FOR LARGE

SPACE STATION (SMALLER VIEW WINDOW)



VAX dependent interactive subroutines

C --------------------------------------------------------

SUBROUTINE INTRAC

FACILITY: INTERACTIVE TERMINAL COMMAND INTERFACE

ABSTRACT:

This procedure prompts a terminal for input and parses/dispatches
through CLI$ routines.

ENVIRONMENT: VAX/VMS Version 4.x

AUTHOR: Laszlo Takacs CREATION DATE: 20-AUG-1985

I MODIFIED BY:

1-001 - Original, LAT 20-AUG-1985
I--

IMPLICIT NONE
INCLUDE '($RMSDEF)'
INCLUDE '($SMGDEF)'

EXTERNAL
" COMMAND_TABLES, I User-defined command language.
+ GET-INPUT I The I/O routine at the bottom.

INTEGER KBDID, KEYTBL
INTEGER*4 STS, READSTS,

+ CLI$PRESENT, CLI$DISPATCH, CLI$DCLPARSE, CLI$GETVALUE,
+ SMG$LOADKEYDEFS, SMG$CREATE._KEYTABLE,

+ SMG$DELETEVIRTUALKEYBOARD, SMG$CREATEVIRTUALKEYBOARD

COMMON /TERCOM/ KBDID, KEYTBL

M Make a key definition table.

STS = SMG$CREATEKEYTABLE( KEYTBL )
IF (.NOT. STS) CALL LIB$SIGNAL( %VAL(STS) )



1 Load the definitions from the key definition file.
Ignore "file not found".

STS = SMG$LOADKEYDEFS( KEYTBL, 'SHADOW.KPD' )
IF ((.NOT. STS) .AND. (STS .NE. RMS$_FNF)) THEN

CALL LIB$SIGNAL( %VAL(STS) )
ENDIF

Get a handle on SYS$INPUT.

READSTS = SMG$CREATEVIRTUALKEYBOARD( KBDID )

The main processing loop.
Keep reading input until the user types EOF.

DO WHILE ( READSTS .NE. RMS$_EOF )

Read from input and parse the command.

READSTS = CLI$DCLPARSE(,COMMAIIDTABLES, GET-INPUT,
+ GET-INPUT, 'SHADOW> )

1 If the command parse was successful, execute the command-routine.

IF ( .NOT. (.NOT. READSTS) ) CALL CLI$DISPATCH()

END DO

Get rid of the virtual keyboard.

STS = SMG$DELETEVIRTU',LKEYBOARD( KBDID )
IF ( .NOT. STS ) CALL LIB$SIGNAL( VAL(STS) )

Return

RETURN
END

C ----------------------------------------------------------------

INTEGER*4 FUNCTION GETINPUT( COMMAND, PROMPT, LENGTH )
CM!



C!!! This routine does all the reading for the terminal interface.

C!!! It has the same calling format as LIB$GETINPUT except that

C!!! optional parameters may not be omitted.

C!!!

INCLUDE '($RMSDEF)'

EXTERNAL SMG$_EOF ! The linker finds this.

CHARACTER*(*) COMMAND, PROMPT

INTEGER KBDID, KEYTBL, LENGTH*2, SMG$READCOMPOSEDLINE*4

COMMON /TERCOM/ KBDID, KEYTBL

Read a (composed) line and return the status to CLI$ stuff.

GET-INPUT = SMG$READCOMPOSEDLINE (KBDID, KEYTBL, COMMAND,
+ PROMPT, LENGTH)

IF ( GET-INPUT .EQ. %LOC( SMG$_EOF ) ) GET-INPUT = RMS$_EOF

RETURN

END

C --------------------------------------------------------------

INTEGER*4 FUNCTION PUT-OUTPUT ( STRING )
C!!!

C!!! This routine does all the writing for the terminal interface.

C!!! It has the same calling format as LIB$PUTOUTPUT.

C!!!

CHARACTER*(*) STRING

INTEGER*4 LIB$PUTOUTPUT

Read a line.

PUT-OUTPUT = LIB$PUTOUTPUT ( STRING )

There should be no errors here. Signal if there are any.

IF (.NOT. PUT-OUTPUT) CALL LIB$SIGNAL( %val(PUTOUTPUT) )

Return.

RETURN

END



Some Future Plans for the NEC-BSC

1. Volumetric pattern control.

2. Independent movement of source and receivers.

3. More source and receiver type options.

4. More curve surface options (cones, ellipsoids, etc.)

5. More UTD interaction field terms.

6. Direct control ovr all UTD field terms.

7. Easier access to scattering center positions.
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SCATTERING BY STRATIFIED ANISOTROPIC MATERIALS
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ABSTRACT

A microcomputer program is described for the computation of
scattering and transmission by planar layered anisotropic
material. A 4x4 transformation matrix approach is employed,
being an extension of a 2x2 matrix formulation for stratified
isotropic media. Computational results are displayed in a
pseudo 3D format showing specular scattering versus frequency and
incidence angle. Cross coupling between orthogonal incident
polariztions is considered. Validations are presented for
special cases which can be independently computed.

INTRODUCTION

Our goal in this effort was to develop a general purpose
formulation and efficient numerical algorithm for scattering and
transmission calculations involving stratified anisotropic media,
[1]. By combining this algorithm with a numerical optimization
procedure it will become possible, in a continuing effort, to
synthesize multiple layered structures to achieve desirable
polarization filtering characteristics for a postulated range of
incident field wave-vectors.

The methodology described herein is an extension of the
technique developed by Ruck, et al [2] for use with isotropic
material. Maxwell's equations are cast into a 4 x 4 matrix
formulation which is equivalent, but not identical, to that in
[3). Solution procedures based upon both eigenfunction
expansions and a new finite-difference approach are considered.
A computer program is described and the various means of
validating its performance is discussed along with accompanying
sample computations.



GENERAL FORMULATION

The geometry being considered is shown in Figure 1, wherein
a one-dimensionally inhomogeneous planar anisotropic region is
bounded by homogeneous isotropic material half-spaces for z < 0
and z > d. A monochromatic plane wave is obliquely incident
from the left half-space (region 1) with arrival angle 01 in the
x - z plane of incidence. Using an exp(jcOt) time convention,
the complex phasor fields may be written in the separable product
form

f(x,z) = E(z) exp(-jk xx) (la)

U(x,z) = H(z) exp(-jkxx) (lb)

where k = k sin 81 is the x-component of the incident field
wave vecor.

REGIONIERGO 3
E; REGION 2 REGION 3

E K STRATIFIED

N .' OMOGENEOUS. A3

10"MEDI A . " 3

T
"' ~.03 E

8 ~~ (Z) .cO E .E. .
S COMPLEXE W .(Z MATRICES•2

E2

zO z=d

Figure I Scattering and Tranamission from Stratified Anisotropic
Material.

By defining a state vector in terms of the transverse field

components of E and H in (1),

E x(Z)
E (z)

'A(Z) = Y (2)
H x(Z)

xk /
LHY'N



Maxwell's equations can be reduced to coupled ordinary
differential equations, expressed in matrix notation by

(I
-- T(z) - F(z) • 2(z) (3)

dz

The elements of the 4 x 4 F'- matrix can be easily derived (6].

The overall diffraction problem, including specular
scattering and refractive transmission, can be solved by first
undertaking the computation of the complex 4 x 4 transition
matrix, A, defined by

(0) A • '] (d) (4)

Using the hypothetical A-matrix we can solve the diffraction
problem in a direct manner. By introducing tangential field
matrices,

ET(Z) = 
(5)

E y(Z)

HT(Z) = (5b)

and using i, s and t superscripts to denote respective incident,
scattered and total fields, we define 2 x 2 complex scattering
and transmission matrices, S and T, by

ETs(O) f S * ET (O) (6)

E (d) T E (0) (7)

By partitioning the 4 x 4 transition matrix into four 2 x 2
quadrant sub-matrices,

A 1 "] (8)

there results from (4) and (5),ET(O ET(t

ET (0 ) + E s (O ) = QIT (d) + Q2 OHT (d) (9a)

Hi(0) + HTS(0) = Q3 OET (d) + Q4*HT (d) (9b)

To so lve the scattering probleyn, we introduce wave impedance



matrices for the homogeneous half-spaces in regions I and 3,

ET (0 ) = ZIa HT1 ( 0 ) (10a)

ETs(O) = - *1e H s(O) (lOb)

ETt (d) = Z * H t ( d )  (10c)

where, for m 1 or 3,

Z = s m Cos Om (Ila)
msec 0 0

and "?m (lb)

sin 8 3 = sin 61 (lic)

V' 3 3

The S and T matrices may obtained via simple matrix algebra,

a+ ( b * - b (12)

T 2 Z3  (Za + Zb) (13)

where we have defined new impedance matrices,

z QIZ + (14a)
/a 1  3  -2

b = ZI*(3"03 + Q4 ) (14b)

For the important case of a perfect conductor in region 3,
with Z = 0 the T - matrix becomes zero and the scattering
matrix simplifies to

s :(2 + 1 )- "  2 - 1"4 )  (15)

TRANSITION MATRIX COMPUTATION

Consider the special case of the anisotropic media in region
2 being composed of N homogeneous layers, as illustrated in
Figure 2, where z1 = 0 and zN i = d. The incident field half-
space (region 1) will be deno.ed as the zeroth layer while the
left half-space (region 3) is enumerated as the N+1 layer. Our
initial goal will be to describe procedures for obtaining local
transition matrices relating the state vectors at adjacent "n"
and "n-l" interfaces,T (z n-I) = A n -'(Zn) (16)



REGION 1 REGION 2 REGION 3

nO nll n=2 n3 __N n=N+l

Zl=O z 2  z3  z4  ZN z244= d

Figure 2 Aniotropic Region Composed of N iomogeneous Layers.

Since F(z) r' is constant within the n-th layer, the
resultant state vector solutions of (3) will have the form of
non-uniform plane waves

AP(Z) Vn exp( n z) (17)

where V is a constant vector. Acceptable complex z-directedn
wavenumbers, Yn are found by first substituting (17) into (3) to
produce the eigenvalue system

n, n - n (18)

with I being the 4 x 4 identity matrix. The eigenvalue
wavenumbers may be found as the roots of the quartic
characteristic equation obtained by setting the determinant of
the bracketed matrix in (18) to zero. Efficient procedures
exist for evaluating eigenvalues and eigenvectors, [4j.

Once the sets of eigenvalue-eigenvector pairs have been
found within the n--th layer we can represent the state-vector as
a weighted summation of the eigen-basis functions which were
postulated in (17),

4

() C m Vm exp( Zmz) (19)l~~z)A I n

It can be shown through substitution of (19) into (16), followed

by simple matrix manipulations, that
-I

A :: Uj-4). (20)

where-/ has its m-tb -olumn formed from fhe components of V m
while ¢n U (z) is a 4 x 4 diagonal matrix with non-zero elements
given by exp( 7n'r z) and dn is the thickness of the n-th layer.



An alternative method for obtaining the local transition
matrix in each layer is through a finite difference algorithm.
Consider partitioning the region within the n-th homogeneous
layer into Ln sub-layers, each having equal thickness hn = d n/L .
A piecewise linear approximation for each of the four componenps
of the state-vector may be employed, as illustrated in Figure 3.

MIDPOINT

Zn'l h Z n  Z

nn

Figure 3 Piecewine Linear Approximation in the n-th Layer.

Enforcing (3) at the midpoint of the f-th sub-layer, yields

* "i,&-)(21)

where the sub-layer localized 4 x 4 transition matrix is given by

_nF I-L - (22)

As a result of equal intervals being chosen for the sub-layers,
h n, this transition matrix remains constant throughout the n-th
homogeneous layer. The local transition matrix can be found in
terms of successive self-multiplications,

LhL

A TT P -=[ (23)/vn n" h

The selection of the sub--layer interval, h , will depend
upon the maximum expected rate of change of the state vector
fields therein. This interval should be small enough to allow
accurate tracking of the set of exponential basis functions in
(17). A simple analysis shows that h should be made small
compared to the reciprocal of the magnitude of the largest (in
modulus) complex eigenvalue,

h << 1 / {inx I91} (24)n I n I"



The power method can be used to estimate this magnitude without
the need to solve for the smaller eigenvalues (14].

Once the local transition matrices are obtained for the
various layers, the complete transition matrix can be computed as
the product,

N
A 7 f] A (25)n1n"11 n=l "n

This matrix is then used to find the scattering and transmission
matrices, using the procedure described in the previous section.

The extension of the finite-difference algorithm to
continuously stratified media in region 2 embodies the use of an
approximate model composed of thin homogeneous layers. The
layer thicknesses can be made locally dependent upon the material
properties through est'nates of maximum wavevectors.
Enhancements of this apprc :h can be made by implementing more
optimized numerical methods such as that of Runge-Kutta [14].

COMPUTATIONAL VERIFICATION

The algorithm was implemented on a microcomputer using the
finite-difference approach to compute the transition matrix. As
input to this program, the user must specify the number and
thicknesses of each layer within region 2 followed by the entry
of the complex matri. elements within each layer for the
permittivity and permeability tensors. The material in region 1
is assumed to be free-space while that of region 3 can be
specified as either free-space or a perfect electric conductor
(p.e.c.). Further inputs are required as to range and
increments of both temporal frequencies and incident aspect
angles. Scattering computations are performed for two incident
orthogonal linear polarizations, having the incident E-field
either parallel or normal to the x - z plane of incidence.

The computer program was checked in three steps. First,
simple cases were run to verify that no obvious errors were
present. Next, several test cases involving complicated layered
material configurations composed of lossy isotropic media were
compared to the results of a previously developed computer
program. This separate program, which used the 2 x 2 matrix
formulation for isotrojic material, had been extensively checked
against independent reaults [2]. The final validation was for a
metal backed (p.e.c. in region 3) homogeneous lossy anisotropic
layer whose scattering could be computed by analytic means.

An example of the results from the initial set of
computations involving free space in region 2 is shown in the
pseudo--3D plot of Figure 4. In computing the transition matrix,
region 2 was psrtifined into multiple layec (baied on the



criterion discussed in the previous section) and the diagonal
elements of the permittivity and permeability matrices within
each layer were set to their respective free space values, with
other elements set to zero. The independent variable axes are
normalized frequency, k d and incident aspect angle (00 is
normal to the surface). In this plot the case of a p.e.c. in
region 3 is considered which, of course, should yield complete
reflection, iSill = 1. When region 3 was considered as free
space, the computed S-matrix was found to be identically zero
while the resultant transmission matrix had unit diagonals and
zero off-diagonal elements.

Layer I tayer 2 La.......Loer m.I

Vacuum

I tMetal

ALL LAYERS ARE VACUUM

,,~ 10

REFLECTIn
05 COEmFICIl

Is11 l
Al 00Goo

400 M OWgll

0.02 0.23 0.44

NOR4ALIZED FREQUENCY (k d)

Figure 4 Scattering Computation Using Multiple Free Space Layers
Over a Metal Plane.

An example of the computational comparisons made between the
general anisotropic program and the specialized isotropic program
is shown in Figure 5. This case is that. of a single
electrically thin layer of lossy dielectric bounded by a vacuum
on both sides. S--matrix values are shown for a range of aspects
and frequencies. Differences of the various validating
compnttions were in the realm of a fraction of one--percent in
each

J "A the accuracy of the gprtera] program for anisotropic
material ,i region 2, a comparison was made to our analytical
solution for normal incidence upon a metal-backed layer of
magneto-plasma. With a z-directed static magnetic field, the
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Figure 5 Magnitudes Of S 1ends . for a Lossy Isotropic

Dielectric C C atinh 0on Meta Plane.

permittivity tensor has the Hermitian form, [5]1,

ac Jb 0

0 (26)

It can be shown by way of fin eigenvalue solution (7) which
is similar to that in the general formulation, that for the case
of normal incidence the basis functions for E(z) are circularly
polarized waves propagating in the +z and - z directions,

4 +4.'I(" + jy) exp(j l Az) (27a)
+
2 C 2 (x - jy") exp( j P32 Z) (27b)



where k. (27c)

An application of the cogent boundary conditions on E and H at
the outer interface, z = 0, and at the p.e.c., z d, provides
four simultaneous equations that can be solved to yield the
scattering matrix elements,

S 1 2 2  a + -- (28a)

s O _ - - 0 (28b)
S12 =-"S 2 1  - 24- 6

with an 1 exp(-j2 A d) j (28c)

and b [ 1 + exp(-j2 tn d) I --k- (28d)nl Pnk,

A comparison of S--matrix magnitudes is given in Figure 7 for
a particular case of magneto--plasma coated metal. The complex
permittivity matrix in (31) has non--zero elements = - 100 c-
Gk 50 6 0 and c .Gs Further comparisons are pending, wih

use of experimental scattering data for multilayered magnetic
materials.
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Figure 6 0

S Matrix Magnitudes for a Losy Aniootropic Magneto
Plasma Coating on a Metal Plane.



CONCLUSION

A general analytic formulation has been described for
scattering and transmission problems involving lossy stratified
anisotropic material. The method employs a 4 x 4 transition
matrix combined with impedance boundary conditions at the
entrance and exit planes of the stratified region. A new finite-
difference approach is employed for field solutions within
homogeneous layers of the structure. Scattering and
transmission matrices are obtained for ranges of frequency and
aspect angle for incident plane wave fields.

Extensive accuracy checks were performed on the general
numerical algorithm. This included comparisons with results
from an earlier program which was designed to handle only
isotropic media. An anisotropic case was considered, using an
independent analytical solution for scattering by a la'ei of
magneto--plasma covering a planar metallic surface.

A continuing effort is underway for incorporating the
algorithm described here into an optimization program for use in
the design of transmission and/or reflection structures. Input
specifications include bounds on the characteristic behavior of
the scattering and/or transmission matrix elements for a range of
incident aspect angles and harmonic frequencies.
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APPLICATION OF NEC TO EMP-ANALYSES
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The assessment of surface currents in three-dimensional
structures with metallic surfaces is an important issue in the
field of EMP-interaction analysis. To obtain sufficient infor-
mation about magnitude, direction, frequency - and time depen-
dence upon these currents, the NEC code system - consisting of
NEC-2 and the supplementary code SOMNEC for the calculation on
the Sommerfeld integral in the case of finite conductivity of
the earth - was implemented on different computer systems.
Furthermore the code system was expanded by a pre- and post-
processor which enables the user to apply NEC also for analy-
ses in the time domain.

As NEC operates in the frequency domain, it is first ne-
cessary to transform the time-dependent EMP into the frequency
domain, i.e. to calculate the EMP-spectrum. This Fourier-Trans-
formation is done by an appropriate "post-processor", using
either analytical or numerical methods (fig. 1).

EEKV/m] q

5O0

10 100 tn 2 10 10 10 7 10 ]

Fig. 1: EMP in time- and frequency domain

NEC-2 has then to be applied for each frequency of this
spectrum.
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To gain first experience with the application of NEC to
the problem mentioned above, a parallelepiped with metallic
surfaces was chosen and modeled as a wire-grid structure
consisting of ?92 elements. Finite electric conductivity of
the earth was assumed and taken into account by the
SOMMERFELD-NORTON option. The object was illuminated by a
linear polarized electromagnetic wave with a frequency of
10 MHz (fig.2).

Z [in)

SOIL

Fig. 2: Wire-grid model of a parallelepiped

The surface currents in each element, some near fields
and radiation patterns were calculated. The calculations were
performed at 4 different computer systems:

CDC CYBER 835/855 60-bit machine

SIEMENS 7551 32-bit machine

SIEMENS 7980 32-bit machine

SIEMENS/FUJITSU VECTOR HARDWARE
VP200

The elapsed CPU-times vary in a wide range as follows:



CPU-time on various computer-systems runninq NEC-2, SOMNEC

Wire-grid-model CYBER 835/855 SIEMENS 7551 SIEMENS 7890 SIEMENS 7890 SIEMENS/FUJITSU VP 200
of a parallelepi-
ped consisting of 60-bit machine double double double double precision
292 elements single preci- precision precision precision vector perform.

sion skalar autO-vectorization
performance
running at
VP 200

SOtMNEC 84 sec 432 sec 14 sec 8 sec

NEC-2 528 sec 6318 sec 188 sec 112 sec 102 sec
(30 sec without
ground option)

TOTAL FOR 612 sec 6750 sec 202 sec 120 sec 110 sec
EACH FREQUENCY
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Running the code on the 32-bit mainframes with "single
precision" inaccurate results were achieved compared with
those from the 60-bit machine Cyber 835/855.

Using the "double precision" option on the 32-bit machines
- which can be achieved through compiler-options - produced
identical results with those from the Cyber-machine.

Running the code on vector hardware VP200 offered a time-
reduction of factor 5 by mere auto-vectorization of the
FORTRAN source-code by the compiler. It is expected to achieve
still more time-saving for each frequency-run by a source-code
modification with respect to the special requirements of the
vector hardware ("hand-vectorization").

After having calculated the wire-currents in each segment
for each frequency of interest, it is necessary to "add up"
the frequency-dependent currents to obtain the results in the
time-domain. This is achieved by the reverse Fourier-Transfor-
mation done by the post-processor. This transformation ge-
nerally cannot be performed analytically. To avoid time-
consuming numerical direct methods, the application of the
Fast-Fourier-Transformation (FFT) was chosen.

However, as FFT requires equidistant frequencies, and the
available results have normally not been computed at equi-
distant frequencies, it is first necessary to apply an inter-
polation routine (spline-interpolation, fig. 3).

H H

f f

Fig. 3: Spline-interpolation

The required equidistance in the frequency range is then
available and FFT can be performed. (An example testing
merely the FFT against direct methods showed that the FFT
is faster by a factor of 12, using approx. 500 frequencies).
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To visualize the achieved results a 2-dimensional plot is
generated to give a first but easy to survey impression of the
currents in the structure. The currents are represented by ar-
rows whose heads indicate the current-direction and whose
length is directly related to the magnitude of the currents.

To demonstrate this method, the EMP-induced currents flowing
in a wire-grid model of a cross-bar are shown in fig. 4.

I16

aJ

7!-=
o i

rj

1 . 0 - x0. 0 9

1 7 4 1-PLANE, 
=0,0 4

CURRENT-SCALE: 133 A/C PL

Fig. 4: Currents in a wire-grid structure



reduces the guy efficiency and appreci-

ably affects the tower's structural
design. Fail-safe insulators are commonly

Use of MININEC to Determine used in the primary guy system. If the
the Optimum Placement of Insulators porcelain in a fail-safe insulator

on a VLF Top-Loaded Monopole assembly should fail, then the struc-

tural integrity will be maintained by the

assembly's hardware. Insulators are
T. D. Poston & B. G. Hagaman rated in terms of their wet flashover

Kershner, Wright & Hagaman, P.C. voltages. As a safety factor, the

53eanera Wasigtn De operating voltage across an insulator

Alexandria, Virginia 22312 should not be greater than one-half the

wet flashover rating. Therefore, optimum
T.L. Simpson choice of the number of insulators and

College of Engineering their location occurs when each insulator

University of South Carolina (or string of several insulators) is

Columbia, South Carolina 29208 operating at one-half of its wet f lash-

over rating. Underinsulation will result

in having to operate at reduced power
ABSTRACT during unfavorable weather to prevent

arcs from developing across the

The possibility of using MININEC to insulators. In the past, this type of

determine the optimum placement of antenna may have been overinsulated since

insulators on a top-loaded monopole a good technique to calculate insulator
antenna has been investigated. The voltages did not exist.

MININEC results are compared with two

alternate techniques: a computer program The voltage across an insulator can

based on an electrostatic analysis and be determined from the potential on the

an experimental method using a scale wire sections on each side of the

model placed in an electrolytic tank. insulator or from the guy wire current

All three methods require that some and the insulator impedance. These

approximations be made. Comparison of insulators are primarily capacitive.

the methods seem to indicate that Since this type of antenna is electri-

MININEC might eventually be used to cally small, a static analysis could be

solve this problem if the structure is an accurate method to calculate the
accurately modeled. However, the present voltages on the guys. A quasistatic

results are only slightly encouraging. analysis of a scaled model placed in an
Evidently, a large number of segments electrolytic tank is an experimental

and close attention to insulator lengths method to determine the guy wire voltages

and impedances will be required in order [1]. This technique has been used in the

to get an adequate solution. past. For a ti-me-varying analysis,

method of moments programs such as

MININEC and NEC can be used to calculate

the current in the guys. The product of

the current and the insulator impedance
The problem of how to determine the yields the voltage drop across an

optimum insulator placement on the guys insulator.

of a base-fed, top-loaded-vlf monopole

antenna has existed for years and con- This paper presents an attempt at

tinues to be a problem as new antennas using MININEC as a numerical approach to

are designed and as damaged insulators optimize insulator placement. A compari-

are replaced. The high power and son is made between the results of three

corresponding high voltage levels (up to technitues: a static program, measure

250 kY) require lal'gu ilnbulators that ments made in an electrolytic tank, and

are expensive and heavy. Their weight MININEC. The general modeling problems



The estimated capacitance of one insula-of each method are also discussed. For tor is 25 pF. A sketch of a string ofan example, a 365.8 m monopole with 12 four insulators is displayed in Figure I
top-loading radials and radiating 100 kW to indicate the general structure of
at 27 kHz is examined. The tower is these insultors and the associated hard-
modeled as a cylinder with a radius of
1.27 m. The radials have a radius of ware.
1.43 cm. This antenna has three sets
of primary guys at 91.4 m, 182.9 m, and ELECTROSTATIC ANALYSIS
274.3 m with radii of 1.59 cm, 1.43 cm,
and 1.75 cm respectively. The guys for A microcomputer program has been
the top radials have a radius of 1.27 written to perform an electrostatic
cm. The fail-safe insulators being con- analysis of the antenna and one guy at a
sidered have a wet flashover rating at time. The insulators are modeled with
60 Hz of 100 kV for a single insulator, spheres to yield approximately the same
150 kV for a string of two, 185 kV for a capacitance as the actual insulators. To
string of three, and 285 kV for a string minimize run times, the charge distribu-
of four with a suitable grading ring. tion on the antenna is solved for first.

And then this information is used to

solve for the charge distribution on the
guy segments and the insulators,
neglecting any affect the guy has on he
antenna. Note that each guy section is
an equipotential surface and that the
last section is grounded. Also the sum
of the insulator voltages must equal the
tower voltage at the point where the guy
attaches to the tower. The base voltage
and the top hat voltage can be calculated
from the antenna solution [2]. A
straight-line approximation can be used
to estimate the tower voltage at any
height.

This technique has several problems.
5.5 m The program treats the support guys as

being located directly beneath a top
radial, when for this example they are
offset by 15 degrees. Also, it is
impractical to model the insulators
rigorously. This problem is obvious from
the sketch of a string of four insulators
shown in Figure 1. Nevertheless, this
program was used to try to optimize the
insulator placement and to get some
values for comparing the three tech--
niques. Figure 2 shows this initial set
of string locations, lengths of guy sec-
tions, and static tower voltages at the
guy attachment levels. The number of
insulators in each string and the
calculated insulator voltages are dis-
njaved in Tphle T,

FIGURE 1. A string of four fail- k
insulators. (Lapp Insulator
Catalog 590).



FIGURE 2. Optimized insulator locations
obtainedwith the static analysis program.

181 kV For clarity, only one set of guys and onetop radial are shown. Static voltages along
45' the tower are displayed. Distances are inmeters.

175.3 kV

45'

169.5 kV

56. 3'

163.75 k

45~6

158 kv

-,~~~~ /- /--, z 7[7 '77
_ 9 1. 4 ---

-- 274. 3 - _________

EIECTROLYTIC TANK MEASUREMENTS The primary problem with this
technique is that it is not efficient for

A model with a scale factor of design purposes since modification of the
1/850 has been constructed and placed model is so time consuming. Also, some
in an electrolytic tank in order to error may be introduced by modeling all
measure the voltage on the guy sections. of the insulator strings with the same
This experimental method uses small sized pieces of dielectric. As with any
pieces of a dielectric (such as plastic experimental technique, it is subject to
beads) to model the insulators. W'ith various measurement errors. The results
the model placed in a tank of ordinary of the model measurements are displayed
tap water, the antenna was driven with a in Table I.
signal generator operating at a rela-
tively low frequency (I k~lz). The MININEC
measured voltage on each section of guy
wire can be related to the full scale MININEC can be used to compute the
voltage by the voltage on the model current distribution along a guy wire and
tower and the static tower voltages, lumped loads can be placed at the
The model was designed using the dimen- insulator positions. The guy must connect
sions shown in Figure 2. to the tower's center at a junction



between two tower segments. Therefore, A modified version of MININEC(2)

it is convenient to model the tower with was used to improve the treatment of the

two wires that join where the guy very thin wires [4]. Since MININEC does

attaches to the tower. The desired not take advantage of any symmetry a

lengths of guy wire sections can be large number of segments must be used.

specified by using a separate wire for But even though the code was compiled,

each guy section. A current pulse will the minimum possible number of segments
be placed at the junction of the wires must still be used in order to keep run

[31. If a lumped load equal to the times reasonable. Only one guy was con-

reactance of the insulator is placed at sidered at a time to help keep the number

that pulse, then the voltage across the of segments low ('-50). The following

insulator is the product of the reac- segmentation values were chosen: six

tance and the value of the current pulse segments on the tower, two segments on

given by MININLC. each radial, and three segments on each

guy section. The dimensions in Figure 2

The primary difficulty wi~t thip re used with the eXceptiol that the

method is determining the proper insulator lengths were shifted to the

impedance value to use for the insulator lowest guy link. The capacitances of the

and where to place the load. The insula- multiple insulator 0trinzs were estimated

tor manufacturer can usually provide the from the charge distributions given by

approximate capacitance of a single the static program. The use of several

insulator assembly and sometimes the more segments on the guy sections and the

capacitance of a string of insulators, five closes. radials did not signifi-

Any error in the accuracy of the cantly change the results that are

capacitance value would of course cause presented in Table I.
error in the MININEC results. Also, a
lumped load does not consider the length CONCLUSIONS

of the insulator or the field due to the
insulator assembly which could be sig- The values in Table I indicate that

nificant. Another source of error is MININEC is not a simple solution to the

that the guy wire must attach to the insulator placement problem. The results

tower's center instead of its surface. of the static program and the

TABLE I

RESULTS OF THREE DIFFERENT METHODS OF DETERMINING INSULATOR VOLTAGES

Each case used approximately the same guy section lengths shown in Figure 2.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

String Voltages (kV)

Insulators Static Tank

Level (m) per String Program Measurements MININEC

91.4 3 82.7 85.1 68.6

1 40.8 37.1 46.5

1 40.2 41.6 47

182.9 3 82.8 84.8 79

1 42.1 41.7 29.1
1 44.6 43 42.4

274.3 2 63.2 67.1 59.4
2 64.9 59.6 64.6

1 47 48.6 48.6

365.8 4 133 127.3 ---

1 26.1 22.6 ---

1 21.9 32.5 ---



electrolytic tank measurements agree
reasonably well when the differences
between the two methods are taken into
consideration. The MININEC results are
not in close agreement with the other
techniques except for the voltages on
the lowest guy section on the 182.9 m
and 274.3,nlevel guys. However, the
MININEC results are encouraging enough
to continue investigating this applica-
tion. Possibly the use of more seg-
ments, more attention paid to adjusting
the guy section lengths to compensate
for neglecting the insulator lengths,
and more accurate values of the insula-
tor capacitances would yield better
results. MININEC(3) which is to be
released soon may have some features
that would be helpful for this applica-
c 'on, In addition, NEC could be used in
a similar fashion. It would enable the
use of more segments and possibly allow
more detailed modeling of the tower and
the insulator assemblies.
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"A COMPARISON OF THIN-WIRE EM MODELING CODES FOR

THE CASE OF SCATTERING FROM A CROSS"

Richard W. Adler
Naval Postgraduate School

Code 62AB
Monterey, CA 93943

This paper looks at the performance of six thin-wire theory antenna codes in
representing the current distribution on a crossed-dipole scatterer. Measurements by
Burton are used as a reference. The structure is a 3/4 wave high vertical cylinder with
a half wave horizontal cross-arm located at the half wave high point. Illumination is via
a vertically polarized plane wave.

The results raise questions concerning the application of continuity of current at
the ju, ction region by the antenna codes. The thin-wire azimuthally uniform current
assumption may also be responsible for some of the differences observed.



INTRODUCTION

One method of validation of thin-wire antenna codes is comparison of
calculations to measurements of surface currents on a thin cylindrical structure. Most
numerical modelers use one thin-wire code exclusively - the one they have invested the
most time in and have the greatest experience with. Some engineers have developed
their own codes and these are considered proprietary and therefore not available to the
general public. This paper compares current amplitude and relative phase for a crossed
dipole scatterer, as obtained from measurement and from calcilation via six different
thin-wire codes, two of which are not in the public domain.

Figure 1 shows a thin-wire crossed dipole scatterer with a three-quarter
wavelength vertical shaft and a half wavelength horizontal arm, located one-half
wavelength up from the infinite, perfect ground plane. The radius of all elements is
0.185185 wavelengths. The measurements were provided by R.W. Burton and appear in
Reference 1. The measured and calculated current amplitudes were presented for this
investigation as relative dB. values and the phase as relative values also. Calculated
values were plotted and adjusted vertically on each graph to obtain the most favorable
match to the measured values.

The crossed-dipole structure provides a tough test of the thin-wire codes. The
junction, which requires continuity of current and equal charge per unit length on the
connecting arms, is treated in several different manners by the codes. The usual thin-
wire approximations adhered to by antenna codes are:

1. The currents on cylindrical surfaces can be assumed to flow on the surface of
the perfect conductor and only in the axial direction and to be constant circumferentially
at a given cross-section.

2. The current and charge densities can be approximated by filaments at the
geometrical center of the wire.

3. The boundary conditions on tangential electric field intensity require zero
value on the wire surface and can be applied to just the axial component.

4. The current at the ends of the cylindrical surfaces is approximately zero.

5. The distance from the observation point to the source point for field
calculations must always be greater than or equal to the radius of the cylinder.

6. The summation of all the currents at a junction must equal zero.

The equation of continuity for a surface equates the divergence of surface
current density at a point to the time rate of reduction of surface charge density. If a
large scale equivalent of the equation of continuity is applied to a spherical volume
surrounding the crossed dipole junction, the result is equating the algebraic sum of the
currents flowing out in the cylindrical wires to the negative time rate of change of
charge, if any, accumulating at the junction. Kirchoff's first law, as used in classical
circuit theory, equates the current sum to zero, a static condition. For a sufficiently
large volume, this seems valid, but if the radius of the sphere approaches the diameter
of the cylinder surface, charge must be permitted at the juction.

2



The thin-wire approximation states negligible circumferential currents
and circumferential invariance of axial current density. Near the junction of two or
more wires, no matter how thin, there will not be rotational symmetry around each wire.
These considerations give rise to questions of reliability of currents and fields near
junctions obtained with thin wire programs.

THIN-WIRE PROGRAMS USED

Each of the six thin-wire codes exercised for the crossed-dipole scatterer are
Method of Moments applications of a thin-wire integral equation. K.K. Mei and J.H.
Richmond, in 1965, suggested methods of thin-wire solutions, as did R.F. Harrington in
1967. In applying the Moment Method, some code developers have used a Galerkin
procedure and some the method of colocation. For the six codes used in this study, the
basis functions and testing method are listed in Table 1.

CODE NAME/AUTHORS BASIS FUNCTION TESTING METHOD

OSU/Richmond Piecewise Sine Galerkin
Syracuse/Chao & Strait Piecewise Linear Galerkin
"MININEC3"/Logan, et al Piecewise Constant Galerkin
TCI/Tanner & Andreason Three Term Colocation
"BIGANT"/Arens Three Term Colocation
"NEC3"/Burke, et al Three Term Colocation

TABLE 1. CODES USED IN THIS STUDY

The TCI and BIGANT codes are proprietary and were run by their owners. The
remaining programs are in various stages of public domain and are discussed in
Reference 2. Figures 2 through 25 show the measures relative current amplitude in dB.
and relative phase for the horizontal and vertical portions of the cross. Code results
were adjusted vertically for best visual match. The bottom, junction, top and end are
labeled B,J,T, and E respectively.

OBSERVATIONS

1. Tht measured horizontal arm current magnitude was most closely matched by
BIGANT. The other codes, did not predict the shape of the current distribution as we!l
as BIGANT with typical differences 3 to 5 dB.
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2. The horizontal arm current phase correlation was quite good, with
BIGANT showing the poorest prediction, but still within 20 degrees of the measurement.

3. For the vertical current amplitude, measurements show a drop of
approximately 1 1/2 dB. as the observation point passes upward through the junction.
All codes missed the junction value by 2-5 dB. None predicted the drop at the junction
and the Syracuse code actually predicted a rise of 8 dB. at the junction. It also missed
the ground plane current by 12 dB.

4. Vertical current phase shows a sharp rise for the measured values at the
quarter-wave high point with another small rise through the junction. All codes predict
a phase jump near the quarter-wave point, but only the Ohio State code and NEC3
approximate the junction phase changes. The TCI phase change is in the wrong
direction and the BIGANT phase prediction is the widest ranging and shows the greatest
difference from measured. The Syracuse code phase change at the junction is in the
correct direction but overshoots. BIGANT and MININEC3 have no junction phase
ramps.

CONCLUSION

The estimated current distributions in a crossed-dipole scatterer are shown in
Figure 26 and are verified by the measured currents of Burton. The choice of arm
lengths and location of the junction force a condition of maximum current (minimum
charge) at the ground plane and at the junction. Kirchoff's current law applies for this
case and as such it should favor thin-wire antenna codes. Six popular codes' calculations
of complex current distribution on the cross reveal that junction behavior of current
magnitude is rather poorly predicted and only two codes were reasonably close on phase
distribution.

If the geometry were changed to the case of a vertical 3/4 wave from the grou'd
plane to the junction with a 1/2 wave top and 1/2 wave horizontal arms, maximum
charge will exist at the junction with a much more uniform junction current
distribution. Finally, the case of current discontinuities in both the vertical and
horizontal arms, 1/2 wave long top section, 1/4 and 1/2 wave horizontal arms, and 3/8
wave bottom vertical section should cover the range of junction currents and charges of
interest. Code developers wishing to improve junction performance could use these
cases as benchmarks to test their code's accuracy.

The application of Kirchoff's Law and charge conditions and the lack of
rotational symmetry at junctions are apparently important factors in the crossed-dipole
performance by thin-wire antenna codes.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

James Logan provided the Syracuse code results, Virgil Arens the BIGANT
calculations, and R.L. Tanner the predictions by the TCI code. The MININEC3
calculations were from a developmental version of February 1986.
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EFFICIENT COMPUTATION OF THE FAR FIELD OF OFFSET

REFLECTOR ANTENNAS WITH OFFSET FEEDS

Larry Q. Bowers John Hoover
P. 0. Box 179 MS-8080

Martin Marietta Denver Aerospace
Denver, CO. 80201

I. INTRODUCTION
An efficient method of computing the far field of offset reflector

,ntennas with offset feeds has been developed and implemented on a VAX 11/780
and an IBM-PC. The method relies upon tile use of Geometrical Optics to

evaluate the vector field in the aperture of the reflector on a grid of
equally spaced points. For a specific feed, reflector, and aperture geometry,

the reflected field is determined at successive grid points in the aperture.
The associated reflection point is located numerically using an efficient

algorithm which effectively minimizes the distance function between the feed
point and the aperture point via the reflector surface. Typically,

convergence is reached after 1 to 3 iterations so that most of the computer

time is spent evaluating the reflected field as opposed to searching for

reflection points.

Once the aperture fields have been computed, two-dimensional discrete

Fourier Transform techniques are used to rapidly compute the far field
radiation patterns and contours for both the co- and cross-polarized

components. Modified algorithms have also been developed to compute single

plane cuts of on- and off-principle plane far fields directly from the

aperture field data. A modified form of tile Cooley-Tukey FFT algorithm allows

densely spaced far field data computation over a specified angular range,

making no unnecessary intermediate calculations.

The techniques and algorithms described above will be discussed in

detail and results presented. Comparison with measurements made in the MMDA
Planar Near Field Facility will also be discussed. Computer run time

benchmarks will be presented for comparison with other analysis methods, and

future improvements to the existing software will be st....rized.
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II. EVALUATION OF THE APERTURE FIELD

Figure 1 illustrates the specification of the general offset

paraboloidal reflector antenna geometry. Although the aperture need not be

circular, this assumption is made for simplicity. In this way, the reflector

is fully characterized by the focal length and the two angles 95, and Oo

shown in Figure 1. The reflector profile can then be expressed as:

f

cos2( /2)

where 0 is the angle between the axis of rotation and a line connecting the

focus and a point on the reflector, f is the focal length, and

V1 I / < ?/J2
01 =  00- 012

02 = 0o +  1

The aperture plane is positioned perpendicular to the axis of the

paraboloid a distance Zp from the vertex of the parent paraboloid (see

Figure 1). Equally spaced grid points in the aperture plane are centered

about the circular aperture as shown in Figure 2. Grid spacing is generally

chosen to be a half wavelength, however, there are no specific restrictions on

the distance between points so long as it is constant.

In order to evaluate the Geometrical Optics vector reflected field at

each of the aperture grid points, the associated reflection points on the

reflector surface must be determined. For electrically large apertures, this

can be a formidable task since there is no "closed form" solution for

arbitrary aperture and feed point locations. In one form or another, a

numerical algorithm is required to determine the point by successive

iteration. The technique employed here effectively minimizes the distance

function defined by the sum of the distance from the feed to the reflection

point and the distance from the reflection point to the aperture point. Since

the reflection point must correspond to a local minimum in the distance

function, (by Fermat's Principle) the solution can be found by a process of

numerical minimization.



Figure 3 illustrates reflection from the paraboloid, and Figures 4 and

5 illustrate the minimization algorithm conceptually. From Figure 3, the

distance function is defined as

D = s' + s
or

D §P-I + VOb

Assuming the point P is a potential reflection point lying on the parent

paraboloid, its location can be described by the quantities r, and 0 defined

in Figure 4. With this definition, the paraboloid can be described by

r 2 = 4fz

where r2  = x2 + y 2

and 0 = tan-1 (y/x)

From Figure 4 it can be seen that the ? and ' directions are perpendicular
(independent) and correspond to the principle directions of the surface of the

paraboloid. The P direction is along the parabolic arc and the $ direction
corresponds to the direction of rotation about the z-axis. The aljorithm

described here takes advantage of these independent directions and makes use

of gradient calculations to step toward the minimum in the distance function

in both the ^ and 0 directions. This procedure is illustrated in Figures 5

and 6. The first step in the process is to choose a point P which is in the

vicinity of the actual reflection point, QR" Next, the distance function is

evaluated at P and two successive closely spaced points in each of the
principle directions. These values are then used to form approximations of

the gradient of the distance function. In the ^ direction (corresponding to
Figure 6) these quantities are

a D and aDa r -jr

r+ Ar r+34r
3--
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These values of the gradient are then used to project "back" to the zero

crossing of the gradient function a.;uming approximate linearity. Since a

zero crossing in the gradient correc ,nds to a local minimum (or maximum) in

the distance function, convergence n the reflection point is achieved,

provided the initial guess is in fihe vicinity of the true reflection point.
This process is performed sequentially in both the ^ and ^ directions and a
new point P is determined. The gralient calculations are repeated until P is

within a specified error bound of the reflection point, QR. This procedure

is extremely efficient in that convergence is typically achieved in one to
three iterations. Once the reflected field at the aperture point is

determined, the process is repeated at an adjacent aperture grid point. Since
aperture grid points are numerous and usually closely spaced, the reflection

point associated with the previous grid point is a good initial guess for the

next grid point.

Once the reflection point associated with an aperture grid point has been

determined, the Geometrical Optics Vector reflected field is computed. As
given by Kouyoumjian [1] the reflected field is

ER = Ei(QR)" RA(s)e'jks

where

Ei(QR) = Eo e-jks'
S'

R =rp[r

P1 +)P24s

Ei(QR) is the vector incident field at the point of reflection resolved

into the components which permit the use of the reflection dyad, R. A(s) is

the divergence coefficient which describes the divergence of the wavefront as
it reflects from QR and radiates outward. As such. the quantities P

r
and p2 are the principle radii of curvature of the reflected wavefront

evaluated at QR. For spherical wave incidence they can be found from:
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S[ R
s' Co-9 sin2  2

2

2 cos 20i sin2 02 sin2 1 R1R2

where Oi = cos "1  -'sN']
01 = cos-l s''r]

02 cos'1  s'. $]

R1 is the radius of curvature of the reflector surface (at QR) in the r
direction, and R2 is the radius of curvature in the ' direction. These

quantities are easily found from geometrical considerations.

Once the vector reflected field has been determined, it can be resolved
into co- and cross-polarized components so that these components can be

treated separately in the far field. Either the co- or cross-polarized
components of the far field may be examined independently.

A limitation associated with this method arises from the nature of the

Geometrical Optics formulation. The solution is not valid at or near caustic

regions of the reflected field. As a result, some care must be taken in the

placement of the aperture plane so that caustic regions are avoided. For some

feed locations, it may not be possible to avoid caustics and in these
instances, conventional stationary phase methods can be employed. In general,

the aperture plane should be placed as close to the reflector edge as possible.

III. EVALUATION OF THE FAR FIELD

Once the vector reflected field has been evaluated in the aperture

plane, the data must be transformed to the far field. Conventional aperture
integration and FFT techniques can be employed, however, they are usually

computationaly intensive for even moderately sized apertures. The primary

5



purpose for performing the analysis described here is to examine the changes

in the far field pattern when the main beam is steered by moving the feed

relative to the reflector. Of primary interest is the effective reduction in

gain and increase in coma lobe, or first sidelobe in the steered plane when

the feed is moved a given distance from the focus of the reflector. Other

pattern features which can be studied using this analysis include the change
in cross-polarized pattern in the vicinity of the main beam. All of these

effects occur ir close proximity to the main beam of the far field pattern,
and they may be most accurately viewed and easily understood in terms of

standard far field pattern plots, namely a graph of far field amplitude as a
function of either azimuth angle with constant elevation or elevation angle

with constant azimuth. A scheme of fast computation of single plane far-field
patterns from the two-dimensional near-field array has therefore been

implemented. This technique uses certain features found in two-dimensional
Fast Fourier transform algorithms, but is itself not a true FFT.

A form of the discrete Fourier transform [2] used to compute far-field

plane wave component, or far field pattern value, from a rectangularly sampled

near-field array may be written

M N

A(kx ) : E E E(xi,Yj)e-J 2,kxi/N e-J2kyi/M (I)
j=1 i=1

where (xi, yj) is the near-field sample location

E is the complex field at that location

(kx, k y) is the far-field location in two dimensional

wave number

A is the complex far-field value



The rectangularly sampled near-field array is stored in the computer as
records corresponding to matrix rows. For example, record 1 is

E(l,l), E(2,1), E(3,1),... E(N,l)

and record 2

E(l,2), E(2,2), E(3,2),... E(N,2)

for record j from 1 to M. When a single cut of the far-field pattern is to be
computed, for example A(O, k ) for- - < k < A (+300), the two

'y x y X
dimensions of the transform are applied independently. First the rows
(records) of the matrix are read from mass storage, and the inner summation of

equation 1 is computed for the constant kx value of 0. Each row is thus

accumulated as a single value of

N

B(j) = E E(ij)e~j 27r( O)i / N (2)

j=1

where j (in E(i,j) and B(j)) is the row number currently being read and
integrated.
In this case, the complex values E(ij) for each row are simply summed

together, but if a constant kx value other than 0 were desired, it would be
included in place of the zero-in equation (2). Then after all rows have been

read from mass storage, the B(j) exist as a single dimension of data, and the
second dimension of the transform may be applied,

M
A(O,'ky = , B(j)e-j2k yj/M (3)

i=1

for the desired sampling within-- <k < .
A Y X

By applying this technique, the brute force 'ethod of aperture integration (or

the 2-d FFT) has been avoided, with the restriction that either azimuth or
elevation angle must be held constant. This allows the antenna designer to

investigate many more alternatives in a shorter period of time than has been
previously possible.
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An additional time savings is realized by storing all complex values in

rectangular format, that is real and imaginary parts rather than as amplitude

and phase. Finally, the real and imaginary parts of the Fourier transform

multipliers, (shown in equations 1 through 3) are computed only once, then

indexed from a table, m~nimizing the number of trigonometric operations

performed.

IV. RESULTS

The techniques described above have been implemented on a VAX 11/780 as

well as an IBM-PC equipped with an 8087 numeric co-processor. Benchmark

execution times which follow apply only to the IBM-PC, however they can be

extrapolated to other larger computer systems.

Three programs are used to generate far-field patterns given the

reflector geometry:

1. Pl - near-field computation in the aperture plane

2. P2 - far-field data computaticn from near-field

3. P3 - far-field hard copy plots of far-field data.

The first program is by far the code with the longest execution time due to

the iterative reflection point calculation, the geometrical optics

computations, and the large number of data values to compute. On an IBM-PC

with floating point co-processor, the near fields are computed typicaliy in

100 msec per sample location. A 128 X 128 near-field array can thus be

computed in about 30 minutes. This time can be reduced by approximately a

factor of two with the implementation of machine-code subroutines for the

basic geometrical operations, namely, the dot product, cross product, and 3

dimensional distance computation.
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The second program which computes the far-field patterns, requires

approximately 100 msec for each far-field value calculated in addition to the

time required to read the entire near-field array from storage. Due to the

large amount of data in the near-field array, (a 128 X 128 point array

requires 131 kbytes), accessing all data in the array takes an appreciable

amount of time, depending on the mass storage media used.

The last program, which plots the data on paper, is limited in speed

only by the plotting hardware. The plots shown in this paper were generated

on an Epson RX-80 dot matrix printer and were produced in about two minutes.

Faster dot-matrix printers or the use of a pen plotter could reduce this time

considerably.

The example patterns which follow correspond to a full scale

developmental space-deployable antenna built by General Dynamics Convair

Division for Intelsat. A sketch of the antenna is shown in Figure 7. A

sketch of the reflector geometry, illustrating the parameters pertinent to the

analysis, is shown in Figure 8. The reflector is a 5 meter diameter mesh

surface, held in place with periodically spaced cords. The feed associated

with this reflector is a 3.4 GHz linearly polarized circularly symmetric

corrugated horn with 17 dB taper at the reflector edge.

Figure 9 shows the co-polarized far-field pattern of this antenna with

the feed positioned at the focal point of the parent paraboloid. Note the 32

dB first sidelobes. Figure 10, in contrast, shows the pattern when the feed

is moved laterally 10 wavelengths to steer the beam 8.5 degrees from

boresight. Because the General Dynamics antenna has such a high focal length

to diameter ratio (F/D of 1.3) the familiar coma lobe is not readily visible.

The degradation to the main beam, however can be clearly seen. The first

sidelobes, previously at -32 dB relative to the peak of the main beam, have

degenerated into shuulders perturbing the main beam at approximately -10 dB

below the beam peak.
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Some results of this analysis have been compared to actual measured

patterns associated with this antenna taken in the Martin Marietta near-field

chamber. Figure 11 shows an overlay of the computations vs actual measurement

of the antenna when the 3.4 GHz feed is at the reflector focus position. The

main beam shows good agreement, but sidelobes do not. This is a result of the

non-ideal surface of the reflector, producing higher sidelobes than those

associated with the illumination profile. Figure 12 demonstrates this effect

by comparing the computations with measured data in which the surface

deformation effects have been mathematically removed. The sidelobe envelope

and individual sidelobe width and position now show good agreement with those

from the analysis.

V. CONCLUSIONS

An efficient method of computing the far field of offset reflector

antennas with offset feeds has been developed, and the utility of the method

demonstrated. Although they have not been discussed here, many of the design

problems and issues associated with this class of antennas can be addressed

and studied using the techniques described. The versatility and speed of

these techniques allows the antenna designer to vary a wide range of

parameters in a short period of time in the process of developing the best

antenna system design for a given set of requirements.

In conclusion, it should also be noted that this method easily lends

itself to enhancements which improve the accuracy and broaden the range of

application of these techniques. One such improvement is the computation of

the edge diffracted field by the Geometrical Theory of Diffraction [3]. This

would allow an extension of the near field aperture plane and greatly improve

the accuracy of the fa- field computations in the far out sidelobe region of

the antenna. Another useful extension involves the modeling of array feeds.

Each feed element can be modeled independently (as opposed to a single feed

with equivalent phase center) allowing the application of superposition and

the ability to optimize combining networks for specific applications.
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In addition, surface deformation effects can be modeled effectively as near

field phase deviations (proportional to surface deviations) so long as the

deviation is a slowly varying one, and the aperture plane is positioned close

to the reflector edge. Finally, this method can be applied to other reflector

geometries and configurations such as shaped reflectors and divergent

reflectors simply by accounting for the change in geometry in the reflected

field computations. These improvements and enhancements are presently being

investigated and implemented.
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Thin Aperture Modeling Using an FDTD Code

Kenneth R. Demarest
Radar Systems and Remote Sensing Laboratory

The University of Kansas Center for Research, Inc.
Lawrence, Kansas 66045-2969

The topic of electromagnetic penetration through apertures has been a

subject of intense interest in recent years. This interest stems from the

great number of practical problems that arise in both military and civilian

applications where it is necessary to determine the coupling from one region

to another. Increased concern caused by broadband threats such as lightening

and NEMP have heightened the interest in developing accurate techniques for

analyzing penetration problems involving small apertures.

The Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FDTD) technique has proven to be a

valuable tool for the calculation of the transient and steady state scattering

characteristics of relarively complex scatterer and source configurations.

Among its attractive characteristics are its ability to model a very large

variety of conducting and dielectric geometries, numerical straight-

forwardness, the ability to model nonlinearities, and the production of direct

time domain results.

In spite of the attracti-ve attributes of the FDTD technique, it is well

known that it is not well suited to geometries that exhibit variations in

shape or consistency that are small with respect to wavelength. To counter

this, various .,chemes have been developed to allow- the FDTD technique to model

fine detail such as thin wires, points, and apertures.

This paper describes an -FDTD code that incorporates augmentations that

allow the modeling of geometries containing multiple wires (including the

possible junctions) and long thin apertures. The wire technique used in this

code is a variation of one developed by Simpson and- Holland [1]. The aperture

technique utilizes the generalized Babinet's principle to decouple the

interior and exterior regions on both sides of an aperture, thus allowing for

the analysis of geometries containing long thin apertures, backed by cavities

that might contain fine detail [2, 3].

View-graphs 1-3 illustrate the basics of the FDTD technique. Here, the

scatterer is modeled as a collection of rectangular cells and immersed in a

nuerical grid in both time and space. In each cell, all three components of
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the electric and magnetic fields are calculated. The positions of the

electric fields are interlaced in both time and space so as to allow Maxwell's

two curl equations to advance the electric and magnetic fields alternately in

time to produce time marching solutions.

View-graph 4 summarizes the way in which apertures of various sizes can
be modeled in an FDTD code. Generally, in order for an aperture to be modeled

directly by an unaltered FDTD code, it must extend over an area of at least 4

square cells. For apertures that are somewhat smaller, a technique has been

developed [4] whereby a second computational run is made over a portion of the

geometry using a finer numerical grid (usually 4 times smaller), thus allowing

the modeling of apertures that are approximately one cell in dimension in the

original grid. For long and thin apertures (such as cracks and seams), the

aperture is often too narrow to be resolved by the numerical grid, but can be

modeled by utilizing the generalized Babinet's principle (the subject of this
paper). Finally, for extremely small holes, Bethe hole theory could probably

be applied to adequately calculate the coupling.

The calculation sequence that this code uses to invoke Babinet's

principle and calculate the interior fields of a geometry containing a cavity

backed by a small aperture is shown in View-graph 5. Here, the top figure

shows -the entire geometry to be analyzed, and the remaining figures are the

sub-geometries that are modeled sequentially to find the cavity fields of the
original geometry. The first geometry modeled is that of the entire external

geometry with the aperture short circuited. The purpose of this step is to
calculate and store the external surface currents at all points except along

the aperture plane.

In the next calculation, the fields of the external surface currents

radiating into free space are found. Then, the fields of these same currents

radiating in the presence of the compliment of the aperture plane (i.e. free

space where conductor had been and magnetic conductor where free space had

been) are found. During this calculation, the narrow magnetic strip is

modeled as a narrow wire and the dual of Holland and Simpson's wire technique

is used.

The fields in the aperture of the top geometry of View-graph 5 are then

found from Babinet's principle by taking the difference between the aperture
fields of the "incident" and "magnetic" field cases. These aperture fields

can then be used as the sole driving sources for a final computation that
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involves only the cavity. Since the external geometry need not be included in

this calculation, the numerical grid used can be much smaller and thus result

in sufficient spatial resolution to model cavities with fine detail.

Configurations of wires in these cavities can also be modeled.

Summaries of the way in which electric and magnetic wires are modeled in

this code are shown in View-graphs 6 and 7. Basically, they are simply duals

of each other. In both cases, the way in which the fields are advanced in

cells containing wires must be altered in order to account for the distributed

inductances and capacitances associated with these structures. Also,

junctions are handled by forcing the charges at these junctions to distribute

themselves according to the capacitances on all sides of the junctions.

View-graph 8 shows a comparison of the aperture current (wi-th the

aperture short circuited) and the aperture field for a hollow, "fuselage like"

geometry with a narrow aperture on top that is excited by an injected current

pulse on lightening channel (modeled as a wire). Note that the current

waveform is that of a pulse washing back and forth across the aperture. The

aperture field waveform, however, shows high frequency components not present

in the current waveform which result from the rapid discharging of the

-aperture.

View-graph 9 shows a comparison of the fields 2m above and 2m below the

aperture. Here, we note a phase reversal and diminished amplitude of the

interior fields. View-graph 10 depicts the peak field strength in the cavity

as a function of the aperture width. As expected, there is a logarithmic

decrease.

View-graph 11 shows a comparison of electric fields calculated for the

same exterior geometry as in View-graph 9, but each with different size

cavities. In these waveforms, we notice the higher "ring" frequencies

associated with the smdller cavities. Also, we notice smaller amplitudes in

the smallest cavity due to the decreased energy in the aperture fields at the

high ring frequency of this cavity.

View-graph 12 depicts that capability of this code to model wires within

cavities. As can easily be seen, the presence of the wire causes the 'initial

-response close to the bottom of the cavity to be somewhat lower than when it

is not present due to partial shielding. Later, however, the wire rings at

its resonant frequency, which is much lower than the first resonance of the

cavity.
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Finally, View-graph 13 is an example of the multiple wire (with

junctions) geometries that can be modeled by this code. Here, three wires of

different lengths and diameters intersect at right angles. This configuration

is excited by a current pulse on the far right side of the horizontal wire.

The four current waveforms shown depict several characteristics that would be

expected from such a geometry, including the positive reflection of the

incident pulse at the wire junction, and the subsequent negative reflections

off of the wire ends as the incident pulse passes through the junction. We

also see that the injected currents across the unctions are largest for the

largest diameter wires.
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TIME DOMAIN FINITE DIFFERENCE MODELING ON T-E FLOATING POINT
SYSTEM 264 ARRAY PROCESSOR

K.S. Kunz, S.T. Pennock, and J.K. Breakall
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

P.O. Box 808, L-156
Livermore, CA 94550

A time domain finite difference electromagnetics code using the separate field
formation first espoused by Yee (Ant. and Prop. Vol. AP-14, pp. 302-307, May 1966)
has been implemented on the newly acquired Floating Point System 264 Axray Processor
within the Engineering Research Division at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.
This machine provides 30 times the speed of a VAX 11/780 equipped with floating
point accelerator. Such a speed approaches that of an early CRAY computer. With two
million sixty-four bit words, a problem space on the order of 128 x 64 x 64 cells can be
modeled without resorting to virtual memory with the attendant performance loss.

Modeling of 10:1 scale model generic test objects is possible with a 0.3125 cm (1/8")
cell size for an upper frequency limit of 12 GHz, using an eight-cell to a wavelength
criterion. A day long run produces a 100 ns or 16,000 time step record that transforms
into spectral data with a 10 MHz spacing. This is an adequate, not overly refined,
resolution as determined experimentally. Data storage requirements are also extremely
large, easily running up to 100 MB or more. From these considerations and the very low
cost- of computations on the FPS-264, a present day performance- envelope can be
assigned to this type of computation.

Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by the
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under contract number W-7405-ENG-48.
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Figure 12. Aerosol Particle of Generalized Shape and Composition
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SCATTERING BY A LOSSY DIELECTRIC

AND MAGNETIC BODY OF ARBITRARY

CROSS-SECTION

JUANG-LU LIN
BOEING MILITARY AIRPLANE COMPANY

P.O. Box 3707
Seattle, WA 98124-2207

Scattering by a two-dimensional lossy dielectric and magnetic body of an
arbitrary cross-section is investigated numerically and experimencally for
both E and H polarized incident waves. Application of superposition and duality
principles results in coupled integral equations for the unknown electric and
magnetic field intensities within the body material. Following the conventional
method of moments technique, the entire body is divided into electrically small
cells such that the integral equations can be converted into a set of linear
equations by pulse expansion and point matching at the center of each cell.
The radar cross sections are then computed based on the scattered fields
maintained by the fields within the body material. To check the accuracy of
the results, computations on the echo area are compared with either the exact
solutions or measurements.



SCATTERING BY A LOSSY DIELECTRIC AND
MAGNETIC BODY OF ARBITRARY CROSS-SECTION

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years much research has been conducted on reducing the radar
cross section of metallic objects. The widely adopted techniques include
the use of radar absorbing material and reshaping of the body. In this
connection, it is highly desirable that a computer code be available
to compute the effect of reshaping the body or changing the parameters
in the absorbing material. As a result, much effort has been expended
in the past on developing a computer program which can predict the
backscatter of an aero-shaped body such as an airfoil composed of a
conducting surface covered with lossy dielectric foam and magnetic radar
absorbing material (RAM) over the frequency range of 2 to 18 GHz.
Unfortunately, most body shapes of interest possess irregular geometries
and the materials used are often lossy. Also it is often req .,red to
know the backscatter of an object illuminated by both the c- and
H-polarized plane waves. These factors complicate the problem. A careful
analysis and a proper measurement for verification are indispensable
to insure the numerical procedures and approximations yield sufficiently
accurate results.

As a result, a computer code, LINKS, was developed at the Boeing Company,
which solves the electromagnetic scattering problems of two-dimensional
lossy dielectric and magnetic bodies illuminated by both the E and H
polarized plane waves as shown in Figure 1. The theory is based on the
integral equations and numerical solution is obtained by applying the
Method of Moments (OM). Details of the theoretical development is
available elsewhere (') and will be omitted here.

The objective of this paper is to show the comparisons between prediction
and measurement on certain types of test objects used. With the
uncertainty in the material electromagnetic parameters, the results
obtained are considered satisfactory within specified frequency ranges.
The test objects include a conducting plate, a conducting plate with
a resistive card, a conducting ogive, a conducting ogive coated with
a magnetic material, a conducting ogive coated with a magnetic material
and with the leading edge covered by a lossy dielectric foam.

2. Comparisons between prediction and measurement.
To check the accuracy of the computer code, a series of measurements
were made at Boeing's indoor ranges for various shapes, materials,
frequencies, and polarizations.

(i) Case 1 A plane slab, a wedge, a wedge-cylinder made of a plexiglass.

Plexiglass is a lossless dielectric with a relative
permittivity of 2.6 at the frequency range used in the
measurements. The dimensions of the test objects are as
shown in Figure 2. Figure 3 and 4 show comparisons between
prediction and measurement at 3.16 GHz for the plexiglass



slab illuminated by an E-polarized and H-polarized wave,
respectively.

In general, they compare very well. It appears that the
discrepancy largely comes from the material inhomogeneity
and imperfect construction of the test object.

In the same manner, the RCS of a plexiglass wedge with
enclosed angle 300 was measured and compared very well
with the computations shown in Figure 5 for E-polarized
wave at 3.16 GHz.

Figure 6 shows the comparisons betwe(,n the computations
and measurements on RCS for a plexig'ass wedge cylinder
of enclosed angle 300 illuminated by an H-polarized wave.
The difference in the comparison shows within 2 dB.

(ii) Case 2 Conducting Rectangular Plate with a Resistive Card (Figure
7).
The scattering body is a conducting plate of cross-section
dimensions 1/16" x 9.25" (x12" long) with a 3.15" resistive
card attached to one end of the plate as shown in Figure
7. The resistances inaL./a were chosen specifically to
reduce the traveling wave. They were implemented by 9
resistive strips of 0.35" wide withAn-/O of 21, 89, 251,
489, 830, 1190, 1760, 2700, and 3500 as shown in the
resistivity vs displacement plot in Figure 7. The RCS
is also plotted as a function of aspect angle at 6 GHz.
In modeling the conducting plate, a box formed by four
conducting surfaces is utilized to include the effect of
the plate thickness. Because of this special treatment
on the thickness, the comparisons near the grazing angle
(0o ) improve to within a dB or so. As can be seen,
the traveling wave peak at 250 has been reduced by
10 dB and agreement between measurement and computat )n
is good. The results shown in Figure 7 also confirm Lae
fact that the resistive card at the rear end reduces the
traveling peak of the H-polarized wave looking at the front
end. The RCS looking at the rear end is essentially
unchanged from that of a plate without a resistive card.

(iii) Case 3 A conducting ogive of 1.25" x 10" (Figure 8)

A series of measurements were made for this ogive ranging
from 2 to 18 GHz. Comparisons were made in Figure 8 with
the computations for 3, 7, and 14 GHz. The ogive is made
of solid aluminum with good machine finish. The agreement
is within 1 - 2 dB.

(iv) Case 4 A conducting Airfoil of 1.5" x 10" with leading edge angle

300 and tailing angle 110 (Figures 9 and 10).

The airfoil is of irregular shape, and therefore, it requires



a more thorough inspection of the design drawing and the
finished product. For example, we started with the design
drawing as shown in Figure 9 to compute RCS as a function
of aspect angle at 3.5 GHz. Based on past experience,
we expected to obtain a better agreement than this. With
a careful examination of the test body, we found that the
constructed shape was somewhat different from the design
drawing. Therefore, we used the actual test body as the
model and re-computed the RCS. Comparison is shown in
Figure 10. Much better agreement was then obtained. With
the same constructed model, the agreement between the
computation and measurement looks fairly good at 5 Gliz.
This is a good example of emphasizing the importance of
using the test body as a final check on the computational
model in use.

(v) Case 5 These cases included magnetic material and lossy foam
applications to conductive ogives. Comparisons qf computed
and measured data are contained elsewhere (2j and are
classified confidential. The results are good and agreements
are usually within 1-3 dB after the error for phase front
curvature in the measurements (near field) are removed.

3. CONCLUSIONS

Theoretical formulation is presented for backscattering from two-dimensional
lossy dielectric and magnetic bodies. Integral equations are formulated
and solved by the method of moments. A series of measurements were made
for various frequencies, polarizations and combinations of materials to
verify the theory. The test bodies evaluated include a conducting plate;
a conducting plate with a resistive card; a conducting ogive; a conducting
ogive coated with a lossy magnetic material; a conducting ogive covered
with lossy dielectrics; and, a conducting ogive coated with a lossy magnetic
material and the leading edge covered by lossy dielectric foam. The
numerical results compare favorably with the measurements in most cases.

4. RE7ZRENCES

1. J. L. Lin "Electromagnetic Scattering from Two-Dimensional Lossy
Dielectric and Magnetic Bodies", BAC Memo No. 2-3745-RHW-012 dated
April 5, 1985.

2. BAC 1984 IR&D year end report.
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SELECTED PATTERN MEASUREMENTS OF FOUR

FULL-SCALE TACTICAL HF ANTENNAS

By David L. Faust

Advanced Systems Research Group
Eyring Research Institute

Provo, Utah 84601

Abstract

Selected pattern measurements are presented for a 500-foot,
broadbanded sloping longwire antenna; a 500-foot, broadbanded
sloping vee antenna with a 30-degree apex angle; a 500-foot,
broadbanded vertical half-rhombic antenna; and a broadband,
receive-only orthogonal dipole pair. The three 500-foot antennas
used rapid deployment, 46-foot steel support towers. The gain
patterns presented are "textbook style" azimuth and elevation
plots scaled in dBi of antenna response to vertically or
horizontally polarized beacons. The patterns are compared to
each other as well as to reference monopoles and dipoles. The
measurements were obtained by a helicopter towed elementary
dipole beacon.

The measurements were performed in the fall of 1985 at the Eyring
Research Institute test facility located at the Cedar Valley
Airport, Cedar Valley, Utah.



BANDWIDTH OPTIMIZATION FOR SPECIFIED ANTENNA GAIN PATTERNS*

R. M. Bevensee
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

Summary

An expression for the two-sided fractional bandwidth B (assumed < 100%)

of a lossless metal antenna in free space has been derived, in terms of a

rigorously defined time-average "reactive stored energy," WR, at

centerfrequency w 0 We express it, as well as time-average power radiated,

Prad' as a quadratic form involving the current moments on the antenna. We

express antenna gain G(O, ) and B as ratios of quadratic forms. Specializing

to G = GO, unidirectional, and using an eigenfunction expansion for the

current moments, we describe the B-Go behavior of an antenna as a function of

a single parameter which characterizes the current-moment distribution.

We discuss computational issues and describe a computer code implemented

on the VAX for studying the B-Go behavior of a class of antennas synthesized

by thin dipoles, all parallel to the z-axis of a coordinate system in which Go

is measured along the x-axis.

We describe the dipole distribution with the best B-Go behavior for a

spherical working volume of radius a/X = 1.

Theory

One obtains the bandwidth for a lumped circuit around a centerfrequency

by computing the rate of change of reactance X/wjw 0 as

. II :_x *- complex conjugate

m 1r *- = cope (1)'

where Re, Im means real, imaginary part, V = ZI, and ReZ = R is essentially

constant near series resonance. The fractional bandwidth B is then

(W2-1)/W0o, where w1,2 are the two frequencies at which I(W-W0 )aX/awI = R.

We can compute the bandwidth for an antenna by analogy from a "reactive

stored energy," WR, defined as

* Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by the
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under contract number W-7405-ENG-48.

-1-



A*

W,4L19 (2)

where Eu, Hu are the complex amplitudes of the fields induced by current

distribution J (held fixed) on antenna surface S and dS points out of the

volume. One can prove that the bandwidth of a voltage source driving all the

current elements through a series circuit of ideal transformers shown in

Fig. 1 is given by [1]

P A pna (3)

(neglecting stored energy in the feed circuit).

r ',4 ,

Fig. 1. The distributed driving circuit for the antenna, showing two "ports"
coupled to the source via ideal transformers. Xie is an external reactance
inserted to cancel the reactance of the ith port at centerfrequency.

By a lengthy, detailed evaluation of (2) with the fields given by integrals of

the Panofsky-Phillips expressions [2] for sinusoidal currents, we obtain

.0 (4)

-2-



where

In a method-of-moments expansion of the currents for wires, which will

concern us here,

we can write WR as the quadratic form

W W t 'M '. transpose conjugate (7)

M being the matrix of current moments. The nith one is InLn)length

Ln f S fn dl along the wire.

We can write the time-iverage radiated power either as

2.. Z4v iP'

on the radiation sphere, in Sahalos' notation 13], or as

SL 0(9

n erms of R - lie Z. This latter expression may be ca:t into the same form

is (8) but with a different P replacing PS.

With (7) and either (8) or (9) for Prad, we have for (3)

BM M3-

-3-



Specializing to directional gain GO in the 00 V 2, 4o = 0 direction along the

x-axis of a spherical coordinate system, in which we take all the current

elements parallel to the z-axis, we can write

-ikxi

Here Ti = e of the ith current moment. The GOB product is

-r 2.

'T 411f (12)

Expansion in Eigenfunctions

We can obtain much information about the behavior of Go and B from an

expansion of M in eigenvectors X of the eigenvalue equation

P XZ WX-(13)

where P, W are real symmetric and W is positive definite. 6 is the value of

B for the ith "eigenstate" with the current moments MI,...,M N given by Xi. If

we substitute the expansion for M4

into the "objective function" F:

/ *-F 4, 4 -10( (15)

-U 1p-m 4V

and make F stationary for small changes in the complex ai' Y0 being a Lagrange

multiplier, we obtain

-4Ii-



..5± (16)

-T

Here K may be taken 1 and a is a running parameter over (- , ) which traces a0

complicated curve in the B-Go plane.

When we substitute (111) and (15) Into (10) and (11), we find

13 (17)

______ (18)

In this representation one can quite easily show that

((T O X (') )(G ) (19)

Computational Issues

We found that when we employed 0.2A dipoles of radius a and total length

2L, such that a/L < 1/8, with fn a triangle function Tn, that the Wmn element

of (7) was (k - uwc)

li
it P D I ~ \ A / (20)

We easily modified subroutine CALZ of Kuo and Strati [4i] based on

1. Harrington's formulas 'or interacting triangle functions. However, to

evaluate the self-element Wij sufficiently accurately, we expanded

coskR/R + ksinkR as 1/R = k2!2R, cok/R - ksinkR = 1/R - 3k2/2R, used the

exact R2 = (z-z') 2 + [2a sin(_L)] , integrated over , trivially, integrated
2

exactly over Z and Z', then tediously expanded terms and retained predominant

ones. After integrating over 4, wo obtained
-5-



,--C,.L q (21)

for L/a > 5, e = 2.71828...

We also corrected the expression for dipole self impedance Zi, and the

result is

4L OkfX TL CLLfiL (22)

If two dipoles overlapped by L, half their length, it was not necessary to

correct the mutual Z.

Computer Code

The basic code GOB.FOR;1 for the VAX consists of MAIN, CALW, CALP or

CALZ, depending on which form of P was employed, and RSG. MAIN reads the

number of z-directed wires, number of points on the wires (a triangle function

extends over five of them), wire radius a, and k = 27/A. It also reads the

first point on each wire, its x- and y-coordinates, and the z-coordinates of

the remaining points on the wire. Subroutine CALW defines the triangle

T-functlons and their derivatives TP and computes the Wmn-elements of (20).

CALP obtains the Pmn elements of (8); CALZ was taken from the Kuo-Strait code

and modified for the more accurate Zii. RSG from Eispack computes the X i and

of (13). Finally, MAIN verifies the orthonormality X iWXj = 6ij' defines

the Ti, and solves for B and Go for (a) max GOB for a = 0, (b) all the

eigenstates, and (c) (Go)max and corresponding B for a ±. Then it computes

(Go)max by Sahalos' formula. A later version of GOB.FOR allowed computations

of B and Go for any specified a, as well as lines of dipoles with prescribed

spacing between the ends of neighboring dipoles and x-y separations between

lines.

The computer code was checked to see if it obeyed the scaling law:

increase of all dimensions by a factor and decrease of frequency by that



factor yielded the same B-Go performance, vs a. There is no absolute

dependence on frequency, as implied by one recently published article.

The Antenna with the Best B-Go Behavior [5) for a/A = 1

With Go measured in the x-directlon and all the dipoles parallel to the

z-axis within a spherical working volume of a/A = 1, we found that the

distribution with the highest B for given Go, and vice versa, consisted of

lines of overlapping (0.2X) dipoles in three planes, one bisecting the sphere

at y = 0, the other two at y - 1.43 (units of A). In each line of dipoles the

ends overlapped 0.01 (thus reducing the qq-portion of WR). There were six

lines at y = 0: x = -.12, 0, .12, .24, .36, .48; two lines at y = -. 43:

x - 0, .12; and two similar lines at y = +.43. Wire radius/L = .25 and there

were 94 dipoles in all.

We found that, for high B-Go performance, the reactive stored energy

matrix W of (7) is nearly nonpositive definite, so that some of the

eigenvalues in (13) are computed to be slightly negative. Double precision

computations do not change the situation qualitatively. The result is an

overly optimistic B-Go behavior computed by (8) (P on the radiation sphere)

which extends into the supergain region: G > ka(ka+2). However, with F

represented by (9) (proportional to ReZ) the B-Go behavior showed negligible B

in the supergain region.

The interesting and pragmatic aspect of this type of analysis is that it

yielded the same antenna with the best B-Go behavior regardless of which way

Prad was represented!
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A COMPARISON OF COMPUTER CODES AND THE REAL WORLD

Virgil R. Arens
Arens Applied Electromagnetics, Inc.

P.O. Box 329, Gaithersburg, MD 20877

and

Alan Christman
329 Stocker Center

Electrical & Computer Engineering Department
Ohio University

Athens, Ohio 45701

This paper compares the prediction of BIGANT and NEC-3 with full scale

measurements at 29 MHz. The test antenna was a vertical half-wavelength delta-fed

dipole located over sea water. Relative measurements of field strength were made at

several elevations, using a lighter-than-air vehicle. Both codes gave good results and

clearly demonstrate the need to use the double precision version of NEC-3. Since these

two codes can model radiating structures over a finitely conductivity planar earth,

comparisons such as these are both practical and meaningful.

Introduction (The Real World)

In December of 1932 an article entitled "The Radiation Characteristics of a Vertical

Half-Wave Antenna" (Stratton and Chinn, Proceedings of the IRE, vol. 20, #12, pp.

1892-1913) was published showing actual measured values of electric field intensity

radiated by a vertically oriented half-wave dipole (see Figure 1). The dipole was fed

through a delta-match and open-wire transmission line, which was link-coupled to a

transmitter operating at 29 MHz. The antenna and transmitter were mounted on a

wooden platform floating in sea water 200 meters (about 20 wavelengths) from shore, in

the vicinity of MIT's Round Hill Experimental Station near Boston. Vertical electric

field strength measurements were taken during a series of flights made in a dirigible

provided by the Goodyear-Zeppelin Corporation. Horizontal distances up to 8km (800

wavelengths) and elevations up to 730 meters were used.



BIGANT

BIGANT is a computer code that is an extension of the
approach used by Dr. Anderson in the late 1960's. It is an
integral equation approach using point matching on wire
surfaces. A three term Fourier Series representation of the
current on each segment is used. Rather than extrapolating
to the adjacent segments centers to express the weights in
terms of the unknown currents, the weights are expressed in
terms of the unknown currents at the sample points and at the
ends of the wire. In so doing this, the current and its
first spatial derivative are forced to be continuous as one
moves across the segment interface.

Sources and sinks are applied only at the junction of wires,
or wires and a perfect ground plane. Schelkunoff's
techniques are used to handle the source and junction
problem. Electric fields in the presence of a finitely
conducting ground are calculated using the Sommerfeld
integrals as expressed by Banos.

Using the Codes

The dimensions of the antenna system, including the delta
match, were fed into both computer codes BIGANT in 1972, and
NEC-3 this year, along with suitable values of conductivity
and dielectric constant. The 1932 article states that "the
measured conductivity of the sea water was 0.41 mhos per
centimeter cube," But this is clearly in error and should be
0.041 mhos/cm. or 4.1 mhos/m, the value used by the authors.
The dielectric constant of sea water was taken as 81. Both
codes were set up to calculate the total radiated field (sky
wave and ground wave) and the vertical component was
extracted from the data for plotting purposes. The driving
voltage used with BIGANT was 100 volts peak.

Results

The outcome of the comparison is shown on the three graphs
(Figures 2,3, and 4) representing vertical electric field
intensity at various horizontal distance from the antenna at
altitudes of I meter, 40 meters, and 540 meters. Since the
measured data had been normalized the original graphs were
plotted using the predicted voltages from BIGANT and the
normalized measured data was positioned vertically to give
the best agreement. As can be seen in these figures there is
excellent agreement on the shape of the two curves. Recall
that these plots were made in April 1972.



The NEC-3 output was obtained using both the single precision
and double precision versions. Dr. Adler furnished the
double precision results. For both cases, the driving point
voltage used was 150 volts. The results of the NEC-3
calculations are overlayed on the earlier charts. As the
graphs show the double precision version also gives excellent
agreement. We plan to investigate the reason for the
different required voltages. It looks like a peak/r.m.s.
problem. The NEC-3 single precision output is also quite
good at short distances from the antenna, but becomes poorer
as one moves further form the radiator. This is especially
pronounced at an altitude of 40 meters (Figure 3), where the
NEC-3 value at a distance of 800 wavelengths is off by 75%.
At a height of 540 meters, agreement between NEC-3 and the
measurements is very good, even at large distance from the
antenna. At a height of I meter, NEC-3 agreements at large
distances is only fair, this erratic behavior - good
agreements at high and low altitudes with poor correspondence
at intermediate elevations - is puzzling, and no explanation
can be offered at the present time. We plan to compare these
results with the approximations of Norton in the near future.

Conclusions

It is always interesting to see how well a numerical model
can perform when real-world measurement data is available as
a standard of reference. In this particular instance, two
codes were used, and both did rather well. The ability of
both codes to model antennas over "real ground" is of
significant importance, and makes them much more useful than
programs which are limited to "free space" or "perfect
eartn". Readers with access to other codes are urged to
analyze the Stratton and Chinon antenna on their own systems
to see how their "pet program" stacks up with the two codes
described here.
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GAIN AND PATTERN MEASUREMENTS EXAMPLES OF
A LOW PROFILE HF ANTENNA ARRAY

By

David L. Faust

0. Niel Skousen

Advanced Systems Research Group
Eyring Research Institute

Provo, Utah 84601

Abstract

Measurement data is presented for several configurations of the
Eyring Low Profile Antenna (ELPA). The antenna can be classed as
an arrayed, broadband antenna with a controlled ground inter-
action. Examples will demonstrate bandwidth, azimuth patterns,
elevation patterns and layout conditions. Eight-element arrays
will be compared to typical broaCLand tactical antennas at
several frequencies.

The measurements were obtained by a helicopter-towed elementary
dipole beacon. The measurements were performed at the Eyring
Research Institute, Cedar Valley Airport Test Facility in Utah in
the fall of 1985.



MOMENT-METHOD ANALYSIS OF WIRE ANTENNAS LOCATID OVER LAYERED
GROUNDS USING SOMMERFELD THEORY

G.J. Burke
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

P.O. Box 808, L-156
Livermore, CA 94550

E.K. Miller
University of Kansas

Department of Electrical Engineering
Lawrence, KA 66045-2228

A model for wire objects of arbitrary geometry above a planar interface was
developed in the code NEC-2 and extended to wires buried or penetrating the interface
in NEC-3. The electric-field integral equation with Sommerfeld integrals to account for
the effect of the interface is solved numerically using the Method of Moments.
Interpolation and model-based parameter estimation is used to reduce the computer time
needed to evaluate the Sommerfeld portion of the integral-equation kernel. The total
computer time is 4-8 times that required for the same object located in free space to be
solved with comaprable numerical accuracy.

The homogeneous, half-space model can provide a starting point in developing an
approach for more general ground problems where various kinds of lateral and vertical
inhomogeneities can occur. In this paper, we describe an extension of the above
procedure to handle wire objects located above a layered half-space. The extension is
reasonably straightforward, with the Sommerfeld fields above ground now involving
transmission-line like terms for multiple-interface reflections. Once these fields have
been obtained, the approach follows that previously used for the single interface. A new
"SOMNEC" code was developed for layered ground. The field produced is read by an
interpolation routine that can be linked with NEC-2, NEC-3, or NEC-GS. Results are
shown fo- several layered half-space problems, including the case where there is a salt
water half-space at a variable depth beneath the ground-air interface, to study the effect
of tidal change on the behavior of low-frequency antennas sited near a sea coast. Also
discussed is generalization of the basic model to antennas penetrating into or buried in a
layered half-space.

Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by the
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under contract number W-7405-ENG-48.
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A SURFACE WAVE CODE FOR MODELING ANTENNAS
OVER IRREGULAR, INHOMOGENEOUS TERRAIN

R. M. Bevensee

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

Summary

We outline the highlights of a comprenensive report treating work on

surface wave propagation done by others and recently at the Lawrence

Laboratory (LLNL). The report is intended to serve as a comprehensive

reference for future surface wave work.

We describe a Compensation Theorem integral equation for propagation of

the TM field from vertical current sources over irregular terrain of varyingp
surface impedance. It depends on the field over irregular terrain of constant

impedance, obtained from R. H. Ott's integral equation with distributed source

terms.

Several NEC-WAGNER computer codes are described for computing an antenna

current distribution over flat, homogeneous terrain and the surface wave it

induces over the more distant irregular, inhomogeneous terrain.

The Report

The above mentioned report [l reviews pertinent past work on surface

wave propagation over irregular and/or inhomogeneous terrain and presents some

new analyses and conclusions about the best way to compute surface wave

propagation over general terrain. Part 1 reviews the concept of surface

impedance for flat or locally flat terrain in terms of the exact Sommerfeld

field expressions [2] and approximate ones of R. W. P. King [3]. Part 2

defines the "Relative Communication Effectiveness" (RCE) for any test antenna

relative to a reference antenna. The usefulness of RCE for computing test

antenna propagation from flat-homogeneous to irregular and/or inhomogeneous

terrain is pointed out. Various properties of RCE are discussed and various

antennas studied at LLNL are compared on the basis of their maximum RCE for

four different flat-homogeneous earths.



Part 3 of the Report treats surface wave generation by one-dimensional

Volterra integral equations, neglecting backscatter and sidescatter. Three

Volterra equations are considered: R. H. Ott's equation [4, 5] for irregular

terrain, a "modified" equation obtained by changing the constant relative

surface wave impedance A to A(x) in Ott's attenuation function W, and a "self-

consistent W1" equation obtained by S. H. Cho r6] for flat inhomogeneous

terrains. This last does not seem to generalize to irregular, 'nhomojeneous

terrains. We conclude the most general -- and elegant -- treatment of the

general problem is by the Compensation Theorem [7]. A Volterra integral

equation was derived for f'(x), the relative t'ip2d function per;,urbed by

A(x), in terms of the unperturbed f1(x) for referenc Ar and f2(x) from a test

dipole at x. These lest two are co.mputed by Oft'.' integral equation for

irregular, homogeneous terrair.

Part 4 briefly reviews past work on surface wave propagation. Part 5

preseats the full three-dimen, ional Compensation Thoorem analysis of the

perturbed field on flat (or irregular) earth surface due to prescribed

variations in surface impedance A(x v). The unperturbed fields may be

computed by the NEC code. The integral equations for the perturbed En (x,y)
tan

and H' (x,y) are given for a rertical electric dipole and horizontal electric
tan

dipole source.

The Compensation-Tho,,orem Volterra Equation for General Terrain

For surface wave propagation in one direction, x, neglecting sidescatter

and backscatter, illustrated in Fig. 1 we have derived the following

expression for f'(x) (the prime denotes a relative field perturbed away from

f1(x) for irregular, homogeneous terrain by the effect of A(x) for

inhomogeneous terrain) for vertical current sources, TM P-field,

f~~ ~~[( f-(? 44)-

(A) f , )f, ( X (1)

-2-



iwt
The time variation is e and f is related to the field function € defined by

Ott [4] as

I is proportional to H for these V-polarized sources. A similar equation

applies for H-polarization, TM -field in the direction of the sources. The

H-polarized TE -field broadside is more involved and cannot be solved by thep
same integral equation. But this field decays initially as x- 2 rather than

x- I so it is of lesser interest.

In (1) we have .

fl(x) is obtained by solving Ott's integral equation with A = reference Ar,

constant, without any W(A-A r)-terms. For distributed sources (k = 2w/X)

f2 ( 2 x- ) is obtained

-3-



Fig. 1. Terminology for describing propagation by the integral equations.

i s Ott's reference normalized surface impedance; A(U) is the inhomogeneous

impedance.

by replacing the distributed source by a vertical electric dipole of moment

K 2 2=1 at x and solving (4) backward from x.

If the terrain over (O-x) were flat and we use the relation

then (1) would read

To solve for the surface wave over general terrain one must run a computer

code thrice -- for f1 (4) and f2 (x-4) over irregular, homogeneous terrain of

Ar, and then for fj( ), 0 - C x, for the correct relative field by (1).

-4-



The Computer Codes

Computer code WAGNER has been written by Ott [4J to solve (4) for a point

source when the initial terrain under the antenna is flat and homogeneous.

That equation is of the form

f(*c "6c -cK() (3,o (6)

Wagner [8] showed that the solution will be unique and continuous if g(x) is

bounded and continuous and if

f L(7)

The integral equation is solved by a stepwise computation that divides the

interval (O,x) into sub-intervals of arbitrary width. f(s) is represented by

a polynomial over the first 3 intervals.

and by

ft S . (9)

The a. are solved by requiring the polynomial to pass through the first three1

known points (where the earth is flat), and the aj are found, when solving for

f(xi) by requiring (9) to pass through xi_ 2 , xi_1, and xi. With these

relations f(xn) is solved stepwise forward, each new value being a linear

combination of preceding values.

We have written two special versiors of NEC to solve (4) and (1) after

NEC computes the current distribution on a wire antenna above flat,

homogeneous ground. The source term in (4) is resolved into three spatial

moments,



(10)

which need be computed only once. The source term in (4) is replaced by

(more moments may be incluo d if necessary) and Wo and its derivatives are

evaluated for each new poin; x in the spatial stepping.

The first version of N:.C'WAGREH ,olves (4) with the source term (11),

with the terrain profile, coneitivi .y and relative dielectric distributions

stored in subroutines. The Compensation Theorem version of NEC-WAGNER solves

(1) after solving and storing fi( 1) in the forward direction and f2 (x-) in

the backward direction.
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A, INSULATED WIRE CAPABLILITY FOR NEC

G.J. Burke
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

P.O. Box 808, L-156
Livermore, CA 94f50

The code NEC-3 has been modified to model an insulated wire in air or a lossy
medium. The equivalent radial current approach taken by Richmond and Newman
(Radio Science, January 1976) was adapted to the spline current basis and point
matching in NEC. For an insulated wire in a conducting medium, the NEC current
expansion is modified to improve convergence. Insulated wires may be located above or
below the ground surface.

Results are compared with published measurements for insulated wires in air and
water and with a transmission line approximation. The power balance of input, radiated
and dissipated power, is also examined. The effect of insulation on the radiation
efficiency of a buried antenna is demonstrated.

* Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by the
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under contract number W-7405-ENG-48.
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USER FRIENDLY ELECTROMAGNET ICS SOFTWARE

E. K. MILLER
Deparement of Electrical and Computer Engineering

The University of Kansas
Lawrence, KS 66045

The evolution of electromagnetics modeling software may be
concluded to involve up to three generations in its development.
The first-generation stage, which is where most software
development actually ends, is that which involves a feasibility
demonstration for a particular modeling approach. Most codes
that do not go beyond this stage could be characterized as
research tools developed for a specific purpose the utility of
which was expected to be limited. A few codes reach the
second-generation stage through being documented and
distributed and thereby reaching fairly widespread application.
Such second-generation codes could usually be expected to have
received ongoing improvement through funding and through the
fairly continuous involvement of one or more of their
developers. NEC is an example of one of these
second-generation codes whose continued evolution into a third
generation as part of the NEEDS (Numerical Electromagnetics
Engineering Design Systems) is the topic of this discussion.

The major . itial goal of NEEDS is to improve the utility of NEC
as an EM analysis and design tool. This is to be accomplished
by making the basic code easier to use, maintain and update. Of
particular concern is the need to have access to a growing
variety of modeling tools beyond what is now in NEC so that
more modeling choices are provided to the user. One example is
a NEC-GTD hybrid model to enable both techniques to be used in
combination where appropriate. Another concern is that of
providing more error checking and results' validation so that
the modeling tools included in NEEDS can be used more reliably.
Finally, graphics-based pre- and post-processors are planned to
make input data preparation easier and more accurate, and
output data interpretation more convenient and insightful.
Various of these issues will be discussed in this presentation.
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A TOPSIDE ANTENNA CASE STUDY
WITH DIDEC AND SPECTRUM:

MODEL GENERATION AND CURRENT DISPLAY CODES

S. J. Kubina and Colin Larose
EMC Laboratory, Concordia University

7141 Sherbrooke St. W.
Montreal, Que., Canada H4B IR6

A classic problem in ships' topside design is the
location of communications antennas where their
desired patterns will suffer minimum distortion
from nearby structures. Practical layouts of all
the desired antenna systems lead to configurations
that are bound to result in compromised pattern
performance. Seasoned designers use their previous
experience and intuition in the selection of
initial antenna locations. It is hoped that
these can be verified by scale model measurements
at an early date so that practical adjustments can
be made prior to a design freeze. If however, a
committment must be made prior to measurement, it
is desired to have some quantitative assessment of
pattern distortion. This paper describes such a
dilemna for the case of a UHF antenna installation
and a nearby support mast. In this case NEC and a
GTD code were exploited to predict the likely
result.

The model of the major portion of the tubular
grid mast was developed with the use of DIDEC
(P.Bhartia, S. J. Kubina et al.,EMC Symposium,
Tokyo, Oct. 1984) which has been described at
the First Annual NEC review. Since that time, the
display of segment currents, is being done by a
separate program called SPECTRUM. It allows faster
execution and additional file manipulation capa-
bilities that are useful in attempting to under-
stand the segment current contributions to pattern
results.

Examples of model generation and the display of
results are presented in a representative sequence
for three frequencies in the UHF band. The NEC
results are compared to those obtained from a
simplified GTD analysis.



ERROR BOUNDS ON DIRECT AND INDIRECT SOLU'rION
OF EM SCATTERING, PROBLEMS

V. P. Cable
P.O. Box 2800

California Microwave, Inc.
Woodland Hills, CA 91365

I. INTRODUCTION

Numerical difficulties in matrix solutions have long been
di-cussed in tne numerical analysis literature [1,2] as well as
in the EM literature [3,4]. The purpose of this paper is to
present a brief review of the classical LU direct method [5] plus
and an error bound on solving such systems based on the Doolittle
method [6]. This bound takes into account accumulated roundoff,
machine precision and "condition" of the coefficient matrix;
convergence trends for certain EM scattering problems are
computed with this bound. A general error bound for indirect
solutions is also presented and applied to the "sphere of
influence" iterative technique, a linear, Ist order, block
technique (Cable); these results are also presented for a similar
scattering problem.

II. THE EM PROBLEM

The matrix solution considered is for plane wave EM scattering by
perfectly conductinq thin flat plates and thin wire structures.
The Moment Method [7] is used with piecewise sinusoidal,
siubsectiona] bases and Galerkin's method [81 to transform an EM
integral equation into a system of simnultaneous, linear,
alqebraic equations whose solution, under rather broad
conditions, is exact if taken to the limit. This system of
equations is usually then written in the familiar impedance
matrix form given by

Z I = V ()

where Z=[z,.l]J, k,1=1,N is a N X N matrix of self and mutual
impedances 'between subsectional modes, I=[i 1 , k=1,N is a N X I
vecLor of unknown coefficients which determine the magnitude and
phase of each current mode and V=[v. , k1.,N is a N X I vector
representing plane wave excitation of the structure. The genera]
solution to Eq. I is given by,

I = Z V . (2)

The set of equations in Eq. I is not, in general, sparse since
all mutual interactions are considered significant and the manner
of numberinq these interactions is arbitrary. Both direct and
indirect solutions will be used to solve Eq. J and certain of
these results appear in a subsequent section.

I



III. THE DIRECT LU SOLUTION AND ERROR BOUND

While the solution to Eq. 1 requires a nonsingular Z, it does not
require that the actual inverse matrixt Z- in Eq. 2 be found.
The LU "decomposition" of Z is one method which represents a
class of compact algorithms including the Crout, Doolittle and
Cholesky methods (Westlake). None of these methods require
storage of intermediate matrices during the solution process and
for this reason, they are widely used in EM computations.

The LU decomposition (or factor .zation) of Z is bued on the LU
Theroem which states that, if Z represents the k principal
submaitri: of Z formed by eliminating N-k rows and columns from Z
and, if'

det Zk  0, k = 1,2,...,N-1, (3)

then there ex ist two unique triangular matrices L=[ IJI and
U=Eu J, with L being unit lower triangular (i.e. , ons on the
mainaiiagonai and zeros above the main diagonal), such that

Z = L U (4)

with
N

det Z = 11ui,, i (5)

The -factored form of Z given by Eq. 4 is often referred to as the
Doolittle decomposition of Z and details of computing L and U can
be found elsewhere (Stewart). This technique leads to an optimum
method with minimum roundoff when inner products are accumulated
in double precision and rounded to single precision prior to
storage.

Equation 1 can now be restated as

L U I = V (6)

and the solution is begun by setting

U I = I' (7)

in Eq 6 and solving for I' by forward substitution, then
substituting back into Eq. 7 and solving for I by backward
substitution. Also, if Z is symmetric, Cholesky's method (Square-
Rout method) can be used and Z takes the form

Z =6 G1 (8)

where T denotes transpose and the determinate is given by

N

i=1

lA



Relative solution error can be expressed by

Si - I H (10)
E:

where I and I represent the exact and the computed solutions,
respecti%.ely, and :1 : signifies an appropriate vector- norm.
The actual problem solved in the numerical process can be
restated in the form given by

(Z + 6Z ) = V + 6V (11)

were I i now the exact solution to the perturbed system. The
07 and & terms are found by a process referred to as backward

error analysis which yields the following relative error bound
for the Doolittle algorithm,

E < 1.01 KI(N) cond{Z} (12)
1 - 1.01 K-W(N) cond{Z]

where

K Max i (13)i3. k Z

T.5T l - t  (14)

and

(P(N) = 1.003 N* + 2. 006 N- + 0.0026 N (15)

with the restriction that

1.01 K'r(N) condZ) <1 . (16)

The K factor in the above expressions is related to the "growth"
of elements during triangularization, Tis the machine base
(modulo), t is the number of bits carried in the mantissa, (1(N)
is derived from the forward and backward substitution phases and
the condition of X is given by

cond{Z} = : Z -i : z ii (17)

The matrix norm assumed here is given by

N
: Z 1 = Max I 1z. .: (max row sum) (18)

i j=1

IV. THE INDIRECT SOLUTION AND ERROR BOUND
st

A general form for i order, linear, stationary ileration is
given by

3



1  = FHI (n-I) + V (20)

where H is referred to as the iteration matri:. An alternative
form for this same process can be written as

1(m) 1(r-I) (n) (1
1 W = I (-)+ d m)(21)

where correctinn term d ( is given by

d 7 r (22)
(mn)

and "residual" r by
(in) (mn-i)

r = V - Z I (23)

The inverse of Eq. 22 is often called a pSudo inverse and simply
represents a set of rules for computing d

A new indirect technique called the sphere of influence (SO)
technique is based on dividing a large problem into a reasonable
number o+ sma]ler problems and solving each of these directly
(e.g., Doolittle). The psuedo inverse of Eq. 22 in this case is
the set of implicit inverses of N (i.X m) submatrices Z(m.).
Elements of the ith submatri: satisfy

c 1 z. i z , p 1 ,2,...,N . (24)
p i

and each submatri; thus defines a unique region of influence
arolund a subsectional domain. All N regions are then used
iteratively to solve the original larger problem, assuming of
course that the solution converges. The constant c in Eq. 24 is
in the ranqe 0 .. c < 1 and determines the size of each influence
region and therefore the convergence rate.

The residual r (Eq. 23), after (i-i) iterations, TV ears to be
a natural (meTsure of convergence (or error) since r = U
implies I is the e,'act solution. On the other hand, to say( inl) (rn ll-I ...
smalI r implies I is near the exact so]ution may be an
overstatement and an appropriate bound on the relative error
whi (.h i iustrates this is given by

(in) I I - I(ITO I < 1: r ) I cond{Z} (25)E = -__

:i I i : : : V i :

whermh T ( acqain represents an appropriate vector norm. Norms
of r delined by Eq. 27., however, do riot necessarily decrease
monotonically when the process is convergent; they often
oscillate or increase and, as in the previous bound, this bound
is also sensitive to the condCZ}.

n ULbE ul I orm for the bound ol Eq. 25 is the normalized average
residual defined by

4



M) r 1 (26)
N 1 1 V 1l

where

Wi) N WII r i 1 - ir() I (sum norm) (27)

and
If V I = Max I v. I (max norm) . (28)i

V. RESULTS

Calculations for two EM scattering problems are presented; 1)
scattering by a thin, perfectly conducting, flat pl-ate and 2)
scattering by a random array of thin, perfectly conducting,
straight wires (dipoles). Only square plates with unknown
current I, expanded in strips of overlapping, cosinusoidal-,
surface patch modes [93, are considered. The random array model
is defined with the uniform probability density function. Each
dipole is approximately resonant and, hence, only one piecewise
sinusoidal, filamentary, current mode is used per dipole. The
total number of modes N on each structure therefore determines
the number of simultaneous equations per given geometry. Also,
all data presented here were computed on a 24 bit mantissa
machine using standard FORTRAN double precision (approximately 11
decimal digits) and solution of simultaneous equations used only
ChoeLesky's method.

Combined results for cond{Z) (Eq. 17-) and E (Eq. 12-) for three
plate sizes (h = 1, 2 and 3 wavelengths) are presented in-Figure
1. The overlapping patch mode structure is also iilustrated in
the figure, where the number of strips per -plate is held equal to-
the number of overlapping modes per strip. Cyclic peaks In E in
Figure 1 appear to be loosely correlated with condZ}, at least at
N = 49, however, without additional analysis, the exact cause of
this behavior can onl-y be speculated.

Computed condZ} and E verses number of modes for three random
arrays (average densities = 1, 8 and 64 dipoles per cubic
wavel ength) are presented in Figure 2. Pl-acement of the dipoles
and numbering of the Z matrix elements are random and increased N
corresponds to the simple addition of dipoles. The monotonic
behavior of cond{Z) and E wi~th N in Figure 2 does not appear to
be a result of the randomness since similar calulations for
single longer wires (Cable) e:.hibit this same behavior.

The ) error bound (Eq. 26) on SOT has been computed for a
singi random array geometry. Figure 3 iMlustrates this bound as
well as the corresponding backscatter cross- section -verses
iteration number for a 100 dipole array with an average density
of 8 dipoles per cubic wavelength. Convergence is indicated for

5
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both values o+ "inflL(Cnce" coef-ficient (c=.2 ard c=.1).
Computation times are also g iven. Note, the c=.1 case took only
7 iterations, as compared to 15 -for c=.2, however, the c=.2 case
was faster since the submatrices ware swallur and c:omputations
for Cholesky's method increase as 1/6) N.

Vi. SUIMMARY

This paper has presented upper bounds, on relative sOl~tion error
arising from roundoff and finite precision in certain direct and
indiirect numerical mti solutions. These solution methods are
commonly Uised in a wa ie var iety of EM CalCL~lati ons resu~ltinlg from
appl ication of Mloment Methods. While sysLems of eqjuations of
this type are generally considered well suited to the digital
computer, sturacie as well aks- ti me requir ements of ten l.i mitL this
techrn gue to obstacle .izes oin the order of a 4ew wavelengths or
less. This is partiCUlarly tru~e when the numerical solution
requires the complete coef-ficient matr i. to be resident in f8)st
access memory. (n the otAher hand, if larger, faster machines
(e.g. ,the Cray series) are- usied ,data presented here indicatu
that the potential for roundoff and pr'ecision indukced er-r-crs m~ust
niot be forgotten.
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MININEC TO MICRONEC, THE NEXT GENERATION

Lewis C. Thomas
(1061) Cassia Way

Sunnyvale, CA 94086

As VLSI technology grows, computing power grows to fill
the imagination of the 'computer age' enthusiast. Can you
imagine MININEC in the palm of your hand?

I adapted MININEC -recently to run on my HP-71 handheld
computer. The HP-71 contains l7.S,1kbytes of internal -memory
with four ports for plug-in memory or ROM's in the front of
the machine. I currently have 12 kbytes for a total of 29.5
kbytes. Not very impressive by main frame or most PC
standards, but with that I have run a 38 segment MININEC
problem. With after market RAM which -is to be avai-lable in
April 86, one could increase the machine capacity to 145
kbytes and run a problem as large as -1IB segments.

If you're in a great rush, your main-frame may be the
only answer. However, i-f you can relax and get a good
night's sleep while the computer grinds away, you can wake
up to the solution to your problem. For a comparat-ive
check, I ran the 'T' antenna example in Jim Logan's MININEC
documentat-ion (NOSC Technical Document 516 dtd 6 Sep 82.).
I used 38 segments, which was moot of my available memory,
and obtained pattern dat-a which compares in the third
decimal p'lace, with an -overnight run time of around nine
hours.

Remember, it's handheldl



MININEC TO MICRONEC, THE NEXT GENERATION

Lewis C. Thomas
1061 Cassia Way
Sunnyvale, CA 94086

The primary- objective of programming MININEC on my HP-71 handheld computer was

to have MININEC in a completely portable environment and to demonstrate t." HP-71's

muscle!

Due to present memory limitations, I have implemented the SHORT format for the

matrices. This format provides 5-digit accuracy in the stored data compared-with 12

digit accuracy in the standard format for the HP-71.

Corvallis Micra Technology is developing a 32 Kbyte RAM for use with the HP-71

in the front parts of the computer. I will be obtaining four of these memory modules

in April and will then have 145 Kbytes of memory and plan to- compare the SHORT to

standard format on the 38-40 segment "T" example.

A limited number of cases -have been run, -and a comparison is shown in the following

table.

SEGMENTS FILL INVERT =TOUT TOTAL CONFIG. COMPARISON

Hr:Min Hr:Min Hr:Min Hr:Min

38 G 6:54 2:26 0:36 9:56 "T" I in 3rd

20 G 2:14 :-22 :19 2:55 "T" 2 in 3rd

10 F :30 :03 :05 :37 "T" 1 in 2nd

33 F 2:24 1:28 :17 4:09 Y--

22 F 1:10 :22 , :46 2:18 "Y" FED DIFF

21 F 1:10 :22 :46 2:18 Y "



The 38 segment utilized most of the available memory and compared favorably

with Jim Logan's example. As mentioned in Jim's documentation on MININEC, one must

develop a familiarity with MININEC in order to obtain maximum efficiency with the code.

A 20-segment example of the same configuration took less than one-third the time of the

38-segment and compared within 2 in the third decimal place.

An exact study of the computation time has not been attempted; however, by setting

"flags" I have a visual check during the matrix filling operation. At least 50% of the

time is spent in computing the elliptic integral. By restructuring the code to utilize

the integral computation function of the HP-71 MATH ROM (which I understand is written

in assembly language), I believe that the filling time could be significantly reduced.

The code could be further optimized for the HP-71 for use with and without a printer.

Since the HP-71 is a "continuous memory" machine, the results of a run are available the

next time the machine is turned on. With some careful planning, one could keep a solution

indefinitely and run more patterns as desired, while having most of the machine memory

available for other use. A major software capability of the HP-71 is its ability to

redimension a matrix within a program, which allows one to reuse available memory.

The following table compares the HP-71 with an IBM PCXT with an 8087 coprocessor. As

demonstrated, the IBM PLXT runs much faster in the compiled mode and approximately 2.5

the HP-71 in the interpret mode.

FILL INVERT PATT/OUT TOTAL

Hr:Min Hr:Min Hr: Min Hr:Min

INTERPRET 2:52 1:06 :15 4:13

IBM PCXT

COMPILE :20 :07 :02 :29

HP-71 6:54 2:26 :36 9:56



MININEC for the HP-71 exists currently on magnetic cards. if there is sufficient

interest among HP-71 owners, an EPROM could be develope,. .,ich would facilitate easy

use of the code.



AN IMPLICIT ALGORITHM FOR SOLVING MAXWELL'S

EQUATIONS IN NONLINEAR CONDUCTING MEDIA

W.E. Page, Air Force Weapons Laboratory

R.L. Knight, Applied Physics, Inc.

R.W. Clemens, Applied Physics, Inc.

A computational analysis of EM fields produced by a pulsed neutron and

gamma source at or near a ground air interface has been developed. This

analysis is divided into an early time phase for the initial 7 pulse formu-

lated in y retarded time, and a late time phase. Both assume azimuthal

symmetry and operate optionally in spherical polar or prolate spheroidal

coordinates. Both phases include modeling of radiation induced Compton

currents, and of air conductivity using field dependent charged species rate

equations. The analysis also treats frequency dependent soil parameters and

includes a time domain multipole outer boundary condition and field ex-

trapolation scheme. The late time phase of the calculation includes ground

neutron effects out to many milliseconds. The time step in the early time

phase of the calculation is determined by the rise time of the y-ray pulse

and is considerably increased by the transformation of Maxwell's equations

to retarded time. This paper treats only the late time phase.

In the late time phase, the problem has become quasistatic and the time

step would normally be determined by the Courant condition. The finite

difference algorithm used, however, is fully implicit. The only limit on

the maximum time step is imposed by the rate of change of the sources, and

the resolution desired in the results. The finite difference algorithm and

an SOR matrix solver have been optimized for treating the nonlinear source

region problem on a vector machine. Calculations are typically made from a

problem time of 10.6 sec to 0.1 sec and require about 15 minutes of Cray 1

CPU time.

Azimuthal symmetry reduces the Maxwell's equations to TM field

equations. These are written in generalized orthogonal coordinates. The

equations are simplified by the transformation:
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Analytical transformations of the independent variables are introduced to

provide variable zoning in the coordinate system, thus

a - a a
au. " au. ax. " i ax. i 1, 2, 3 (2)

1 1 3 1

The system is set up such that the xi increments are constant while the u.

increments can be non-uniform. The finite difference equations are written

in the x i system and the ui system describes the physical problem space.

The Maxwell equations to be solved become

+E, J i- G102 aH3
+ eE l  - - + - - (3)atC C X

aE2 j2  G201 8H3S++-E2 - - - - - x (4)

aH3  G3  a E2  aE
at ~ [' ~>~2~J(5)

where G. is a combination of metric terms

h. i - 1, 2, 3h. h (6)

j hk i, j, k cyclic
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The finite difference equation for H3 is

n+l H n G
At -- A.fAx, [ E2 i j - E2 ilj

n E n G3 2 l 1

+ (l 1)(+ t ,J X , Ei i ,j E l

+ (l - 7)[tEij - Elin ] (7)

Where n! determines how the spatial differences are centered in time.

Each electric field equation is of the form

aE
- + -y(t)E - Q(t) (8)

this equation can be integrated to give

E(t) - eX(t)[E(to) + toQ(t')eX(t')dt '] (9)

where

X() - to Y(t")dt" (10)
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define

X- 7At - At[7](t + to)/2 (11)

Approximating equation (9) to second order in At yields the finite

difference equations for the electric fields

n+l n -X e) e]

El ij EliJ J

+ i~j i - .(i - eX)] (12)

n+l n -( 12

E2 i - E2 n e + 02 .j  (1- e -)  e -

+ 2ij[l - i(l " eX)] (13)

where

At n+1/2 (14)E= a.~

j1  G1Ib2 aH3
-- + - (15)41 a a ax2

j2  G2 1 8H3

0 - a- 8 (16)ora a ax,



The electric fields are located on the sides of the finite difference

mesh cell and the magnetic fields are at the corner of the cell.

Substitution of equations (12) and (13) into equation (7) leads to the

symmetric system

n~l

+ Pi+ + pi- Pj+ -Pjj 3i,j

n+l H n+l H n+l n+l

i-3i-l, j -Pi+ Si+l,j -Pj- 
3i,j-i - Pj+H3i,j+l - D4 (17)

Where the coefficients P and D are known from previous calculation.

This algorithm relates 8H3/at to terms similar to V2H3 at the new time. The

equations that must be solved constitute a five diagonal elliptic system at

the new time step. For a n x m calculational grid one has an nm x nm matrix

equation to solve.

Unless one is careful, the solution of this matrix system can use over

10 times as much computer time as the remaindur of the calculation. Direct

methods of solution of this system lead to a fill-in of the matrix such that

the size of the calculations that one can do is limited by computer memory

(intermediate space would go up as n3 while the size of the mesh only goes

up as n2 ). In any case, after the fill-in has occurred, arithmetic opera-

tions must be performed on the n3 non-zero elements, and although

vectorization can help, the solution is still too slow to be practical.

This led to the investigation of various iterative methods, where the

problem of intermediate space and fill-in is nonexistent. The matrix to be

solved is large and sparse, however the diagonal pattern of the non-zero

elements can obviously be used to our advantage. A number of schemes were

investigated, including Jacobi, Reduced System, and SSOR all with Conjugate

Gradient or Semi-Iterative acceleration, and SOR itself. Of these the SOR

proved to be the fastest, with the various acceleration schemes not making

up for the additional overhead that they caused. This may be an inherent

problem with the system of equations being solved. In any case, the SOR
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scheme was our starting point for making the code run efficiently on the

CRAY 1.

The basic operation being performed in the SOR method is a matrix

multiply of the Iteration matrix and the previous iterant to give a new

estimate of the solution vector. The first optimization that can be made

for our system is to reorder the matrix multiply to index down the

diagonals, rather than across the rows as in a standard matrix multiply.

This elildinates the indexing necessary to multiply each of the five non-zero

elements in a given row by the appropriate element of the column vector that

is the previous iterant and gives long vector operations. We note however,

that this vector multiplication is not vectorizable when 'natural' ordering

is used in the calculational mesh; this is because there is a vector depend-

ency between the element being calculated and the previous element. Various

authors have noted that a Red-Black permutation of the matrix removes this

dependency, allowing the SOR scheme to be vectorized. Our method is to

perform this Red-Black permutation of the matrix, and then do the SOR itera-

tion using the matrix multiply in the form just described. With these

modifications the code runs 4-5 times faster than when the scalar SOR

routine is used, and hence, the improvement in the SOR routine itself must

be somewhat better than this.

An indication of where the time is spent in the code is of interest.

For a typical calculation, the main calculational routine; which includes

the electromagnetic fields algorithms accounted for about 5% of the calcula-

tional time. The most time was spent in the SOR routine which accounted for

about 34% of the calculational time, the Source routine which used about 20%

of the calculational time, and the system log, sin-cos, exponential and sqrt

routines which accounted for an additional 27% of the time. The remaining

14% of the time spread evenly among a large number of auxiliary routines,

such as the self-consistency routine which accounted for 2.5% of the

calculation. Although the sin and sqrt routines are used in the calculation

of the metric coefficients, and the exponential routine is needed of the

calculation of coefficients for the exponential itegration, the majority of

the calls to these system routines are from the source routine, so the

source directly and indirectly accounts for perhaps 45% of the calculational
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time. Thus the Source and the Matrix solution take the majority of the

computational time.

Early in the development of the code a previous matrix solution method

was taking 90+ percent of the calculational time. The current method has

reduced this to the point where it is no longer the largest contributor to

the run time. In the future we would like to investigate ICCG (Incomplete

Cholesky - Conjugate Gradient) methods, however our investigation of various

CG and SI methods in the past (but without preconditioning) have shown no

net gain over the basic SOR iteration. At the moment it would appear that

the most significant gain could be derived from reformulating the source

function in a form that is more economical to compute.
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COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR DESIGNING LARGE
PHASED ARRAY RADIATING ELEMENTS*

H.K. Schuman and G.A. Bright

Atlantic Research Services Corp.
1721 Black River Blvd.

Rome, NY 13440

Abstract

Large phased array antennas are attractive candidates for use in
modern radars. This is because of the rapid, multiple beam scanning
capability afforded by phased arrays. Computer simulation programs are
required to evaluate the performance of the varied assortment of radiating
elements likely to be of consideration and to aid in optimizing the design
of those elements exhibiting greatest potential. A program has been
developed under contract to the Air Force's Rome Air Development Center
that can be applied here. The program can be used to compute antenna
radiation patterns and active impedances of large planar arrays of
dipole-like radiators or microstrip radiators. The underlying theory
includes mutual coupling between the radiators and applies to a wide
variety of radiator physical and electrical characteristics. The program
recently has been applied to spaceborne and airborne antenna array
concepts. The theory and capabilities of the program are reviewed and
several illustrative examples are given.

Introduction

Large phased array antennas often are under consideration for use in
radar systems, especially those systems calling for rapid beam steering
and stringent pattern control. Satisfactory performance of the phase
shift devices necessary for beam steering will depend, in part. on the RF
load that the radiating elements impart on the devices. Large phased
arrays typically cause dynamic loading of the devices. This arises
because the mutual coupling between elements varies with the phasing
applied to the elements and the phasing must be varied to obtain
beamsteering and focusing. Because the impedance loads viewed by the
devices, therefore. varies with phasing and, in fact, can be significantly
different from that for an isolated element, severe mismatch may occur
causing erroneous phase shifter operation or even burnout. Fabrication
and testing of large arrays for the purpose of evaluating (active)
impedances, and radiation patterns, is an expensive time consuming task.
A cost and time effective alternative can be obtained from detailed
computer analysis, or a combination of computer analysis and measurement.

A computer program has been under development for use in evaluating
the many types and variants of radiating elements likely to be considered
for large phased array antennas. The underlying technique for analyzing
radiating elements basically has two parts. The first part is the "first
approximation method" with which the performance of the element in an

*This work was supported in part under Air Force Contract F30602-83-C-0077.



infinite periodic planar array is analyzed. This method accounts for the
interarray coupling between face arrays in space fed lenses as well as the
coupling between elements within an array. The second part is the "higher
approximation method". This method improves upon the first approximation
method results by solving a finite array problem iteratively whereby the
first approximation results are employed as an efficient starting point.
The higher approximation method accounts for nonuniformnities in
periodicity as occurs at array edges, failed elements, and section
interfaces. Detailed descriptions of the first approximation and higher
approximation methods are given in References 1 through 3.

This paper contains an overview of the program capabilities,
descriptions of recent theory extension of the first approximation method,
and several illustrations of application to evaluating large array antenna
concepts. The new theoretical developments deal with analyzing a wide
variety of microstrip patch arrays and efficient modeling of folded dipole
and integrated balun feedline thin conductor radiator arrays. The
examples include analysis of antenna concepts and illustrate how
attractive design alternatives can be uncovered largely as a result of the
versatility of the analytical modeling.

General Capabilities

The theory underlying the computer program that applies to analyzing
the plane wave scattering from, and transmission through, infinite phased
array antennas was described in four reports and a published paper
(References 1-5). The theory applies to space fed arrays (lenses) as well
as to single array antennas. For lenses, the theory includes interarray,
as well as intraarray, mutual coupling effects on the illuminated side and
shadow side array element radiating current distributions and on the
active impedance loads viewed by the amplitude and/or phase adjust modules
that may interconnect the illuminated side and shadow side array elements.

The array lattices can be rectangular or triangular (general
rectilinear). The radiating elements can be thin conductors or microstrip
where "thin conductors" refers to arbitrarily curved thin conducting wires
or strips, such as bent dipoles and folded dipoles, including parasitic
wires or strips. Scattering from the feedlines connecting the radiators
to the modules is included in the theory as well.

The shapes of the microstrip elements can be circular, elliptical, or
rectangular although all elements within an array must be identical. The
elements can be fed at interior locations via coaxial pin-type openings in
the ground screen. Shorting pins or localized loads of other sorts can be
arbitrarily located within the microstrip interiors. Edge feeds, as with
microstrip transmission line, and edge loading, as occurs with "fences",
also can be accommodated.

The theory has three parts: "radiation." "scattering," and "interarray
coupling." In the radiation theory, the active impedance and reference
element radiating mode current distribution of an infinite planar array of
progressively phased elements is analyzed. In the scattering theory, the
reference element feed port open circuit voltage and scattering current
A-stribution produced by a plane .... i11=4mnatin n- -int lanar

array is analyzed. In the interarray coupling theory, the radiating and



scattering analyses are combined with the two-port scattering parameters
of the modules in arriving at the lens illuminated side and shadow side
radiating mode current distributions. The current distributions are
determined in terms of a reference element distribution and an associated
two dimensional progressive phase. A reference element distribution and
two dimensional progressive phase is sufficient to define the radiating
mode current distribution on every element in the infinite array. The
current distributions can be used with other programs to determine
radiation power gain patterns of large, finite arrays.

In all cases the theory includes the important mutual coupling effects
between radiators in an array. Although these effects are complicated
functions of the radiator geometry, the generality of the radiator shapes,
however, is not sacrificed. The radiator models are decomposed into
"local effect" models and radiating mode models. The local effect models
(e.g., transmission line mode models for folded dipoles and cavity mode
models for microstrip patches) do not entail mutual coupling. The
radiating mode models (e.g., simple dipole mode for folded dipoles and
exterior radiation model for microstrip patches) are based upon a plane
wave expansion moment method (Reference 4) that accounts for the mutual
coupling. In the moment method, each array radiator is modeled as a
collection of linear segments, and the array is viewed as a collection of
infinite arrays of segments, each segment array comprising a reference
radiator segment and the similarly located segments on all other
radiators. A current expansion is defined whereby to one expansion
function is associated the current on one of the segment arrays. The
field from each expansion function current array is expressed as a doubly
infinite sum of plane waves. A matrix equation, solvable for the
coefficients of the expansion functions that best represents the radiator
currents, results by specifying the E-field boundary condition along each
segment of the reference radiator and integrating the resulting equation
over the segment.

The radiator modeling options in the program are listed in Table 1.
Some of the principal output variables are

Active impedance (SWR. etc.)
Active element pattern,
Current distribution, and
Plane wave scattering reflection coefficient.

Special graphics developed for the program includes software for a
"telescoping" Smith Chart. This software aids the radiator designer by
allowing output impedance data to be plotted on conveniently scaled
Smith Charts.

Thin Conductor Radiator Arrays

The principal thin conductor radiator models are described here. An
example of a folded dipole array analysis and design exercise is
presented also.

Consider the coplanar conducting strip fed, folded dipole r diator

shown in Figure 1. The radiator is excited by an amplitude and/or phase
adjust "module" and is imbedded in an infinite planar array of identical



elements that are progressively phased. The feedline and radiator are
composed of parallel, coplanar, thin strip conductors. The widths of the
feedline strips are equal; those of the radiator generally are not equal.
The dipole feed port voltage V is the module output voltage transferred to
the dipole feed port via the feedline transmission line (or "balanced")
mode current. The feed port active admittance is given by y = to/V where
I0 is the balanced mode current on the "upper" conductor of the coplanar
feed. The feed port voltage is modeled as an ideal source that is divided
into two equal sources in series. Each source is passed through its
nearest junction in accordance with standard theorems of circuit theory.
The resulting model is shown in Figure 2. The feedline is shown
disconnected from the ground screen because it is assumed that the module
output contains a balun that suppresses the unbalanced mode feedline
current at this point.

The Figure 2 model can be viewed as the "sum" of the two models shown
in Figure 3. The quantities indicated are combined to yield the feed port
admittance of the original model it accordance with

I r 2
r  +Yt/2(

2(l+y) Vr 4(Y+Y)Vr

Here Yt = It/Vt is the transmission line mode admittance of one-half the
folded dipole, and Y is a constant that is dependent on the cross section
contour, spacing, and relative sizes of the excited and parasitic folded
dipole arms (References 5 and 6). Yt is given also by

Yt = -jYocot(kh) (2)

where Yo is the characteristic admittance of the transmission line mode of
the folded dipole and h is the length of the transmission line. Equations
for yand Yo can be obtained from those given in References 5 and 6. (Note
that corrections to the formulas in 6 are given in 5.)

Only the left hand model of Figure 3 involves radiation and mutual
coupling and requires analysis by the plane wave expansion moment method.
An assumption in the modeling of Figure 3 is that the cross sections of
the feedline and folded dipole arms are small in wavelengths. Relations
for the equivalent circular cross section conductor radii, needed in the
radiating mode model of Figure 3, are given in References 5 and 6.

Other dipole/feedline antenna types can be modeled by similar
procedures that separate the radiating mode and transmission line mode
parts. Five models, their radiating and transmission line mode parts, and
the expressions for input admittances are shown in Figure 4. The dipole
arms and feedlines in the models can be arbitrarily bent or curved. This
capability is a consequence of the moment method modeling. Only the
radiating mode models must retain the curvature of the original models.
The transmission line mode models are functions of the lengths of the
integrated balun feedlines or folded dipole arms and the characteristic
impedances of the integrated balun feedlines or folded dipole arms.
Results from applying radiating mode models to arrays of curved feedline
radiators and arrays of bent arm radiators are given in Reference 4.



The field radiated by an antenna modeled in this fashion is computed
from the currents in the corresponding radiating mode model only. Also,
similar models have been developed for the scattering problem.

As an illustration of the application of these models, consider an
equilateral trigngular lattice array of folded dipoles of the Figure 1
type. The lattice and dipole orientation are shown in Figure 5. The
desired range of scan from broadside is assumed to be 600. The feedlines
are assumed to drop straight back from the dipoles to the ground screen a
distance of a quarter wavelength at the center frequency. The lattice
dimensiono are given in wavelengths corresponding to the frequency at the
upper edge of a 15% bandwidth frequency range of interest. This lattice
was chosen initially as a compromise on the conflicting constraints of
maintaining grading lobe singularities well beyond the scan limit and
minimizing the number of elements within the array aperture by maximizing
the lattice spacings. The nearest grading lobe singularities occur at a
scan angle of 90' in the E-plane and in the 4 = 300 plane. The E-plane
singularity is suppressed because of polarization mismatch for propagation
along the y axis; the severest singularity, therefore, could be expected
to occur in the 30° plane although the ground screen tends to suppress
even this singularity. The physical dimensions of the radiators were
chosen to be those resulting from a design calling for a narrower scan
range (larger lattice). That design was successfully attained with the
computer program discussed here.

Figure 6 shows the active impedance as a function of scan at the low
end of the frequency band. The dashed line borders the impedances
computed with the "coplanar feed/folded dipole" model of Figure 4 wherein
feedline scattering is accounted for. A severe impedance mismatch is
evident when scanning in the E-plane. This effect is known to be due, in
part, by the presence of feedline scattering (Reference 4). To
demonstrate this, the impedances were recomputed with the "folded
dipole/no feed" model of Figure 4. The feedline is absent in this model.
The active impedances computed were those bordered by the solid line in
Figure 6. Clearly, the severe E-plane scan mismatch is well reduced when
feedline scattering is absent. Such feedline effects can be suppressed by
reshaping the radiator arms. This was demonstrated with the program as
reported in Reference 4.

H-plane scans theoretically are independent of feedline scattering
for straight feedlines because of polarization mismatch between the
feedlines and the radiation from the dipole arms in this plane. The
H-plane scan loci for the two cases shown in Figure 6, therefore, should
be identical. They differ slightly because of small differences in the
moment method modeling of the dipole arms for the feedline present and
feedline aru- .Pls.

T*e - -.gure 6 apply to a folded dipole of impedance step-up
ratio (1+y)2 = 1,', h the low end of the frequency band. Figures 7 and 8
show the active impedance loci for dipole dimensions changed to yield 1.2
and 2.2 step-up ratios, in addition to 1.6, at the low and high ends of
the frequency band respectively and for a 3.6% increase in lattice spacing
(grading lobe singularity at 68.20 scan). The analytical power of the
program is clearly demonstrated by these results. Broadband folded dipole
designs have been generated by exercising the radiator models with other



models in the program that account for feedline length and characteristic
impedance variations. Designing array radiators by modeling feedline
transmission mode properties as well as those of the radiators is
illustrated also in the following section.

Microstrip Radiator Arrays

The microstrip antenna array modeling theory underlying the program
is described in detail in Reference 5. A brief overviewi is presented here
followed by an example of applying the program to designing microstrip
radiators.

The microstrip radiator interior fields are expressed in terms of
radial waveguide modes. Since the microstrip radiator perimeter is
assumed to be coincident with a constant coordinate surface of a Helmholtz
equation separable coordinate system, the modes are orthogonal along the
perimeter. Their respective contribution to the total field is found by
matching the interior fields with the exterior fields alc.. the
perimeter. In so doing, the exterior fields are expressed in terms of a
line of equivalent magnetic current coincident with the perimeter. The
magnetic current and associated tangential exterior H-field is represented
by a moment method subsectional basis formulation. The formulation has
two forms. One applies to isolated radiators and the other to infinite
planar arrays of progressively phased radiators. Both are duals of thin
conducting wire formulations (References 7 and 4 respectively). These
formulations account for the radiative mutual coupling of an isolated
radiator and between radiators in an infinite array. Edge "fringe"
capacitive effects and other edge effects resulting from complicated
designs that may introduce inductance and additional capacitance for
frequency tuning and broadbanding purposes are accounted for directly
within the generalized multiport network representation that arises
naturally as a consequence of the subsectional moment method.

A fundamental matrix equation that arises from these formulations is

-(IP+[Y]L p  pin feed

([ye]+[yd])V = (3)
sce

sedge feed

where [yd] is a diagonal matrix of modal admittances; [ye] and [Y] are
square matrices relating the exterior aperture tangential E- and 11-fields
in the modal basis; jP and P are column matrices containing pin excited
interior aperture H- and E-fields respectively in the modal basis; Isce is
a column matrix containing modal coefficients of aperture H-field arising
from an edge feed; and V is a column matrix containing aperture E-field
modal coefficients. (Nte that provision is made for microstrip cavity
excitation via feed pins (coaxial center conductors penetrating the ground
screen) or edge feeds (microstrip or strip line transmission lines
connecting directly to the radiator edge).) Once (3) is solve for V,
input impedance, radiated power, radiation pattern, and multiple feed port
impedance parameters (zij) are readily determined.

The matrices [Y] and [Ye] contain the microstrip radiator edge
effects and radiation effects including fringe capacitance and mutual
coupling with other radiators in an array. These matrices are obtained by



first formulating the subsectional basis moment method representation of
the exterior region coupling between magnetic current "segments" along the
microstrip perimeter. The result of this formulation, the subsectional
basis moment matrix [Y'], then is transformed into the appropriate modal
bases to yield [Y] and [ye].

The matrix [Y'] is approximated by

[Y'] = 2/n 2 [z] + [YLI (4)

where n is the free space wave impedance, [Z] Is the pulse expansion/pulse
weighting thin wire E-field operator generalized impedance moment matrix
(References 4 and 7) and [YL] is a diagonal matrix of susceptances that
account for the protrusion of the. microstrip abo';e the ground screen. The
relationship between [Z] and [Y'] in (4) is a consequenc- of imaging
magnetic currents in a ground screen and invoking duality. If the problem
concerns an isolated microstrip radiator. [Z] is computed by the procedure
described in Reference 7; if an infinite array, [Z] is computed by the
plane wave expansion moment method described in Reference 4. In either
case an equivalent thin wire radius is required. The radius usually is
taken to be d/4 where d is the substrate thickness.

This method for determining [Y'] assumes that the substrate exterior
to the microstrip cavity has negligible effect on the exterior fields
distant from the microstrip and on the coupling to other microstrips if in
an array.

An accurate, but complicated, expression for computing the elements
of [YL] is available from the development in Reference 8. A simpler
expression is obtained from that for the fringe capacitance of an
arbitrarily shaped microstrip as derived in Reference 9. In many
applications, however, expressions for the elements of [IYL] are not
needed. Instead, [YLI can be used as an adjustment factor to resonate the
microstrip at precisely the center band frequency and, in the case of
scanned arrays, at a specified scan angle. Such tuning is the simulation
counterpart to physically adjusting a fabricated test array. An
expression for the ith diagonal element of [IYL] that has been found to
shift a resonance without otherwise affecting the radiator impedance
variation with frequency is

YUi = OJkerAi/n

where k is the free space wave number, cr is the substrate dielectric
constant. Ai is the ith segment length, and 6 is an adjustment coefficient
ranging between 0 and 1.

Consider the rectangular patch radiator (Reference 10) shown in
Figure 9. The radiator is excited at two points. These appear at the
centers of the gaps dividing the radiator upper conductor and the edge
"fences". (The fences serve to broaden the E-plane pattern.) The fences
and meander lines at the gap excitation points combine to add series
inductance Lf, to the edges. The gaps are excited via microstrip
transmission line that uses the upper conductor as a ground plane. A
coaxial feed at the center connects to the microstrip line. The line
divides at the right hand excitation point to excite, in parallel, that
point and a transmission line of approximately twice as much characteristic



twice as much characteristic impedance that continues on to the left hand
point. The latter line is electrically one half wavelength long at the
center frequency.

Models of the radiator and feed network are shown respectively in
Figures 10 and 11. In 10 the microstrip interior is shown to be excited
by pin type feeds located near edges. The fences appear as inductances in
series with edge apertures. The generalization of the microstrip modeling
theory to accommodate the edge inductances begins by defining column
matrices I and V' of elements that are proportional to the edge tangen-
tial H- and E-fields respectively at the segment centers of a segmented
contour fit to the microstrip perimeter. The relationship between I' and
VI as viewed from the microstrip interior outward is given by

it = _[Y1]V' (5)

where [Y'I is the moment matrix described earlier. The introduction c.
series inductive edoe loading is modeled by appropriately modifying [f)
only. The revised [Y I is derived below.

As defined above, (2/n 2 )[Z] is the moment matrix representation of
the radiation admittance of the microstrip aperture. If the admittance
matrix [YLI retains its definition of representing only the local edge
effects and if the diagonal impedance matrix [ZL] is introduced to
represent the series inductive edge loads due to the fence, [Y'] can be
determined from the network equivalent representation shown in Figure 12.
The numerical subscripts in the variables of the figure correspond to the
column matrix elements of V' and I' or the diagonal elements of [YLj and
(ZLI. The solution of this network is found to be

I' = -([U]+((2/n 2 )[Z]+[YL])[ZL])-I ((2/n 2 )[Z]+IYLI)V' (6)

where [U] is the identity matrix. A comparison between (5) and (6)
immediately defines [Y']. Note that the ith diagonal element of ZL, which
corresponds to the ith perimeter segment of length Ai along the fence edge
of width W, is given by

ZLi = jw WiLf  (7)

This relation results as a consequence of the segmented inductances
combining in parallel to form the total edge inductance. The inductance
per segment. therefore, increases with decreasing segment size or
increasing number of segments.

The analysis of the generalized (inductive edge loaded) microstrip
model yields the impedance parameters of the pin excitation ports (zll,
z1 2 , z21, z22). These parameters, in turn, are combined with the feed
network model as shown in Figure 11. Note that the inductances introduced
by the meander lines appear in series with the excitation ports. The feed
port input impedance is computed by solving the Figure 11 network. Also
determined upon solution of this network is the microstrip edge E-fieldt'
from which the radiated power and radiation pattern are found, The Viof
Figure 12 are proportional to this E-field at the perimeter segment
centers.



Figure 13 shows the comparison of computed input impedance with
measured impedance (from Reference 10) for the isolated radiator designed
for a bandwidth exceeding 17% as defined by SWR<1.5. The radiator was
experimentally redesigned for a smaller bandwidth, in excess of 10%
(Reference 10). The measured impedance for the redesigned radiator is
shown in Figure 14. By adjusting the transmission line impedance Rg and
the edge capacitance and inductance (both fence and meander line
components) in the computer model to obtain approximately the same 10%
bandwidth, the computed impedances also shown in Figure 14 were generated.
Computed and measured element radiation patterns at the center frequency
are shown in Figures 15 and 16. The agreement is reasonably good although
the computed azimuth plane (E-plane or xz plane) is not quite as broad as
its measured counterpart. Diffraction caused by the finite ground screen
in the measurement setup may account for some of the discrepancy.

The computed active SWR for the 10% bandwidth element imbedded in an
infinite, planar, broadside scan phased array (rectangular lattice shown
in Figure 10) is given in Figure 17. The isolated element SWR is shown
also for comparison. Some deterioration in impedance match due to
arraying the radiator is evident. Azimuth scan (out to 600) and elevation
scan (out to 40*) results are shown in Figures 18 and 19 respectively.
The impedance match, although degraded, appears to vary slowly with scan
angle except in the vicinity of the azimuth plane grading lobe singularity
,hat occurs at 610 at 1.05 fo. This suggests that the radiator can be
,-designed in an array environment to exhibit improved performance
throughout mos, of the scan volume of interest. Figures 20, 21, and 22
show the computed performance of the radiator following readjustment of
edge capacitance and meander line inductance to exhibit good performance
at broadside scan. Except in the vicinity of the grating lobe
singularities the 10% bandwidth performance of the radiator is good
throughout much of the desired scan volume.

The results presented here demonstrate the utility of the program to
predict design adjustments that may become evident from array testing and
to identify the cost effective adjustments that are likely to result in
satisfactory array performance.
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TABLE 1

RADIATOR MODEL OPTIONS

A. ENVIRONMENT

1. Isolated
2. Array

General Rectilinear Lattices (Rectangular and "Triangular")
3. Phased Array Lens

Interconnecting Amplitude/Phase Adjust Modules
Interarray and Intraaray Mutual Coupling

B. TYPE

1. Thin Conductor
Simple Dipole Variants (Bent or Curved Arms, etc.)
Folded Dipole Variants
Feedline Balun
Feedline Scatterer
Multiple Feed/Load Ports
Parasitic Scatterers
Curved Feedlines

2. Microstrip Patch
Rectangular, Circular, Elliptical
Pin Feed (Arbitrarily Located)
Edge Feed (Arbitrarily Located)
Multiple Feeds
Edge Loads (e.g., Fences)
Shorting Pins (Arbitrarily Located)
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COMPUTATIONAL RESOURCES AND CONVERGENCE FOR lN
CALCULATIONS WITH ELECTRICALLY LARGE SCATTERERS

John W. Williams Jiunn S. Yu
Booz, Allen & Hamilton Inc. Sandia National Labovatories
2309 Renard P1., SE P.O. Box 5800
Suite 301 Division 3462
Albuquerque, NM 87106 Albuquerque, W. e72(

Abstract

Method-of-moment (MM) techniques are now widely employed
for calculations of electromagnetic scattering from objects
which are electrically large and possibly lossy and
inhomogeneous. The availability of computer mainframes with
large memory capacity combined with concurrent or vectorized
processing allows application of MM techniques to increasingly
large and complex scatterers. In addition, numerical
instabilities, which are inherent in the electric (EFIE) and
magnetic (MFIE) integral equation approaches near internal
resonances, have been circumvented with a combined field
integral (CFIE) formulation.

This paper presents numerical estimates of radar
cross-sections (RCS) for metallic scatterers with canonical
shapes. Calculations were conducted with EFIE, CFIE, and MFIE
formulations and CRAY and CDC (virtual operating system)
mainframes. Comparisons with experimental data and
Geometrical Theory of Diffraction (GTD) calculations are
employed to determine the density of expansion functions (EFs)
required for convergence to the correct scattering solution.
It is well known that the density of EFs necessary for
accurate estimates of scattered fields depends upon the target
shape. Smooth objects require fewer EFs per unit area than
targets with sharp discontinuities on the surface. It is
demonstrated that the required density is also dependent on
electrical size of the scatterer and the polarization of the
incident fields. As a result, computational resources are
exhausted more rapidly than one would expect if the required
expansion function density was independent of the overall
electrical size of the target.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to present an evaluation of
capabilities and limitations of MM/BOR (body-of-revolution)
codes which calculate far-field scattering for axially



symmetric bodies. The original versions of these computer
codes were developed by Medgyesi-Mitschang and coworkers (Ref.
1) based upon earlier investigations by Mautz and Harrington
(Ref. 2 and 3). For the calculations discussed in this paper,
matrix storage in the original version of computer codes
CICERO and BORLAYC was expanded for execution of CRAY and
CDC-855 (virtual operating system) mainframes. In order to
accomodate larger objects, the original Bessel function
subroutines, which were intended for computations with small
arguments, were replaced with Bessel function routines from
the SLATEC Mathematical Library of Sandia National
Laboratories (SNL).

In the section below we will discuss the convergence of MM
solutions obtained with these codes. RCS calculations are
then presented for various canonical shapes. Although only
metallic objects are discussed below, the computer codes also
allow estimates of RCS for lossy targets. The final section
summarizes the results of the calculations and provides some
guidelines for selection of expansion functions for larger
targets.

CONVERGENCE

In the discussion below, the term convergence means that
further refinement of the model yields no significant
improvement in calcu.ated values of the RCS. For the specific
models used in the computations, refinement can include: 1)
increasing the number of terms in the Fourier expansion in the
azimuthal coordinate, 2) increasing the sampling for Gaussian
quadrature integration over the azimuthal coordinate, and 3)
increasing the density of EFs (number of EFs per wavelength)
along the generating curve.

The number of circumferential modes required for
convergence is known to be the integer value of kamax + 1
(Ref. 2) where amax is the maximum radial dimension of the
scatterer and k is the free space propagation coefficient.
Recall that the Fourier expansion in azimuthal coordinates p
allows a MM solution for scattered fields in terms of a
summation over n independent modes (Ref. 2). For most targets
employed in this study, the calculated RCS changed by less
than 0.5% when n was increased beyond the value Int(kamax) + 1.
Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the convergence of the monostatic RCS
for a metal sphere near resonance using 5 expansion functions per
wavelength (5 EF/%). In this figure, "n" denotes the summation
index over the Fourier modes from -n to n. It is interesting to
note that both the EFIE (aE = 1.0) and MFIE (OE = 0.0)
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results are numerically convergent to incorrect values of the
RCS. As expected, solutions obtained with the CFIE boundary
condition (cLE = 0.5 and c±E = 0.2) are stable and tend
to converge to the correct solution at all aspect angles for n
> 3. Values of the summation index up to 10 were employed
in the calculation with no significant differences observed
from the RCS for n > 3. The point here is that for this
particular code, the azimuthal convergence is easily
established even when MFIE and EFIE calculations are used near
internal resonance. Through numerical analysis similar to
that shown in the first two figures, it was found that
Gaussian quadrature integration of order Int( 4kamax) was
adequate for solution convergence.

It is the third refinement mentioned above which is of
primary concern. If N denotes the number of EFs employed in
the model, then storage requirements increase in proportion to
N2 while the time required for full matrix decomposition
will increase in proportion to N3 (Ref. 4). Thus, the
computer resources required for MM solution of the
electromagnetic scattering problem can increase dramatically
with the number of EFs necessary for an accurate solution.
Most of the discussion below will address the density of EFs
necessary for accurate estimates of the RCS for increasingly
large targets.

RESULTS

As mentioned above, the number of circumferential modes
employed for each configuration was selected to be
Int(kamax) + 1, and the Gaussian quadrature integration
during evaluation of the Green's function was chosen to be of
order Int( 4 kamax). Convergence of the MM model then depends
upon the density of EFs along the generating curve.

As the first example of results, Figures 3 and 4 show
calculated the RCS for a metal cylinder with a length of 25.0"
and a diameter of 5.5" at frequencies of 1.5 GHz, 3.0 GHz and
6.0 GHz. At these frequencies, the length of the cylinder is
3.2 'k , 6.4 \ , and 12.8 ., respectively. Notice that
for calculations at 1.5 GHz the increase in expansion function
density from 8 EF/X to 12 EF/k has little discernable
effect upon the calculated RCS. However, the change in
calculated RCS with increasing expansion function density
becomes more noticeable as the frequency increases. Results
obtained at three frequencies are summarized in Figure 5.
This figure C shows the real part of the normalizel
cross-energy spectrum or (see the appendix) as a ion of
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aspect angle. At a frequency of 1.5 GHz, C is close to one
except at aspect angles where the RCS displays sharp minima.
Differences in the calculated RCS at these aspect angles are
only a few tenths of a dB. These differences increase
noticeably with increasing frequency as evidenced by
departures in the cross-energy spectrum from a value of 1. As
illustrated in Figure 6, the agreement of calculations with
experimental data at a frequency of 3 GHz is reasonably good
except near the first minor lobe near an aspect angle of
950 and the sixth minor lobe near 1200. Based upon
the agreement between GTD calculations (Ref. 5 and Figure 7),
it is tenatively assumed that the discrepancy is due to the
dielectric stand employed during the experiment. Additional
measurements are now in progress to test this assumption. An
increase in the expansion function density beyond 10 EF/X
did not reduce the discrepancy or noticeably alter the
calculated RCS.

Results of similar calculations are shown in Figures 8
through 10 for a metallic right circular cone with altitude
equal to 25" and a base plate diameter of 5.5". Measurements
are not yet available for this object. However, as was found
for the metal cylinder, the required expansion function
density for numerical convergence increased with the
electrical size of the object.

Figure 11 shows the RCS computed for a metal disk of
diameter 10" and a thickness of 1/4" at a frequency of 10
GHz. Corresponding values of the cross-energy spectrum are
presented in Figure 12. The target is only 8\ in diameter,
and based upon results obtained with the cylinder and cone
discussed above, reasonable convergence of the numerical
calculations for horizontal polarization was expected to occur
for densities in the range from 10 EF/X to 12 EF/\. As
illustrated in the figures, convergence for vertical
polarization is achieved for densities of 8 EF/%. In
agreement with calculations with the cylinder and core,
convergence is noticeably slower for the case of horizontal
polarization. Figure 13 shows a comparison of the RCS
measured at the SNL radar range and calculations with an EF
density of 12 EF/X. As in the comparison of measured data
and calculations for the cylinder, discrepancies in amplitude
for some of the sidelobes is tentatively attributed to
scattering from the dielectric support during measurelents.
There is also a disparity between the measured and calculated
results near grazing incidence for both polarizations. This
difference may be partly attributable to interference from the
dielectric support. Additional measurements with a modified
support stand are now in progress.
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CONCLUSION

Expansion function densities required for numerical
convergence are an important consideration in MM calculations
because these densities have a significant impact upon
computer resources necessary for solution. For the simple
metallic objects discussed above, these densities were found
to noticeably increase with increasing frequency.
Electrically small objects with generating curves of the order
of 3\ to 4% in length required about 8 EF/A for
convergence. Scatterers with lengths near 16 were found to
require close to 16 EF/%. Thus, the EF densities necessary
for convergence appear to vary roughly as the square root of
frequency. In addition, covergence of the RCS calculations
was dependent upon the polarization of the incident fields.
Convergence for horizontal polarization was found to require
larger EF densities than for the case of vertical polarization.

As a result of the dependence of EF densities upon
electrical size and polarization, computer resources are
exhausted more rapidly than one might expect as the electrical
size Cf the target increases. Calculations with the MM/BOR
codes performed on the CRAY X-MP/2 with 1.8 million words of
memory are currently limited to conducting objects of length
20% or less along the generating curve.
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APPENDIX

Normalized Cross-Energy Spectrum
for Comparison of Far-Zone Fields

In order to display the similarities and differences
between two sets of data, it is convenient to examine the real
part of the normalized cross-energy spectrum (Ref. 6):

() = 2 Re[E (e)E.(e)] / (IEi1 2 + IE 1 2) (Al)

In this paper El(e) denotes the frequency-domain spectrum
of the scattered field as computed with the ith expansion
function density. Under the definition in equation Al.
ICij, l. Notice that Cii has magnitude 1 if Ei and E i are
identical or if lEil = I9it and the phases differ by it radians.
On the other hand, ICijl :-pproaches zero if there is a large
disparity between amplitudes or if the phase difference is near
ir/2 radians. Since phase differences in excess of 1r/2 radians
were not found to exist for the calculations employed in
this study, we have displ.yed the values of Cj so as to
yield a number between 0 and 1. The results are graphically
similar to those obtained for a coherence function (Ref. 7),
although the value of C is constrocted from only the real
part of the cross-energy spectrum.
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Army and Marine Antenna Engineering Handbook*

Edward E. Domning and James K. Breakall
Univrsity of California

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

This is a brief outline of the work being done at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
(LLNL) on a field expidient antenna handbook being developed by LLNL for the Army
and Marines. Our basic task is to develop an engineering handbook that gives data and
analysis of common HF field antennas. We will model these antenna with NEC3 double
precision gathering our data from NEC output and putting it into a handbook format.
We will then present this data to in such a manner that it can be easily combined with
ease of construction data into a field handbook. This means that we must find proper field
antennas and then determine what parameters define thier field capabilities.

Antennas:

The antennas chosen fall into four categories: Basic whips, half squares, long wires, and
vees. Within these categories there are variations in geometry, grounding and termination.
All the variations are shown or mentioned in the slides. We are using a model of a typical
radio which is shown as a box in the slides. We are also using a frequency of 17MHz for
all the antenna plus a frequency of 5MHz on the basic whips and half squares.

Field Parameters:

Since a command site uses computers to calculate ionospheric reflection and ground wave
propagation, we can say that the command site has the ability to give minimum gain at
each angle for sky wave and minimum field values for ground wave propagation needed
for reliable communication. This means that field operators would just have to have
data on the antennas that would tell them whether or not they meet this criteria. Given
this information, field operators can then find the antenna that meet or exceed the given
reliability criteria and then compare with ease of construction data on each antenna to find
best antenna to erect. This means that we will have to define meaningful field parameters
for both sky and ground waves.

For the sky wave we have decided that the maximum field gain and its associated azimuthal
angle at each elevation angle is a good parameter defining performance. This parameter
can easily be put into (or retrieved from) long distance communication codes to find what
is needed for reliable communication at sites one or two hops away. The gain will be in

* Work done under auspices of the U.S. Deparment of Energy by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under

contract W-7405-Eng-48"



dB over an isotropic antenna taken at one degree increments of elevation and a. Muth.

Given a necessary field strength needed for acceptable communication with the command
or other sites, the command site can propagate a ground wave back to a certain point from
the field antenna. The point we have chosen for this 1.3 one mile away , twenty-five feet
off the ground ,which is reasonable for an antenna on a tower. The transmitter power is
fifteen watts and the propagation is done over fair ground with relative dielectric constant
of ten and a conductance of three milli-siemans per meter. Since polarization is important
we will be looking for both maximum and minimum field for both vertical and horizontal
waves.

The sli Ies show some results for sky wave and ground wave for four variations of the half
square antenna. We are also going to report the input impedance for each antenna to help
the field operator with matching.

Other Developments (Current Output)

When we first started to collect our data we quickly found that we where taking up a large
amount of disk space when looking only sky wave data in ten degree increments. This
prompted us to explore a new method of data collection; we gather our p:z!:neters from
a program using current data instead of NEC output. This means that we .. ust store
the parameters needed for field calculation (in binary form for compact storage) and then
write a program to access this file and do field calculations. After modifing NEC3 to write
out the necessary variables, and the routine RDPAT from NEC3 to calculate fields , we
were able to get radiation pattern cuts a lot easier then with the typical NEC output.
This program currently makes it easy to look at different sky wave patterns of an antenna
and could possibly have use in general antenna analysis. We are currently investigating
including ground wave calculations in this program.

Other Developments (Ground Variations):

We have done a side study of ground variations on a dipole. We looked at a half wave
dipole fed three tenths of a wavelength above the ground, over frequencies of two, ten and
thirty MHz, with the following variations of dielectric constants and conductivities

epsilon = 1,15,30 and 100

sigma = 0.0001,0.001,0.01 and 0.1 seimans/meter.

The slides show a typical radiation pattern plot. Notice that most of the gain is between
ten and thirty degrees. This is indicative of all the plots obscrved over all grounds. Looking
at the slide of surface wave results, we find that the dB variation of the field with relative
dielectric constant for two and ten MHz is very small. We also see that for thirty MHz
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the variation is getting large. Looking at the dB variation of the field with conductance
we find that the opposite is true; the variation is large for two and ten MHz and getting
small for thirty MHz.

Looking at the sky wave results for the criticle angles of ten, twenty and thirty degrees,
we find that the gain varies over all these grounds from four to nine dB. Also notice that
the maximum gain variation is at ten degrees ; the angle that would be most affected by
ground variations.

Conclusions:

Wraping this summary up, I would just like to mention some important products of this
investigation. We have defined antennas and parameters for field handbook analysis and
have begun modeling and ccllecting sky and ground wave parameters. We have developed a
tool that gets far field plots in a manner that is easier then before making it a good tool for
antenna analysis. We also looked at ground parameter variations and found that while it is
important to have a good value for ground for an accurate analysis of an antenna, it is not
as important for a less accurate analysis. Last, I would just like to say that an engineering
handbook with an analysis of HF field expiedient antennas should be completed by the
end of the fiscal year.



HF ANTENNA ENGINEERING

HANDBOOK

J. K. Breakall

E. E. Domning

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

Livermore, Ca.

Applied Computational Electromagnet, :s Review

March 18,19 and 20 1986

INTRODUCTION

GOALS

* Construct an engineering handbook giving an analysis

of HF field antennas used by the Army and Marines

* Present the electrical performance data such that it

can be easily combined with ease of construction data into

a field handbook

* Find proper antennas and parameters for analysis

TErX
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IMPORTANT CONCEPTS

" A command site can give field operators a range of take off

angles and minimum gain at each angle required for reliable

communication at the field site

" Field operators can then list the field antennas that meet or

exceed this criteria

* They would then examine ease of construction data to choose

which antenna to construct
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FIELD PARAMETERS

SKY WAVE

" Find the maximum field gain and its associated azimuthal

angle at each elevation angle

* Look at one degree increments in elevation and azimuth.

* Find the gain in dB over isotropic

* Also find the input impedance

FIELD PARAMETERS

GROUND WAVE

* Use a 'fair' ground with e = 10, o = 0.003

* Obtain E-field (in azimuth) at 1 mile, 25 feet off the

ground with transmitter power of 15 watts

Vertical Horizontal

max E min E max E min E

Tmx r.1 eI'
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OTHER DEVELOPMENTS

CURRENT OUTPUT

• Modified NEC3 to write out currents and related data to file

using a CO card.

" Wrote a program that reads this file and does field

calculations using a modified RDPAT routine

" Program also does radiation pattern plots

OTHER DEVELOPMENTS

GROUND VARIATIONS

" Half wave dipole with lower edge .05 wavlengths above

ground fed .3 wavlengths above the ground

" Used frequencies of 2,10 and 30 Mhz, dielectric constants of

1,15,30 and 100 and conductivities of .0001,001,01 and .1 S/M

Tr~x P.£, 14
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OTHER DEVELOPMENTS

GROUND VARIATIONS RESULTS (SURFACE WAVE)
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OTHER DEVELOPMENTS

GROUND VARIATIONS RESULTS (SKY WAVE)
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CONCLUSIONS

* Developed a tool for easier antenna analysis

* Looked at the effect of varing ground parameters

* Developing an engineering handbook with an analysis

of Army-Marine field antennas
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VALIDATION OF SCATTERING RESULTS FOR A THICK PERFECTLY

CONDUCTING DIPOLE USING NEC AND THE SPHERICAL-WAVE EXPANSION TECHNIQUE

A.C. Ludwig

General Research Corporation
Santa Barbara, California

The spherical-wave expansion (SPEX) technique recently developed

at General Research Corporation (A.C. Ludwig, IEEE Trans., AP, to be

published July 1986) has been validated using two procedures: (1) the

boundary condition is checked, using a built-in test feature, on a point

set independent of the point set used to obtain the solution, and (2)

the internal fields are computed using an independent surface current

integration program. The second validation method has also been applied

to results obtained using NEC. Although NEC has a built-in near-field

capability, it was found that the new surface integration program, which

interpolates the NEC current, produces a lower internal field; however,

the internal field produced by the SPEX solution is even lower.

Results using SPEX and NEC for surface currents, scattered fields,

and internal fields will be presented and compared.



A Comparison of NEC and MININEC Results with
Experimental Measurements (LLNL, R.W.P. King, NBS)*

J. K. Breakall and A. P. Ludwigsen
University of California

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories, Livermore, CA

INTRODUCTION

The Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) has been making electromagnetic
measurements on actual and scale model objects for the last several years to develop un-
derstanding of coupling phenomenology. This effort has resulted in a complete upgrade of
experimental facilities and the purchase cf some new and very sophisticated instrumenta-
tion for measuring various parameters. In testing and calibrating these facilities, various
monopole standards were developed and the results were directly compared with the best
theoretical and computer models available. We have used NEC directly in this work and
achieved excellent agreement for both the antenna impedance and receiving cross-section
versus frequency over some ten octaves.

In this paper we will present some of these results and discuss some of these new facil-
ities and instrumentation for making antenna measurements. We will also compare the
results with those classical measurements made by R.W.P. King and associates on similar
antennas. A comparison between another similar but different formulation of the method-
of-moments technique as used in the MININEC computer program will also be made with
NEC and these measurements. We will present the effects of two different excitation feed
methods (applied E-field and current-slope-discontinuity) on impedance results. Addition-
ally results will be shown for comparisons of Yagi antenna patterns as measured by the
National Bureau of Standards (NBS) and computed using NEC and MININEC. It has been
found that results from MININEC agree with those of NEC and NBS when the frequency
is shifted by some 1.7 percent.

COMPARISON WITH KING

NEC uses two types of feed excitations, the Applied E-Field and Current Discontinuity
sources. Convergence properties were found for each to provide segmentation and accuracy
requirements for the models chosen for this work. The results are shown in Figures Ia and
lb.

The antenna chosen is the .5 meter length, 7.022 millimeter radius dipole as reported by

* Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Department of Energy by the Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory under Contract W-7405-Eng-48.



King (1967). This antenna has been used as a standard of comparison throughout the
literature and in the present antenna textbooks. The impedance results are compared to
measurements given by Mack for this antenna for each of the theoretical formulations,
King, NEC (App. E-Field), NEC (Current Disc.), and MININEC and are shown in Fig-
ures 2a,b,c,d (Resistance) and 3a,b,c,d (Reactance). The original results from King were
actually shown as admittance and we display the new computed comparisons in Figures
4a,b,c,d (Conductance) and 5a,b,c,d (Susceptance). It is interesting to note that the ad-
mittance results give better visual agreement than impedance even though the data is the
same for each.

COMPARISON WITH LLNL

We also made measurements here at LLNL on our time domain (TDR) facility on a .3
meter (length), 1.5875 millimeter (radius) monopole on a perfectly conducting ground
plane. The experimental setup and equations for the calculation of the impedance are
shown in Figure 6. The impedance results for NEC and MININEC comparisons are shown
in Figures 7a,b (Resistance) and 8a,b (Reactance). Agreement is excellent except for a
slight shift in frequency for the MININEC results. Similarly admittance results are shown
in Figures 9a,b (Conductance) and 10a,b (Susceptance). A similar comparison was made
for the related property of measuring the voltage response across a 50 ohm load at the
monopole terminals to an incident spherical wave using our time domain measuring range
(EMPEROR), our frequency domain facility (BEAMS), and NEC computed results. The
NEC model had to include spherical wave excitation instead of the usual plane wave and
the incorporation of the wire conductivity and permeability since we used a steel piano
wire monopole. The results are shown in Figure 11. As can be seen the EMPEROR range
is good up to about 1.5 GHz while the BEAMS facility is in excellent agreement up to 18
GHz. We plan to use this facility for making impedance measurements in the future also
up to 18 GHz and carrying out anechoic radiation pattern measurements.

COMPARISON WITH NBS

Finally, we have included some results and findings on some comparisons of radiation
patterns made at the NBS on Yagi antennas. In Figure 12 is shown the pattern of a 3
element Yagi as measured and computed by NEC at a center frequency of 299.8 MHz.
The agreement is excellent in absolute magnitude and sidelobe structure. The same 3
element Yagi pattern is shown in Figure 13 as compared with MININEC at the frequency
of 299.8 MHz. Again, agreement is good except for some 2-4 dB discrepancies in the
sidelobes. Similarly patterns are shown for a 5 element Yagi compared with NEC in
Figure 14. Again agreement is excellent for every inflection of the sidelobe structure. The
MININEC 5 element Yagi results are shown in Figure 15 for a frequency of 299.8 MHz.
The agreement is here is good in the mainlobe but only qualitative in the sidelobe region.
By sweeping frequencies on the MININEC model it was found that excellent agreement
could be obtained at a frequency of 305 MHz (1.7 percent higher than center frequency)
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and this is shown in Figure 16. By repeating the MININEC pattern for the 3 element
Yagi at 305 MHz excellent agreement was also obtained and is shown in Figure 17. It is
not known yet why this frequency shift effect is occurring but we hope to look into this
problem and hopefully discover the reason for this anomaly.

CONCLUSIONS

We have presented some experimental results from past and present work as compared
with the computer antenna codes of NEC and MININEC. Agreement has been generally
excellent on some simple antenna structures for both impedance and patterns. It is hoped
that this work will provide interest in experimental validation of computer code results
and future effort will be able to be undertaken to carry out more sophisticated modeling
and measurements.
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Figure 6. Experimental Setup and Impedance Calculation Equa tions
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Figure 7b. Mini-NEC comparison
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USE OF IMPEDANCE PLOTS TO CHECK VALIDITY OF
NEC MODELS

Don Rucker, Hang Lai, Helen Kwei
ESL ms205
,495 Java Dr.
Sunnyvale Ca. 94086

It is usually desireable to design NEC wire
grid models so that the widest possible bandwidth
is useable. An impedance plot of a simple antenna
on the model is a useful tool for both model
building and for verification of models that have
been developed. One can calculate the impedance
o.t a linear monopole perpendicular to a ground
plane using formulas such as equation 3-1 in (Jasik
"Antenna Engineering Handbook" Mc Graw A!ll. 1961).
This data can be compared to a similar monopole
attached to the model in locations where antennas
to be evaluated will be placed.

For the case studied here impedance plots show
the effect of the following modeling considerations:
" using or not using double precision on the

IBM 3083
" the number of wires to used near the antenna,
" number of sides on a solid body,
" connectivity at wire Junctions.
This typical impedance plot shows the effect of a
segment not ending at a wire junction.

I00 100.

10 - 1 0.

i. / t0 .

0.0: - 00,

0.001 000.

NG -,0000

FREQUENCY MHZ



USE OF IMPEDANCE PLOTS TO CHECK VALIDITY OF
NEC MODELS

Don Rucker, ')r. Hang Lai, Helen Kwei
ESL ms205
495 Java Dr.
Sunnyvale Ca. 94086
Mar. 19, 1986

VIEW
GRAPH

# SUBJECT

1 Title
2 Aircraft with antenna shown in yellow, final model
3 Dipole plot, single precision
4 Dipole drawing
5 Dipole plot, double precision, C.T. Tai's result shown in red
' Monopole plot w/ 3, 7" segments "
7 Earlier monopole plot w/ error in GE card
8 Monopole plot w/ 21, 1" segments
9 Aircraft center section drawing

10 Impedance plot comparison to monopole
11 Aircraft center section drawing, w/ transmission line feed
12 Impedance plot w/ transmission line feed shows problem
13 Impedance plot over ground free space comparison
14 Aircraft center section drawing, 8 sided model
15 Aircraft center section 8 sided model impedance plot
16 Aircraft fuselage drawing
17 Aircraft fuselage impedance plot compared to monopole
18 Whole aircraft drawing
19 Whole aircraft impedance plot shows problem
20 Aircraft without tail impedance plot problem changed
21 Aircraft without tail drawing with errors
22 Whole aircraft impedance plot corrected
23 suumary and comments



SK-HHK888,-,5471: WHOLE AIRPLANE.
GOOD MODEL.
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FULL-SCALE HF ANTENNA TEST APPROACHES

APPLICABLE TO NUMERICAL MODEL VALIDATION

By

David L. Faust

Moray B. King

Advanced Systems Research Group

Eyring Research Institute
Provo, Utah 84601

Abstract

A broadband antenna test system (BATS) has been developed that
allows the high accuracy differential or absolute measurement of
full-scale HF (2-30 MHz) antenna parameters. The BATS was
originally assembled as an antenna evaluation tool which provided
design feedback to allow empirical development and optimization
of broadband buried and low profile ground interactive antennas.
This development approach was necessary since ground interactions
in the HF region are quite difficult to model accurately and
economically.

Two of the BATS protocols are particularly well suited for

assisting in the validation of numerical electromagnetic code
models addressing full-scale antennas in real ground conditions.

The closed loop sweep test protocol sequentially drives up to

four antennas. The feed point parameters as well as radiated
field strength are recorded for each antenna. The field strength
pickup is isolated by a fiber optic link and can be located at

ground level on the main beam axis of an antenna or anywhere
within a 1-km hemisphere by the use of isolated cranes or
tethered balloons. Differential accuracy can be on the order of
+/- .1 dB in amplitude, +/- .4 degrees in phase and less than .1
m in position.

The open loop beacon test protocol maps the response of an

antenna to the field radiated by an elementary dipole beacon
towed below a helicopter. The BATS currently supports the

simultaneous evaluation of 20 antennas with three types of flight

paths, three beacon attitudes and 18 frequencies (2-66 Mhz).

All measurements are corrected for geometry to each antenna

feedpoint, beacon emission pattern and feed cable attenuation.
The absolute gain reference (in dBi) for the system is an

adjustable horizontal dipole constructed over a reflecting ground
screen. Absolute accuracy is on the order of +/- 1 dB. Data

examples will be presented for horizontal dipoles (1/2 wave) and
vertical monopoles (1/4 wave or 35 foot tuncd).



SCALE AND NUMERICAL MODELS FOR A LOW PROFILE

HF SHIPBOARD ANTENNA

by

James C. Tertocha
Naval Postgraduate School

Shipboard HF antennas tend to protrude from the ship's silhouette and are quite
fragile. This property increases the ship's profile and causes the antennas to be
vulnerable to gun fire and bomb blast. One possible solution to this problem is to
reduce the profile by making the antenna an integral part of the ship's structure.

This study approximates a section of a ship's superstructure as a 12x12x12 meter
metal box over a perfect ground plane. One face of the box is insulated and a "patch
monopole" placed at the insulated face. The base of the patch monopole is driven by a
voltage source and, in turn, excites the box structure. Figure 1 shows the box structure
with a patch monopole in place.

Three sizes of patch monopoles were used. The three sizes are shown in
Figure 2. These were selected to vary the distance between the edge of the box and the
edge of the patch monopole. Note that the monopole's patch section is centered at the
insulated face of the box.

The Numerical Electromagnetics Code (NEC) was used to model the box and
patch structure (also referred to as the survivable antenna). Wire grid structures were
used to model the antennas. The insulated face of the box was approximated by leaving
one face of the box open.

To determine the effect of various parameters on the antenna models'
impedances, several versions of the patch monopole were investigated. The parameters
that varied in these models were: grid size, feed line segmentation, type of voltage
source used, and the grid geometry itself. Due to computer storage and time constraints,
these models were limited to the large (W/H=10) and small (W/H=I) patch monopoles
and the frequencies 2,6, and 10 MHZ. These frequencies corresponded to below, near,
and above resonance.

The grid separation for the small antenna was varied from 2 to 0.4 meters. The
large antenna's grid size , as varied from a 5 meter mesh spacing to a .625 meter
spacing. Tables I and 2 present the grid spacings in wavelengths for the two antenna
sizes. Figure 3 shows typical grid models of the small and large patch monopoles.

The feed segmentation of the large and small antenna models were varied. The
small antenna's feed line was broken into three equal length segments. In addition, a
second small antenna model was used whose feed line's segment lengths were equal to
the grid separation of the model. Table 3 presents these feed segment lengths in
wavelengths.



Two models of the large patch monopole with different sized feed
segment lengths were also investigated. The feed line was broken into three equal
segments; the second model used a single segment feed line. Table 4 presents these feed
segment lengths in terms of wavelengths.

Two types of voltage sources were used with the two sizes of patch monopole
models. These were the E-gap and current-slope-discontinuity voltage sources. The
voltage sources were individually applied to the bottom-most segment of the feed line
for the particular patch monopole model used.

Figures 4 and 5 are typical plots of resistance and reactance versus grid size for
the large and small antenna models. These models used the E-gap voltage source. The
W/H=I model had a three segment feed while the W/H=I0 had a one segment feed line.

From these plots it is seen that, with the exception of the W/H=I antenna
resistance values, it is not apparent to what value of resistance or reactance the computer
models will converge or if they will ever converge as grid size is reduced. Also it is
seen that the grid density has much greater effect on the large antenna's impedance than
on that of the small antenna.

Figures 6 and 7 are typical graphs showing how the resistance and reactance
values change with grid size for the models with different numbers of feed segments.
Figure 6 is the resistance and reactance graphs of the W/H=I antenna and Figure 7 is
the resistance and reactance graphs of the W/H=I0 antenna.

From Figure 6 it is seen that for the small antenna the number of feed segments
used in the two models has little affect on the resistance as a function of grid size. The
number of feed segments does affect the reactance of the model as the grid size is
varied. It is also noted that the three segment models have the greatest variation in
reactance versus grid size.

The graphs of Figure 7 indicate that the two large antenna models with different
feed segmentation tend to converge in resistance and reactance as grid size is reduced.
Note also that the convergence takes place at a grid separation which is less than the .1
wavelength criteria commonly considered adequate for wire grid models.

Figures 8 and 9 are typical graphs of resistance and reactance as a function of
grid size for the large and small antenna models with the E-gap and current-slope-
discontinuity voltage sources.

The two voltage sources produce different impedances. However, for the large
(W/H=10) antenna, the two values tend to converge as grid size is decreased. For the
W/H=I antenna, the two voltage sources result in impedances that tend to track each
other at a fairly constant separation as the grid size is varied. In both cases, the
curreat-slope-discontinuity voltage source produces greater resistance and reactance
values than the E-gap source.

The large and small patch monopoles were also modeled with the three sparse
geometries shown in Figure 10, along with their respective acronyms. These models
utilized the E-gap voltage source. The small antenna's feed line had 3 segments while
the large antenna's used I segment.

2



Tables 5 and 6 present the percent change in resistance and reactance of
the sparse models with respect to the one meter grid separation, E-gap voltage source
models.

The small antenna sparse models are relatively good over the frequency range 2-
10 MHZ with the worst case percent change in resistance being 2.97%. The reactances
are less comparable, reaching a percent change of about 60% at 6 MHZ. However, 6
MHZ is the near resonance frequency of the grid model. The above and below
resonance frequencies give a better correlation in reactance with a maximum percent
change of 18.32%.

From Table 6 it is seen that the W/H=I0 sparse models correlate less and less in
impedance with the grid model as frequency increases and as the model becomes sparser,
ie., the SPMVC model's impedance better than the SPMV model's impedance. It also
reveals that reactances correlate worse than resistances.

From the graphs and tables presented, it was seen that the small antenna
impedance has less variation as a function of grid size, feed segmentation and voltage
source type. The large antenna's impedance was more dependent on these modeling
parameters. The impedances for the various large antenna models tend to converge as
the grid size is reduced. It was also noted that the sparse models were adequate in terms
of impedance for electrically short antennas.

Scale physical models were built to provide a comparison between measured and
calculated impedances. A standard monopole whose theoretical impedance characteristics
have been tabulated was built for calibration (Ref 1). The physical models of the patch
monopoles were scaled by 1/45. Two solid scale patch monopole models were
constructed, one W/H=I0 antenna and one W/H=I antenna. In addition, a scale wire
grid model was built for each of the three patch monopoles, ie., the W/H=I, W/H=2,
and W/H=10 antennas. Figure 11 shows the solid and grid scale models of the W/H=I
antenna.

The frequency range (scaled by 45) used was 90-1080 MHZ. At these
frequencies the ground plane size ranged from 3.3 to 39.6 wavelengths. The radius of
the feed transition used did not physically match that of the scale models, so each of the
scale models and the monopole were tapered at their bases to fit the feed transition.

Figures 12 and 13 are plots of the resistance and reactance of the theoretical
(KINGS), physical, and computer monopoles. These plots show good correlation in
impedance between the computer model and the theoretical values. The physical model
digresses from the theoretical impedance over the frequency range 350-700 MHZ. The
cause of this discrepancy is unknown. Above 900 MHZ the physical and theoretical
impedances also differ, however, this can be attributed to the taper at the base of the
physical monopole.

Figures 14, 15, and 16 are plots of the measured resistance and reactance of the
scale models. Included in these plots are the resistances and reactances calculated with
NEC for the corresponding patch monopoles. The NEC models used the E-gap voltage
source with the one meter grid separation. The W/H=l and 2 models used 3 segment
feed lines while the W/H=I0 model used a I segment feed line.

3



From Figures 14 and 16, it is evident that the solid and grid models have
similar impedance characteristics. Figures 14 and 15 show that the computer models'
resistance deviates from the measured resistances in the iequency range around 350-700
MHZ; which was also the range for which the physical monopole measurements deviated
from the theoretical values. Thus, this discrepancy is attributed to experimental error
rather than to the computer model. The measured and calculated reactances of' the
W/H=1 and W/H=2 antennas do track each other well.

Figure 16 shows plots of measured and calculated resistances anad reactances of
the W/H=10 antenna. Here the computed resistance and reactance track the measured
values well except at the high frequency end, above 90C MHZ. This is attributed to the
taper on the physical models.

A computer model of the large patch monopole at the open face fo the box was
run over the frequency range 2-24 MHZ. The patch monopole model was the one used
in the impedance comparison with the scale models. The box was modeled as a wire
grid structure. Figure 17 shows the wire grid structure used for the survivable antenna
computer model.

Typically a 3:1 SWR is considered an adequate bandwidth criteria for broadband
antennas. Figure 18 shows the 3:1 SWR circle. The shaded area of this figure represents
the region which can be matched to a 3:1 SWR by use of a series impedance network.
Impedances falling in this region will be considered acceptable for this study's
application.

Figure 19 is the Smith Chart impedance plot of the large antenna at the box face.
Comparing this plot to Figure 18, it is seen that at the frequencies 6-7.5 MHZ and 8.5-
22 MHZ, the impedance lie within the 3:1 SWR circle or are series matchable to a 3:1
SWR. Thus the survivable antenna model possesses an adequate impedance over the
above frequencies.

The radiation pattern of the survivable antenna for heights less than a tenth of a
wavelength closely resemble those of an electrically short monopole. As the frequency
increases, the box height nears .25 wavelengths and the patterns become cardioidal in the
direction of the box face. Figure 20 is a horizontal pattern showing the cardioidal slope.
Figure 21 is the corresponding vertical pattern. (Note this directionality might be
removed by use of opposing patches on the box). At electrical heights greater than .5
wavelength, the patterns become more loby. Figures 22 and 23 are typical patterns
displaying these properties.

Following are some conclusions of this study. Solids may be approximated nicely
by grid structures. The NEC model results agree with scale model measurements within
experimental error. Sparse patch monopole models are adequate for electrically short
antennas. When selecting a computer model, many modeling parameters must be
considered. The large patch monopole computer model produced results which
correlated better with physical measurements than did the smaller antennas. The
impedance bandwidth of the survivable antenna is acceptable.
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Some recommendations for future work:

The survivable antenna should be run over a higher frequency range; the VHF
range may prove interesting. Investigate the use of a sparse geometry for the box
structure The patch monopole model with the current-slope-discontinuity source should
be run over the 2-24 MHZ frequency range for comparison with the E-gap voltage
source. Finally, a scale model of the box-patch combination should be built and
measurements made for comparison to the computed values.

REFERENCES

1. KING, Ronald W.P., Tables of Antenna Characteristics, pp. 46-48, IFI/Plenum, 1971.
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Figure 1. Box structure with patch monopole at face.
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Figure 2. Three sizes of patch monopoles.



Table 1.

Grid Densities of W/H=1 Antenna Model.

Grid Spacing in Wavelengths

Grid Spacing
in Meters f =2 MHZ f 6 MZ f =1OMHiz

2 .0133 .0400 .0667

1 .0067 f'"200 .0336

.5 .0033 .0100 .0107

.4 .0027 .0080 .0133

Table 2.

Grid Densities of W/H:1O Antenna Model.__

Grid Spacing in Wavelengths

Grid Spacing
in Meters f = 2 MHZ f = 6 MHZ f = 10 MHZ

5 .0334 .1001 .1668

2.5 .0167 .0500 .0834

1.25 .0083 .0250 .0417

1 .0067 .0200 .0334

.625 .0042 .0125 .0209



Figure 3. Typical grid models of patch monopoles.



Table 3.

Number of Feed Segments Used & Their Length

in Wavelengths for the W/H=1 Antenna Models.

Feed Segment Length in Wavelengths

Number of Feed
Segments f = 2 MHZ f = 6 MHZ f = 10 MHZ

2 .0133 .0400 .0667

3 .0089 .0267 .0444

4 .0067 .0200 .0333

8 .0033 .0100 .0167

10 .0027 .0080 .0133

Table 4.
Number of Feed Segments Used & Their Length
in Wavelengths for the W/H=1O Antenna Models.

Feed Segement Length in Wavelengths

Number of Feed
Segments f = 2 MHZ f = 6 MHZ f = 10 MHZ

1 .0067 .0200 .0333

3 .0022 .0067 .0111
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 10. Sparse model geometries

a) SPMNV, b) SPMV, c) SPMVC.



Table 5.

PERCENT CHANGE IN RESISTANCE AND REACTANCE OF SPARSE MODELS
FROM WIRE GRID MODEL, W/H = 1

Freq SPMVCT SPMV SPMNVT

in MHZ AR A%Xj A%R A%Xj AR A%Xj

2 .53 3.89 2.16 12.3 1.15 18.3

6 .89 19.2 2.26 45.6 .29 59.5

10 1.15 2.21 1.75 4.93 2.97 3.70

Table 6.

PERCENT CHANGE IN RESISTANCE AND REACTANCE OF SPARSE MODELS
FROM WIRE GRID MODEL, W/H = 10

Freq SPMVC SPMVm SPMNV

in MHZ A%R A%Xj 6%R A%Xj _AR A%Xj

2 6.96 21.1 10.0 43.7 18.6 58.9

6 8.38 8.55 19.2 18.3 33.3 38.2

10 23.-4 28.9 48.9 94.9 94.1 103.



iWIS

a) W/H=1 Solid scale model.

b) W/H=1 Grid scale model.

Figure 11. Scale mode.
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Figure 17. Patch monopole at the box face - grid model.



Figure 18. Smith Chart of 3:1- SWR

plus series matchable region.



Figure 19. Impedance plot of survivable antenna.
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Figure 20. Horizontal pattern

for box height near .25 wavelength.
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Figure 2 1. Vertical pattern
for the box height near .25 wavelength.
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for box height greater than .5 wavelength.
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GROUND TREATMENT TO ENHANCE LOW

ANGLE RADIATION OF HIGH FREQUENCY

VERTICALLY POLARIZED ANTENNAS

Carl E. Smith
Harold J. Braschwitz

Smith Electronics, Inc.
Cleveland, Ohio

ABSTRACT

The objective of the antenna engineer in designing a high

frequency array for maximum range ionospheric communications

is to place maximum signal as near to the horizon as possible. A

second objective is often to eliminate pattern minimums in the ele-

vation plane up tosome maximum useable elevation angle, say

twenty degrees.

A vertically polarized array placed close to the ground will

eliminate minimums and over a perfectly conducting ground surface

will place maximum signal at ground level. However, a vertically

polarized array placed over a typical ground surface usually yields

very disappointing results at low elevation angles, i.e. below 200.

In this paper, a vertical polarized log periodic array over

and artifical ground screen has been studied and computational results

indicate good performance for various arrangements of the ground

system both for high gain at low elevation angles and the absence of

minimums in the ele,,ation plane at useable low take off angles.

Computational procedures and results for obtaining array

patterns over various size ground systems surrounded by typical

earth conductivities are described.

SMITH ELECTRWNICfl, INC.



GROUND TREATMENT TO ENHANCE LOW

ANGLE RADIATION OF HIGH FREQUENCY

VERTICALLY POLARIZED ANTENNAS

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Long Range pcint-to-point communications in the high fr--quen.y portion

of the electromagnetic spec t rum zequire) placing the max:murn possiblo signal

along or close to tite horizon.

Propagation modes ac extreme ranges are q-ite complex and do not alway-s

follow the same elvation -nd/ot azimuth angle at every instant of time.

A wide range of operating frequencies are also required to acnieve

reliable point-to-point circuit performance over an extended period of time.

A '-rge amoint )f -ntenna gain is also. neces;ary to reduce transmitter

power requirements or increase circuit reliability with maximum transmitter

powers.

To place quantitative values on the above listed general requirements

we have e~tablished the following antenna system specifications:

(1) Elevation coverage from near zero to 20 degrees without pattern

,uits or a.cz.p minimums in this sector.

(2) Azimuthal coverage of plus or minus 8 degrees.

(3, Antenna system gains of 10 to 20 dB/iso.

(4) Operating frequercies of 3 to 30 MHz.

(r) Ground conductivity of I to 13 mmho/m.

To achieve this result we have studied arraying five vertically polarized

log periodic antennas horizontally or in the H plane. Radiating phase centers

were spaced 0. 7 wavelength resulting in an aperture width of about 2.8 wavelengths

Radiating phase center heights of 0.25 to 0. 6 wavelengths were considered

with sample curves for 0. 25, 0. 35 and 0. 5 wavelengths presented herein.

Vertical or E plane stacking of the log periodic element anternas was not desired.

Arraying in this fashion would narrow the beam in the elevation plane and would ma'

it difficult or impossible to avoid pattern minimums in the elevation sector frorn

0 to 20 degrees.

Vertical polarization was selected to produce maximum signal along or

near the ground. We recognize that a vertically polarized signal over a real

earth environment in the HF range at low elevation angles is severely attenuated.

A major portion of this paper is devoted to this problem.

SMITH ELECTRONICS. INc.



Horizontal polarization was also considered and discarded because of

the problems involved in achieving Low angle coverage along with eliminating

minimums in the elevation sector up to 20 degrees. High radiating phase centers

are required for olP.aining low angle coverage and this also results in beam

splitting problems at relatively low elevation angles.

To improve the low angle performance of vertically polarized radiators

studies were made to determine the effect of placing conductive ground screens

below and in front of the antenna.

Common practice in medium frequency broadcast antenna applications

is to use 120 quarter wavelength radials extending from the base of the vertical

radiating element. Such a ground system is used primarily to stabilize the antenna

impedance.

Our work considered the effect of placing highly conductive ground

screens extending a considerable distance fron the radiator to not only stabilize

impedance characteristics but to alter and improve low elevation angle radia-

tion pattern performance.

Ground screens extending up to 5000 feet from the radiator were studied

and some of the results are presented in this paper. The effect of high and low

conductivity earth beyond the end of the various conductive ground screens have

been included.

The primary results shown in this paper are the elevation patterns of

an isotropic, vertically polarized radiator over the various composite con-

ductive screen and real earth combinations.

Procedures and a sample calculation for combining this data with free

space array characteristics are also included.

2.0 VERTICAL RADIATION PATTERN CHARACTERISTICS OF AN ISOTROPIC

VERTICALLY POLARIZED RADIATOR

In this section sample pattern characteristics are shown where f =

frequency in MHz, L = distance in feet or wavelengths X to edge of conducting

screen, a- = conductivity in mmho/m, c = inductivity in farad per meter and h

vertical height of isotropic radiator in X. Figure 1 shows the elevation and

plan sketch of the physical layout.

Figures 2 through 9 show samples of the pattern characteristics for

two values of frequency f, two values of conducting screen length L , two

values of conductivLty (r with corresponding inductivity c combinations, and

three values of height h. The pattern characteristics are also plotted showing

the interesting effect of various ground screen lengths on the antenna radiating

performance as shown in Figs. 10 through 17.
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These patterns can be multiplied by a directional antenna free space

pattern to obtain the elevation patterns of a combined antenna ground system

arrangement by means of the procedure in Appendix A of this paper.

3.0 LOG PERIODIC ARRAY GENERALIZED DESIGN EQUATION

3. 1 Introduction

In a directional antenna design there are two problems to be solved,

namely; (I) control the pattern shape by proper selection of pattern parameters

and (2) the size of the pattern t,.r a given amount of power depends upon thc

antenna system Losses. This section will be devoted to molding the pattern

shape by proper application of the generalized design equation.

The field strength, at a given point (P) in space, is a function of the

placement of the radiating current elements along with magnitude and phase

of the field strength produced by each radiating element. In other words we

must know the space configuration of the radiation current elemeats and the

individual vectors of field strength that they produce. This information can be

expressed in equation form as a vector equation or only as a magnitude of the

resultant field strength at unit distance which is commonly called the directional

antenna pattern formula.

It is common practice to treat each radiating current element o ,er a

perfectly conducting ground plane earth and select the observation point, P,

far enough away from the radiating system to assume that lines joining the

radiating current elements and the observation point are parallel. This assump-

tion, simplifies the mathematics and does not introduce appreciable error ex-

cept when it is desired to deal with the near by radiation field. For near field

study an even more general equation must be employed. F~r the far field study

we will ermploy the above approximation.

After developing the generalized design equation for the far field and

a three dimensional array of log periodic antennas (T"A 's' -- rrr. !.r

conducting ground plane earth L-onsideration will be given to the effects of various

types of ground under and out in front of the LPA array in the direction of -the

major lobe. Also, consideration will be given to radiation pattern effects

resulting from various highly conducting ground screens placed under and

to various lengths out in front of the LPA array.

3.2 Space Configuration

In order to establish a system for specifying the location of each ra-

diating current element in such a manner that the information can be used in the

design equations refer to Fig. 18, which gives the azimuth plan view and the

elevatioA plan view of the kth radiating current element with respect to the
SMITH ELECTRONICS, INc.
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virtual apex. This figure clearly shows:

(1) Space reference point, which is also the LPA virtual apex,

and is the space origin point from which all distances are measured.

(2) Space reference axis, which is a line passing through the

space reference point and virtual apex. In this instance it is the azimuth

center of the major lobe. In other applications it may be desirable to assign

a value corresponding to the azimuth direction of the major lobe different from

true north.

(3) Azimuth of kth radiating current element, 4k, as shown in

Fig. 18 (a) is measured clockwise in degrees from the space reference axis.

(4) Spacing of kt h radiating current element, Sk, from the

space reference point or virtual apex, is measured in electrical degrees

along the line joining the radiating element and the virtual apex as shown

in Fig. 18 (b). The horizontal plane projection of this distance is, Sk cos

ek as shown in Fig. 18 (b).

3. 3 Three Dimension Array Configuration

Consider m in line LPA radiation current elements arranged in a

horizontal dircular array of n single LPA's all having the same virtual apex

as shown in Fig. 19 (a). To make the design equation general we add 1, the

total number of stacked arrays, as shown in Fig. 19 (b). The total number

of radiation elements in an array is then the product,

S mnI m n (1)

where: Sr total sum of radiation elements in

three dimension array

I= number of stacked radiating elements

m ntrnber of in line radiating elements

n number of single LPA's per layer

To clarify the radiating element numbering system the kth element has

a three digit subscript. As an example in Fig. 19 the kth element is in the 2nd

layer (of 1), it is the 4th in line element (of m), and it is in the 3rd single LPA

(of n). This three dimensional. sketch in both plan and elevation views shows 1

to m in line elements in a single LPA. In the plan view the 1 to n single LPA's

are shown and in the elevation view the 1 to I stacked m n arrays are shown.

3. 4 Voltage Vector Diagram

The field strength at the point P in space can be expressed as the sum

of the voltage vectors in the diagram of Fig. 20. These vectors depend upon

the space configuration of the three dimensional array, the vertical radiation

characteristic of each radiating elbment, and the maximum field strength radiated
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from each radiation current element.

(a) Phase Angle Pk of kth Vector

The vector for the k t h radiating element makes an angle jIk with respect

to the voltage vector reference as shown in Fig. 20. The angle Pk is a function

of space phasing and time phasing. The space phasing toward observation

point P in the vertical plane as shown in Fig. 18 (b) is,

Sk coo (0+ ek)

and in the horizontal plane is,

Sk cos( k + 180)

or since the cosine is the same for a positive or negative angle this term

can be written

cos -

while the time phase term is simply 4sk"
thThe k radiating element then appf.ars t "-.re the space phasing, to a

plane through the virtual apex and perpendicu Ir to the direction of the ob-

servation point P, of

Sk cos (o + ek ) cos ( ( )
Adding the time phase term, +k, we have.

Pk = Sk cos (8 + (k) cos ( k +))+ k (?)

where:

k= phase relation of the field strength at the observation point P

for the k t h radiating element takl.n with respect to the voltage

reference axis, degrees.

Sk electrical length of spacing of kth radiating element to the space

reference point, or virtual apex, degrees,

0 = elevation angle of observation point P measured up from horizon,

degrees,
th

0 k = elevation angle of k radiating element measured up from horizon,

degrees,

4) = horizontal azimuth angle of the direction to the observation point P

measured from the space reference axis, degrees,

4)k = horizontal azimuth angle of k t h radiating element measured from

the space reference axis, degrees,

qk = time phasing of kth radiating element taken with respect to the

voltage vector reference axis, degrees.

Bk in Eq. (2) is the complete expression for the space and time phasing of the

kr n radiating elemen.t and for any.obserVation point P in the hemisphere.

SMITH ELECTRONICS. INC.
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(b) Magnitude Ek ffk ( '. 0) of kth Vector

The vector for the kth radiating element, as shown in Fig. 20,.

has a magnitude of.

~k e)

who re:

Ek,, magnitude of the field strength at unit distance, P, of the

kth radiating element taken in the direction of the voltage

reference axis which is usually the maximum field, volts

per meter

fk (4)1, 8) = vertical radiation characteristic of the kth r a dia tin g element.

This function has a value of unity in the direction of the max-

imum fie ld.

In the case of vertical polarization each vertical radiating element can be

assumed to be omnidirectional in the azimuth plane, hence the vertical

radiation characteristic of each radiating element will be a function of only

the elevation angle 8 and the magnitude Ek will be a maximum when the

elevation angle E = 0. The azimuth angle 4)' can be omitted.

However, in the case of horizontal polarization the pattern is omnidirectional

in the vertical plane perpendicular to the axin of the dipole where the magnitude

E k wil" be maximum, and the radiation characteristic will be a function only

of the azimuth angle 4)' measured from the vertical plane bisecting the dipole.

Referring to Fig. 18 (a) the horizontal dipole radiation characteristic azimuth

angle from the observation point P is,

p' = (0 - 4k + 180

3. 5 Generalized Three Dimension Array Equation

The three dimension geometry is shown in Figs. 18 and 19 and the

voltage vector summation is shown in Fig. ZO. Combining the magnitude term

given above and the phase relation term of Eq. (2) we can write,

k =I mn

E= jEk fk (. 8) / k(3)

k = ILL

where: E = total effective field strength vector at unit distance (P) from the

thr - dimension LPA array with respect to the voltage reference

axis, volts per meter,

k = kth radiating element in LPA,

m total number of in line radiating elements in single LPA,

n = total number of single LPA's in each layer,

I = total siuubcr oi stackid ma a array Layers,

9MITI rt.r"AaINIC -taw



and the other terms are defined above following Eq. (2)

4.0 EXAMPLE OF A LOG PERIODIC ANTENNA ARRAY

Consider the array composed of five log periodic antennas arrayed as

shown in Fig. 19 (a). Each LPA has an alpha angle of 20, a Tau ratio of 0. 975,

and height of radiating phase center of 0.5X. The LPA's are arranged in a

circular configuration with a horizontal or H plane spacing of 0.7 wavelengths.

Experimental pattern range measurements show that the single element pattern

in the elevation plane is given by Fig. 21 and the single LPA pattern in the

azimuth plane is given by Fig. 22. The calculated azimuthal array pattern

over an infinite expanse perfect ground is shown in Fig. Z3. We assume that

the array azimuthal pattern is unchanged over a conductive ground screen -

real earth environment. We also assume that the free space elevation pattern

of the array is the same as the free space pattern of a single LPA.

The array described is then placed over a conductive ground screen -

real earth arrangement shown in Fig. Z4. The predicted antenna-ground

system elevation pattern at zero degrees azimuth is shown in Figs. 25, 26,

27 and 28.

5.0 CONCLUSIONS

This paper is a contribution to the state-of-the art with regard to the in-

fluence of the ground system design on high frequency vertically polarized

antenna pattern control at low elevation angles. The importance of the ground

system design in achieving satisfactory performance from a LPA array of this

nature can not be over emphasized. The ground screen design used in the ex-

ample illustrates an approach to obtain good performance over the high fre-

quency range.

In preparing this paper it has been necessary to restrict our selection to

only a few examples of ground system and LPA array combinations. Considerable

additional data is available at Smith Electronics, Inc. for other antenna-ground

system combinations at frequencies within the high frequency range.

SMITH ELECTRONICS, INC.
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APPENDIX A

8.0 PROCEDURE FOR GENERATING PRINCIPAL PLANE PATTERNS

The following step procedure was used to generate the principal plane

elevation patterns shown in this report.

Step I Obtain the array free space E plane pattern. Assume that the free

space vertical plane pattern of the array is the same as the free space vertical

plane element antenna pattern. Rotate the axis of this pattern downward by the

amount of the array 0k angle.

Step 2 Calculate the free space gain of the array by use of the formula:

G 31,800
WE X WH (A-I)

Where:

G gain

WE= free space half-power E plane beamwidth, degrees

W H= free space half-power H plane beamwidth, degrees

The gain G allows for 23% loss in maximum lobe power to supply energy

to side lobes and losses in the antenna system. The azimuth beamwidth W HWil

not be altered when the array is placed over an infinite conductivity ground.

Step 3 Convert the gain value obtained in Eq. (A-I) to a decibel value by use

of the expression
dB = 10 log G (A-2)

Step 4 Multiply the array free space E plane pattern (Step I ) by the array free

space gain obtained in Step 2 and tabulate the array gain as a function of the

elevation angles of interest.

To accomplish this express the array element free space pattern (Step 1)

in terms of decibels and add this result to the gain value in decibels obtained in

Step 3 for all of the vertical elevation angles of interest.

Step 5 Multiply the tabulated values obtained in Step 4 by the value of the ground

multiplying factor for the specific elevatin angle of interest to obtain the elevation

pattern of the array over the particular ground situation selected. Use the decibel

values of the array free space gain at a specific elevation angle and to this add the

decibel value of the ground multiplying factor at this same elevation angle to obtain

the elevation pattern of the array over the particular ground conditions to be studied.
SMITH ELECTRONICS, INC.
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FIG, Z Vertically polarized isotropic radiator
vertical pattern characteristic for;
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FIG. 3 Vertically polarized isotropic radiator
vertical pattern characteristic, for;
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FIG-. 4 Vertically polarized isotropic radiator
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FIG. 5 Vertically polarized isotropic radiator
vertical pattern characteristic for;
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FIG. 6 Vertically polarized leotropic radiator
vertical pattern characteristic for;

f =30 MHz
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FIG. 7 VerticalIy polarized isotropic radiator
vertical pattern characteristic for;
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FIG 8 Vertically polarized isotropic rAdiAtor

vertical pattern characteristic, for:

f 30 MHz
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FIG. 9 Vertically polarized isotropic radiatoz
vertical pattern characteristic, for;
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FIG. 10 Vertically polarized isotropic ra&.-ator
vertical pattern characteristic forvaiu
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FIG. 11 Vertically polarized isotropic radiator
vertical pattern characteristic for
various length ground screens
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L = 16.8k FIG. 1Z Vertically polarized isotropic rae~iator
vertical pattern characteristic for
vrious length ground screens
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FIG. 13 Vertically polarized liotropic radiator

L 16.8x vertical pattern characteristic for
various length ground screens
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FIG. 14 Vertically polarized isotropic rad-ator
L 154k vertical pattern characteristic for

various length ground screens
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Fig. 15 Vertically polarized isotropic radiator
L 154k vertical pattern characteristic for

various length ground acreens
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La 154 X FIG. 16 Vertically polaized iotropic

radiator vertical pattern
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FIG. 17 Vertically oolarized isntropic radiator

L 3 154k vcrtic.i pattern characteristic for
various lcn;th ground screens
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TIME-DOMAIN TREATMENT OF MAXWELL'S EQUATIONS
IN FREQUENCY DEPENDENT MEDIA

Richard Holland
Applied Physics, Inc.

5353 Wyoming Blvd., NE, Suite 3
Albuquerque, NM 87109

ABSTRACT

Longmire and Longley (DNA report 3167F, 1973) have described a method

for representing certain types of frequency-dependent media in time-domain

finite difference codes. They assumed the media could be described by a

series of relaxation phenomena, one phenomenon per decade. Each phenomenon

contributes a "current" to the V x H equation, although these "currents" do

not conveniently fit either the concept of conduction or displacement.

Recent discussions with ONR personnel have raised interest in more

general types of media characterization. Specifically, there is now a

desire to input the SEM or Prony parameters of a medium's a and e to time-

domain codes. In other words, we now wish to work with the actual poles and

residues of a and c rather than assuming the poles are uniformly spaced one

per decade. The present work describes how this may be done.

It also goes beyond the work of Longmire and Longley in permitting use

of complex as well as real poles. Prony "currents" associated with complex

poles obey a temporally second-order differential equation, as opposed to

the Prony "currents" of real poles. In both this formulation, and of the

Longmire-Longley formulation, the latter obey temporally first-order dif-

ferential equations.

In actual time-domain finite-difference codes, it is most exact to

evaluate the Prony "currents" as well as the electric fields at the same

spatial and temporal points. In the past, this simultaneous solution has

not been implemented, due to the peculiar coupling of the equations for

electric fields and Prony "currents". For the case of all poles real, we

here also describe how to perform this exact solution using state theory;

Work was sponsored by Office of Naval Research and DARPA under Contract No.

N00014-85-C-0852
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i.e., by exponentiating the matrices coupling all the electric fields and

Prony "currents".

INTRODUCTION

Consider a medium with anisotropic, frequency-dependent electrical

properties. The electrical response of such a material may bA fairly

generally described by

V x H - J(t) + J f(t) (1)

where J f(t) is a forced current and

- o" (t) + e ' DE(t) + _ K(t-t') " DE(t')dt' (2)

with D indicating the time-derivative operator. In this formulation, ao,

e., and K(t-t') are second-rank tensors.

The frequency-domain form of eq. (2) is

I (W) - [OO + iWeW + iW foeiWuK(u)du] - (w) (3)

Separation of eq. (3) into real and imaginary parts gives representations

for the frequency-dependent conductivity and permittivity tensors,

Z(w) - Zo+ Re[io0fe"iw u(u)du] (4)

2



I(w) - _ + Re[Soei"u K(u)du (5)

Longmire and Longley1 have considered the scalar version of this for-

mulation for the special case when K(u) can be expressed as an exponential

series,

K(u) - a e " a m u  (6)

For this situation, eq. (2) may be rewritten

M
1.

J(t) - aoE(t) + ( DE(t) + .amJ m(t) (7)
m-1

with

e- e m D(tI)e Pm t (8)

Equation (8) is equivalent to the differential equation

DJ (t) - DF(t) - P J (t) (9)
-m rn-rn

Longmire and Longley assumed that materials could be represented by the

exponential series of eq. (6) with one term for each decade of frequency

over the spectrum of interest. This is equivalent to doing a Prony expan-

sion of K(u) [or a(w) and c(w)] with the poles forced to be spaced at

3



m+mo
sm -10 16m (10)

While this assumption has been claimed to be reasonably accurate for wet

soil, it would seem generally more correct to determine the poles from a

Prony analysis of the medium's measured frequency-dependent characteristics.

This is especially likely to be -true if the material exhibits rapid varia-

tion in a and c with frequency.

STATE THEORY APLICATIONS

Let us first assume the Prony analysis reveals no complex-conjugate

pole pairs. In general, the am will be second rank tensors, but the m will

only be scalars. Then for every pole, each component of J will obey

DEi -DJmi - mJmi - 0  m- 1 - M, i - 1 - 3 (11)

Additionally, the tensor form of eq. (7) gives

M

coij DE + °i-jEj + a.mij Jmj-" J i,j -1 - 3 (12)
m-1

where

J. - (V x H - Jf)j (13)

Equations (11) and (12) constitute a set of 3(L4+1) coupled first order

differential equations.
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If anisotropy and frequency dependence were not present, the usual

method of numerical solution would be explicit time-domain finite

differencing. In this method, E and H evaluation points alternate both

spatially and temporally using a well-tested leapfrog arrangement.2 -4  In

this arrangement, no two equations are coupled, and En+1/2 (I,J,K) means E
x

evaluated at ((I + l/2)AX, JAY, KAZ, (n + I/2)At).

However, the present system of equations requires the three E.'s and 3M3
Jmj 's all to be evaluated simultaneously. While this cannot be done using

conventional time-domain finite differencing, state theory does indicate an

appropriate generalization of time-domain finite differencing.

First, let us consider the case where anisotropy, but not frequency

dependence, is present,

[CC] D(E] + (a 0 ][E] - (J] (14)

This matrix differential equation has a homogeneous solution

[E]h - e [A] (15)

and a particular solution

[E] - [ao]l [J] (16)

giving a general solution

-1~a lt -

(E] - e [A] + [LO] (J] (17)
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The constant vector [A] may be evaluated at (n - i/2)At:

[E n-1/2 - [A] + [o]' [J] n  (18)

This gives the new E-field vector in terms of the old,

+l+ 2 "'[ '[UO]tn " [i e "[ "[a°]At] -"  In

[E]n/- e (E n 1/ 2 + (1 [o1 (J] (19)

Similar exponential matrix techniques have been reported for time-
5

domain solution of generalized multi-conductor transmission lines. In the

previous work, one may see how to evaluate eq. (19) if [a0 ] is singular or

if (C.] [o]At has arbitrarily large elements. Basically, matrices are

exponentiated using the power-series representation of an exponential.

If frequency dependence is present, the (E) vector of eqs. (14)-(19)

becomes replaced by

[E] - - [E'] (20)

The [e] matrix becomes

0'E C( 0'" (21)

- " -1

and the (aol matrix becomes

6



(ao] go l M - [a] (22)

0 -fil* 0

0 0 .°

Lastly, the forcing vector becomes

[J] - (J'] (23)

Then the matrix equation for simultaneous advancement of E and the Jm is

[E']n+I/2 _ e-[e']l [a']At(E']n' I/2 + (1 = e[6']l[a']At)[a'] l[JI]n (24)

In the past, time-domain finite differencing has not often considered

anisotropy. Frequency-dependent effects have been included by using the old

to1/ fnthneEn+1/2 _n-I/2  to find the new E . (This decouples E from the J in eq. (12).)

Then the new En + 1/ 2 have been used to find the new Jn+ /2 from eq. (11).

TREATMENT OF COMPLEX POLES

If Prony analysis of the material's frequency dependence reveals com-

plex pole pairs, a more general treatment becomes necessary. In this case,

K(u) will contain terms of the form

7



K(u) - b sin( m u + m)em

- hmeosmsin~mue- + b msino mcosl mue -Pm u(25)

The J (t) of eq. '8) now becomes

J (t) -jDE(t')(cos sin-y (t-t')eMm m

+ sin m cos-Ym (t-t')e m )t

- me (t)cos# + J m (t)sino (26)

where J meand J msare the parts of J Massociated with cos M and sinO ms

respectively:

i () ft Dtlsn t'e- P (t-t') t(7

(tI f E~I~csj(t-t)e m dt (8

Js Ct - (ttmin(8

Differentiation of J mc(t) and J ms(t) yields

DJ m (t) - -P J mc(t) + 7 J ms(t) (29)

8



DJ ms(t) - DE(t) Jfms (t) + -J mc(t) (30)

These equations can be solved for J nc (t) and Js(t) using Heavyside algebra:

[(D + Pm 12 + Y2] J (t) - j DE(t) (31)
rnM -mc M-

[(D + Pr) 2 + .2] J ms(t) - (D + Pm)DE(t) (32)

Thus, J m(t) obeys the differential equation

[(D + Pm)2 + _y2] Jm(t) - [sinom(D + Pm) + cosom~m]DE(t) (33)

In principle, equations like (33) could be added to the set of equa-

tions given by (11) and (12), and the entire ensemble solved by state

theory. This approach, however, requires treatment of second-order matrix

differential equations of the form

(A]D 2 [E] + [B]D[E] + [C](E] - [F] (34)

The homogeneous solution of this equations includes square roots and complex

exponents of matrices; it is much more complicated than eqs. (14) - (19).

(To the best of our knowledge, exponential differencing has never been

applied even to scalar second-order differential equations.)

Consequently, when Prony analysis of the material data yields complex

pole pairs, our present strategy is to fall back to the old technique for

dealing with real poles: First find En+1/2 using the old Jn-1/2. Then use

9



the new En+1/ 2 and the finite-difference form of eq. (33) to find the new
jn+1/2
-m

10
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Requirements for Graphic Standards

Steve Lamont

Naval Postgraduate School

Monterey, California

March 19, 1986

Although graphics are generally acknowledged to be effective aids in analysis
and presentation of data, heretofore there has been little or no standardization
in the coding or usage of graphics applications either on mainframe computers
or on workstations. Recently work has been done in standards organizations
such as ISO and ANSI to promulgate a graphics standard allowing programmers
to code applications for a wide range of dissimilar devices with little to no
recoding.

The first standard to be accepted was the Graphical Kernel System (GKS)
in October 1984. Three other proposals are receiving active consideration from
ANSI: Programmer's Hierarchical Interactive Stardard (PHIGS), Virtual Device
Metafile (VDM), and Virtual Device Interface (;DI). This paper will discuss
the desirability and applicibility of these standards to various computational
electromagnetic tasks.
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GENERATING A RAY-LIKE DESCRIPTION FROM A NUMERICAL
KNOWLEDGE OF THE ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD

Francis X. Canning
Code 3313

Naval Weapons Center
China Lake, CA 93555-6001

A new method of presenting the output of a numerical
calculation of an electromagnetic field is described. A
formula has been found which takes the electromagnetic
field in a plane (roughly perpendicular to the overall
direction of propagation) and generates a ray-like picture
of that field. This method is applied to a simple case,
that of the field due to scattering by a conducting circular

cylinder. Graphs showing. to speak very imprecisely, the
strengths of the rays (actually, a quantity related to the
"rays") propagating in each direction, are produced. The
usefulness of this graphical description of electromagnetic
fields is illustrated by examining these graphs for various
wavelengths, positions, and a parameter within the method.
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( GENERATING A RAY-LIKE DESCRIPTION
FROM A NUMERICAL KNOWLEDGE OF

THE ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD
INTRODUCTION

* A METHOD OF GENERATING RAY-LIKE PICTURES
FROM NUMERICAL VALUES OF THE FIELD
HAS BEEN FOUND

* THE PURPOSE OF THIS PRESENTATION IS TO

ILLUSTRATE THE USE OF THIS METHOD

* THE THEORY OF THE METHOD WILL NOT BE DESCRIBED

* HOWEVER, THE PHILOSOPHY OF THE THEORY WILL
BE PRESENTED, SO THE MEANING OF THE
GRAPHS SHOWN CAN BE UNDERSTOOD
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( GENERATING A RAY-LIKE DESCRIPTION
FROM A NUMERICAL KNOWLEDGE OF

THE ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD
INTERPRETATION OF THE METHOD

* ONE MIGHT HOPE TO DETERMINE THE DIRECTION OF
PROPAGATION OF THE FIELD BY USING A
SLIT AND A SCREEN

• THE NARROWER THE SLIT IS, THE MORE THE
DESCRIPTION OBTAINED PERTAINS TO THE FIELD
AT THE CENTER OF THE SLIT

* HOWEVER, THE NARROWER THE SLIT IS, THE MORE
THAT DIFFRACTION SPREADS OUT THE
"RAY" DIRECTIONS

* WHILE THE METHOD USED HERE IS ANALOGOUS TO
A SLIT AND SCREEN, IT IS MORE SOPHISTICATED

00 00 6 MAR86s 00 0 0 0 GER
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( GENERATING A RAY-LIKE DESCRIPTION
FROM A NUMERICAL KNOWLEDGE OF

THE ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD
THE MATHEMATICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF A CONCEPTUAL SLIT

* THE "SLIT" SHOULD NOT HAVE SHARP (DISCONTINUOUS)
EDGES

* A WEIGHTING FUNCTION OF EXP[ a (X - XO)2]
WILL BE USED IN GENERATING A CONCEPTUAL SLIT
CENTERED AT X =X

* THE QUANTITY w = 1 A-1 IS A MEASURE OF THE
WIDTH OF THE SLIT. IN ALL OF THE GRAPHS
PRESENTED, w IS AN IMPORTANT DISTANCE TO NOTICE

N.B.: THE METHOD USED TO DEVELOP THE THEORY WAS
MORE SOPHISTICATED THAN THIS OVERSIMPLIFIED
INTERPRETATION OF THE THEORY
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( GENERATING A RAY-LIKE DESCRIPTION
FROM A NUMERICAL KNOWLEDGE OF

THE ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD
GEOMETRY FOR THE THEORY "SCREEN"

CAL Z=Z0 +AZ
CALL:

F (X) THE FIELD AS A FUNCTION OF X AT
Z= Zo(AT THE SLIT). I

CALL:
F+(X+) THE FIELD AS A FUNCTION OF X+ AT
Z=Z o +AZ (AT THE SCREEN). Z=Zo

AND DEFINE: " P S
F (X+IX) TO BE THE "PART OF" F+(X+) "CONCEPTUAL SLIT"

DUE TO THE FIELD NEAR (WITHIN w OF) X.
"PART OF " IS AN APPROXIMATE INTERPRETATION. ZA
A CAREFUL DEFINITION WOULD REQUIRE
GOING DEEPER INTO THE THEORY USED TO
DEVELOP THE METHOD X
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( GENERATING A RAY-LIKE DESCRIPTION
FROM A NUMERICAL KNOWLEDGE OF

THE ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD
THE EQUATION OF THE METHOD

" WE ASSUME THE FIELDS ARE PROPAGATING ROUGHLY UPWARDS,
I.E. IN THE PLUS Z DIRECTION, WITH WAVE VECTOR K

" A SMALL ANGLE APPROXIMATION ABOUT THE POSITIVE
Z-AXIS IS MADE

" THE RESULTING EQUATION IS:

F(X+I X) = C F" (S)expE c (XS)21. exp {-- [X [x 2+ 2S(X.X+)}dS

NUMERICAL VALUES MATHEMATICAL
OF THE FIELD WINDOW (SLIT)

* IN THIS EQUATION, IT IS ASSUMED THAT IN
SOME SENSE A Z IS SMALL
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( GENERATING A RAY-LIKE DESCRIPTION
FROM A NUMERICAL KNOWLEDGE OF

THE ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD
THE GEOMETRY OF THE CALCULATIONS

x=-2.0 UNITS/3 CASES

X= -1.0 UNITS (i) X=i UNIT

5 UNITS
(ii) X=0.5 UNITS

(iii) X= 0.25 UNITS
CONDUCTING 2 UkI'

CYLINDERX

TM
POLARIZATION .I PLANE WAVE E=e "
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( GENERATING A RAY-LIKE DESCRIPTION
FROM A NUMERICAL KNOWLEDGE OF

THE ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD
ABOUT THE GRAPHS

" THE NUMERICAL VALUES OF THE FIELD USED WERE
GENERATED USING THE EIGENFUNCTION SOLUTION. HOWEVER,
THE IMPORTANCE OF THIS METHOD LIES IN THAT THE NUMERICAL
VALUES COULD HAVE COME FROM ANY ACCURATE CALCULATION.
THUS, THIS METHOD CAN BE USED WHENEVER NUMERICAL RESULTS
ARE AVAILABLE, FROM A NUMERICAL CODE

* THE GRAPHS SHOW A POLAR PLOT OF IF (X+l X) I FOR
IVfnl C RESENTS THE E LECICVrAL FIELD

* LINEAR I S lCALE, I E FO AL BU T L.AT G

" A LINEAR SCALE IS USED FOR ALL BUT THE LAST GRAPH



GENERATING A RAY-LIKE DESCRIPTION

FROM A NUMERICAL KNOWLEDGE OF THE ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD

cDISCUSSIONS OF GRAPH #1

WE BEGIN BY CONSIDERING THE CASE WHERE X = I AND, INITIALLY, X = 0. FOR THIS

PARTICULAR GEOMETRY AND WAVELENGTH, THE METHOD MAY BE APPLIED USING VARIOUS

VALUES OF rIE AVERAGING DISTANCE w (WHICH WAS DEFINED AS TrE HALF-WIDTH AT

i /e HEIGHT FOR THE WEIGHTING FUNCTION) IN ORDER TO USE A NARROW AVERAGING

FUNCTION, TAKE w= 0.5.

THE RESULTS OF THE CALCULATION ARE SHOWN ON THE FIRST GRAPH.
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GENERATING A RAY-LIKE DESCRIPTION
FROM A NUMERICAL KNOWLEDGE OF

THE ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD
GRAPH 1 -TANGENT DIRECTION

X= 0.0
X= 1.0 UNITSw=0.5



GENERATING A RAY-LIKE DESCRIPTION

FROM A NUMERICAL KNOWLEDGE OF THE ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD

DISCUSSIONS OF GRAPHS #1 AND #2

IT WAS SEEN THAT EXPECTED FEATURES OF THE SEPARATE RADIATION COMING AROUND EACH

SIDE OF THE CYLINDER WERE NOT RESOLVED. THIS IS TO BE EXPECTED, SINCE THE AVERAGING

WAS DONE OVER LESS THAN A WAVELENGTH. KEEPING THE GEOMETRY AND WAVELENGTH THE SAME,

BUT INCREASING THE AVERAGING DISTANCE TO w= 0.82 , THE SECOND GRAPH RESULTS.

NOTICE THAT ON GRAPH 2, THE DIRECTION OF A LINE TANGENT TO THE CYLINDER AND PASSING

THROUGH THE OBSERVATION POINT HAS BEEN MARKED. ONE MAY CLEARLY SEE THAT THE DIRECTION

OF THE PEAK IS APPROXIMATELY THAT OF THE TANGENT.
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GENERATING A RAY-LIKE DESCRIPTION
FROM A NUMERICAL KNOWLEDGE OF

THE ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD
GRAPH 2 ,.TANGENT DIRECTION

X= 0.0
x= 1.0 UNITS
w=0.82 -



GENERATING A RAY-LIKE DESCRIPTION

FROM A NUMERICAL KNOWLEDGE OF THE ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD

DISCUSSIONS OF GRAPHS #2 AND #3

THE RADIATION FROM EACH SIDE NOW CAN BE CLEARLY RESOLVED. INCREASING THE AVERAGING

DISTANCE TO w- =1.0 , WE FIiD GRAPH #3.

OVERLAYING GRAPHS 2 AND 3, THE INCREASED RESOLUTION ON GRAPH 3 IS APPARENT.

ONE ALSO CAN SEE THAT THE DIRECTIONS INDICATED ARE VERY SLIGHTLY DIFFERENT. WHEN

ONE AVERAGES OVER A LARGER REGION, THAT AVERAGE INCLUDES THE REGION WHERE THE RAYS

ARE HEADED TOWARDS THE CENTER AT A SHALLOWER ANGLE. THIS EFFECT IS OBSERVED ON THE

GRAPHS.
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GENERATING A RAY-LIKE DESCRIPTION
( FROM A NUMERICAL KNOWLEDGE OF

THE ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD
GRAPH 3 TANGENT DIRECTION

' Pr
X= 0.0 ..
X= 1.0 UNITS



GENERATING A RAY-LIKE DESCRIPTION

FROM A NUMERICAL KNOWLEDGE OF THE ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD

DISCUSSIONS OF GRAPHS #4, #5, & #6

ON THE FOLLOWING THREE GRAPHS, WE MOVE THE OBSERVATION POINT FROM THE CENTER (X = 0),

SUCCESSIVELY TO THE SIDE (X = -0.5, -1.0, -2.0).

NOTICE THAT AS WE DO SO, THE RADIATION GOING AROUND THE LEFT SIDE OF THE CYLINDER MUST

CURVE LESS. THUS, THE RADIATION SHOULD BE HEADED MORE DIRECTLY UPWARD (I.E. SOMEWHAT

LESS TO THE RIGHT) AND SHOdLD BE STRONGER. THIS IS INDEED FOUND, SIMILARLY, THE

RADIATION GOING AROUND THE RIGHT SIDE MUST CURVE MORE. THUS, IT SHOULD BE HEADED

LESS DIRECTLY UPWARD (I.E. MORE TO THE LEFT), AND SHOULD BE WEAKER. THIS IS ALSO

FOUND, UP TO GRAPH #6. IHERE IT IS SO WEAK TH4AT IT IS NOT DISTINGUISHABLE ON THE

LINEAR PLOT SHOWN.
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( GENERATING A RAY-LIKE DESCRIPTION
FROM A NUMERICAL KNOWLEDGE OF

THE ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD
TANGENT DIRECTION GRAPH 4

X= -0.5
X= 1.0 UNITS
w = 0.82
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( GENERATING A RAY-LIKE DESCRIPTION
FROM A NUMERICAL KNOWLEDGE OF

THE ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD
GRAPH 5

X= -1.0
X= 1.0 UNITS
w =0.82
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( GENERATING A RAY-LIKE DESCRIPTION
FROM A NUMERICAL KNOWLEDGE OF

THE ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD
GRAPrH 6

X= -2.0
x= 1.0 UNITS
w=0.82



GENERATING A RAY-LIKE DESCRIPTION

FROM A NUMERICAL KNOWLEDGE OF THE ELECTROMAGNETICAL FIELD

DISCUSSIONS OF GRAPHS #7 - #10

THE FOLLOWING GRAPHS RECONSIDER THE GEOMETRIES JUST SEEN, BUT FORX= 0.5

ALL OF THE PREVIOUSLY MENTIONED FEATURES ARE PRESENT, WHILE THEY ALL ARE SHARPER.

IN OTHER WORDS, BECAUSE THE WAVELENGTH IS ONE HALF AS LARGE, THE LOBES ARE HALF

AS WIDE. AGAIN, IN THIS CASE, THE DIRECTIONS OF THE PEAK AMPLITUDES CHANGE AS

EXPECTED WHEN THE OBSERVATION POINT MOVES.
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( GENERATING A RAY-LIKE DESCRIPTION
FROM A NUMERICAL KNOWLEDGE OF

THE ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD
GRAPH 7

X= 0.0
X= 0.5 UNITS
w =0.82 r
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( GENERATING A RAY-LIKE DESCRIPTION
FROM A NUMERICAL KNOWLEDGE OF

THE ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD
I GRAPH 8

X= -0.5
X= 0.6 UNITS
w=0.82
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( GENERATING A RAY-LIKE DESCRIPTION
FROM A NUMERICAL KNOWLEDGE OF

THE ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD
GRAPH 9

X= -1.0
X= 0.5 UNITS
w=0.82
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G GENERATING A RAY-LIKE DESCRIPTION
FROM A NUMERICAL KNOWLEDGE OF

THE ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD
GRAI 'H 10

X= -2.0
X= 0.5 UNITS
w=0.82

GENERATING A RAY-LIKE DESCRIPTION

FROM A NUMERICAL KNOWLEDGE OF THE ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD

DISCUSSION OF GRAPH #11

ON THE NEXT GRAPH, #11, WE SEE THE EFFECT OF VARYING THE AVERAGING DISTANCE ON THE

DIRECTIONS OF THE PEAKS. SINCE THE WAVELENGTH USED HERE IS VERY SHORT, ONLY ONE-

QUARTER UNIT, THE PEAKS WILL BE OBSERVABLE FOR SMALL AVERAGING DISTANCES wr . WHEN

w- IS FAIRLY LARGE, I.E. w= 0.82, THE PEAKS ARE QUITE NOTICEABLY MORE TOWARDS THE

Z - AXIS THAN ARE THE TANGENT DIRETIONS. THIS IS BECAUSE WHEN v- IS THIS LARGE,

liE ARE USING NOT ONLY THE FIELD AT THE CENTER, BUT ALSO QUITE FAR FROM THE CENTER.

HOWEVER, AS wv DECREASES TO 0.5 AND THEN TO 0.25, THE PEAKS BECOME VERY CLOSE TO

LYING IN THE TANGENT DIRECTIONS. WHEN w" = 0.18, THE GRAPH IS SO SPREAD OUT THAT

THE PEAK CANNOT BE PRECISELY LOCATED. ALTHOUGH THIS METHOD IS DIFFERENT THAN GTD,

THIS METHOD FINDS DIRECTIONS WHICH, FOR SHORTER WAVELENGTHS, ARE APPROXIMATELY IN

THE TANGENT LINE DIRECTIONS FOUND IN GTD.
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SGENERATING A RAY-LIKE DESCRIPTION
FROM A NUMERICAL KNOWLEDGE OF

THE ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD
GRAPH 11

ii 'I 111 I

ill

SII I

.-- 
-w=0.18

X = 0 .0 .- w = 0 .2 5 -
X= 0.25 UNITS w=0.5

............ w = 0.82

GENERATING A RAY-LIKE DESCRIPTION
FROM A NUMERICAL KNOWLEDGE OF THE ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD

~DISCUSSIONS OF GRAPHS #12 AND #13

THE LAST TWO GRAPHS, #12 AND 13, ILLUSTRATE THE DYNAMIC RANGE AVAILABLE USING THIS
METHOD. FIRST, NOTICE THE POLAR PLOT OF THE ELECTRIC FIELD, USING A LINEAR SCALE TO
SHOW THE ELECTRIC FIELD. THE ONE PEAK IS CLEARLY VISIBLE. HOWEVER, BECAUSE OF THE
SHORT WAVELENGTHI (LAMBDA IS ONE-QUARTER UNIT WHICH IS ONE-EIGHTH OF THE RADIUS OF
THE CYLINDER), TE OTHER PEAK HAS A GREATLY REDUCED INTENSITY. HOWEVER, ON THE
LOGARITHMIC PLOT, BOTH PEAKS ARE CLEARLY VISIBLE. OVER SIXTY DECIBELS OF DYNAMIC
RANGE OF POWER ARE ATTAINED HERE, IT A~eIARS THAT THE LIMITING FACTOR HERE IS THE
ANGULAR RESOLUTION AS DETERMINED BY w- . MUCH LARGER DYNAMIC RANGES ARE PROBABLY
ATTAINABLE IN SITUATIONS THAT ALLOW MORE ANGULAR RESOLUTION (SUCH AS SHORTER WAVELENGTH),
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( GENERATING A RAY-LIKE DESCRIPTION
FROM A NUMERICAL KNOWLEDGE OF

THE ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD
GRAPH 12 LINEAR SCALE

TANGENT
DIRECTION

X= -2.0
X-: 0.25 UNITS
w=0.5
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( GENERATING A RAY-LIKE DESCRIPTION
FROM A NUMERICAL KNOWLEDGE OF

THE ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD
GRAPH 13 LOG SCALE

TANGENT-d
DIRECTION

' i 0 dB POWER

~-20 dB POWER

SX= 0.25 UNITS .40 dB
w= 0.5\ -6 dB
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( GENERATING A RAY-LIKE DESCRIPTION
FROM A NUMERICAL KNOWLEDGE OF

THE ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD
CONCLUSIONS

" A RAY-LIKE DESCRIPTION CAN BE GENERATED
FROM NUMERICAL VALUES OF THE FIELD

" THIS METHOD CAN BE USED EVEN WHEN GTD

CAN'T BE USED

" THE RESULTING PICTURES CAN BE A USEFUL DIAGNOSTIC

" THE MODIFICATIONS NECESSARY TO APPLY THIS
METHOD NEAR CONDUCTING SURFACES, IN CAVITIES,
AND IN GENERAL MATERIALS ARE BELIEVED
UNDERSTOOD, AND THE COMPUTER CODE IS
BEING WRITTEN

" THE METHOD PRESENTED HERE SHOULD PROVE USEFUL
IN ANALYZING AND PRESENTING THE OUTPUT OF
NUMERICAL CODES. IN PARTICULAR, WHEN MANY
INTERACTIONS COMBINE TO CAUSE A FIELD,
THiS METHOD WILL GIVE A USEFUL AND SIMPLE
DESCRIPTION OF THAT NET FIELD



COMPUTER AIDED ENGINEERING IN EM TECHNOLOGY

John Kuras and Nazih Youssef
P. 0. Box 3999

Boeing Aerospace Company
Seattle, WA 98124-2499

Rapid advances in detection technology combined with the
continuous demand to lower RCS has forced RCS analysists to
update and to improve their modeling codes. This is not a
simple task, expecially if a wide range of capabilities are
desired while maintaining simplicity. In order to meet this
challenge, Boeing Aerospace Company has been active in
developing universal input/output formats for use in RCS codes.
These formats consist of advanced tutorial methods combined
with graphical capabilities. Highlights of the approach are:

1. User-friendly, 2. designer-oriented, 3. provide a fast
learning process, 4. speed up code development, 5.
increase data input versatility, 6. decrease problem
turn-around time, as well as, 7. increase modeling
accuracy.



Computer Aided Engineering in EM Technology

John C. Kuras, Boeing Aerospace Company
Nazih Youssef, Boeing Aerospace Company

The computer solution of radar scattering problems can be divided into three steps: 1)

the preparation of input geometry and system parameters, 2) the execution of a code

(or codes) to estimate the scattered fields, and 3) the interpretation of the results

produced by those codes. A wide variety of computer techniques are used to perform

the estimation step. High frequency/large body problems are usually solved using

physical optics or physical theory of diffraction techniques, while the scattering from

smaller bodies or body components is typically estimated via method of moment or

finite element techniques. Regardless of the type of code used during the estimation

step, all of these codes require some form of geometry description for input and

produce some form of plotable parametric output data.

In the past (see Figure 1), the geometry data was generated by either entering one

coordinate at a time on a keyboard, or by writing custom (geometry specific) programs

to write the coordinate data to a file. The RCS engineer usually needs to run more

than one of these codes for each analysis. Therefore, in the past, he needed to

generate the geometry in several different formats, one for each code he desired to

run. These methods were obviously quite time consuming and prone to error.

When performing a full body RCS analysis, the outputs from these codes must often be

combined using method of component techniques. In the past this combining process

was also done by hand.

The bottom line problems with the previous approach to computer aided RCS analysis

at Boeing were that input generation and results interpretation were too labor

intensive and running the various codes required excessive code specific knowledge.

The effect of these problems was discouragement from using the available analytical

codes.

The objectives (see Figure 2) of the RCS Computer Aided Engineering (CAE) project at

Boeing Aerospace are to reduce the flow time required to perform an analysis from

several weeks down to I or 2 days while retaining the full analytical capability of

existing codes. Where necessary, new tools will be developed to aid the RCS design

ptonesr. However, the overall system must remain tailorable to specific design



project needs, not only at the module level (codes added or deleted as needed), but at

the user level as well. The latter implies some form of user programmability.

The approach (see Figure 3) taken was to interface the existing RCS codes into an

integrated system called ISAT (Interfaced Scatter Analysis Tools). As analytical codes

are incorporated into ISAT, they are interfaced to a common geometry and material

properties database, a common output database, and interactive tutorial drivers are

written to process the parametric data (frequencies, scatter angles, options, etc.)

required by the code. The ISAT system includes utility programs that make full use of

interactive graphics for geometry preparation and results display. A utility is provided
to combine results from various sources using the method of components, and

interfaces are also provided to assist in the transfer of geometry data between the

various Boeing technology organizations.

The flexibii~ty ef file interfaced systems (see Figure 4) is an accepted fact within

software engineering i circles. Due to the interfaced structure of ISAT, modules can

be easily introduced or deleted as needed. If a particular design project within Boeing

has their own computer and needs to run only a subset of the available analytical tools

available in ISAT, the subset can be converted to the project's computer without

concern for the remaining modules. Likewise, if a project has a special analytical tool

that they wish to include in their copy of ISAT, it can be quickly and easily interfaced

with maximum confidence that its inclusion will not affect the other codes in the

system.

The engineer's productivity (and then, analysis flow time) is enhanced in three ways

when using ISAT: via interactive tutorial drivers, via graphical input and output, and

via the ISAT user document.

I E. Yourdon and L. Constantine, "Structured Design," Yourdon Press, N.Y., Second

Edition, Page 324.



The interactive tutorial drivers can be thought of as a type of expert system that has

evolved one step beyond the simple expression of a printed recommendation. Rather

than printing a list of suggested execution options as previous systems have done, 2

Boeing's interactive tutorial drivers interface directly to the code to be executed. Not

only do the drivers have sufficient artificial intelligence to ask the user all of the

questions necessary to prepare a code for execution, but they are also able to check

the data input by the user, and produce syntactically and semantically correct

parameter data for the code.

Figure 5 contrasts interactive tutorial input with the more commonly used menu

driven type of input. The tutorial system is task oriented: once the overall task is

selected, the user is prompted with questions that will further refine the specific task

to be performed. The menu driven system is option oriented: the lowest level menus in

the hierarchy set options that are used to specify the task that the system is to

perform. With menu driven systems, the hierarchy may need to be traversed from top

to bottom level several times in order to select the proper options. It is up to the user

to know which options must be set and which menus set those options. Therefore, the

menu driven systems are not only more difficult to learn, but are also less likely to

catch user errors. The menu driven system has little or no built-in intelligence.

In ISAT, the SDRC IDEAS package is currently used to perform the 3-D graphical input

and output displays. It was selected for use within ISAT because it is the best

commercially available package that suits our needs, and it can be licensed for far less

than it would cost to develop a comparable capability.

The significant features of the IDEAS package are illustrated in Figure 6.

2 B. Buchanan and E. Shortliffe, "Rule-Based Expert Systems, The MYCIN

Experiments of the Stanford Heuristic Programming Project," Addison-Wesley

Publishing, 1984, Page 315.

/ __ _ __ _ __ _



The GEOMOD module in IDEAS contains an excellent surface fitting routine, it can

perform boolean operations on objects (to drill holes or add appendages), and has

features which allow the user to easily position objects relative to one another. In

addition, GEOMOD creates a faceted model of 3-D objects that is ideally suited for

input into physical optics codes. The GEOMOD faceting (see Figure 7) is such that

facet dimensions are short in directions of high surface curvature and long in

directions of low curvature.

On the other hand, the SUPERTAB module of IDEAS creates meshes that are ideally

suitable for input into method of moments codes (see Figure 8). Such codes generally

require element dimensions to be less than a given value and with near unity aspect

ratio. SUPERTAB can also produce meshes that become more dense in a particular

area, thus allowing finer meshes around discontinuities or areas of high flux gradient.

SUPERTAB can also create surface attached contour and surface attached X-Y plots.

In ISAT, these are used to display field density within dielectrics (Figure 9) and surface

current densities (Figures 10 and 11).

In addition, the IDEAS package supports a wide variety of graphics terminals, and

makes full use of color, gray scales, and solid modeling features when they are

available on the hardware. IDEAS is also user programmable (allowing the user to

design custom commands) and is provided with considerable documentation. However,

IDEAS is not tutorially driven, and thus it suffers from a higher learning curve than

the other modules in ISAT.

Experience has shown that the importance of the user documentation for systems such

as ISAT cannot be overstated. The user document is generally the first part of the

system that new users are exposed to. The impression that the user document makes

with the new user influences his view of the overall system during the entire learning

phase and beyond. It is important for the user document to be thorough in its coverage

of the basics such as login and file management so as not to leave the inexperienced

computer user floundering. However, it is equally important for the document to not

be flippant, contrite, or superfluous. Such documentation styles tend to irritate

intelligent readers. The primary audience for the user document is engineers, and

engineers generally appreciate compact factual documentation.



The organization of the ISAT manual is illustrated in Figure 12. It is logically

organized such that the information goes from general to specific as the user proceeds

thru the sections. Each code is documented independently in the ISAT manual, so that

a user need not become acquainted with codes other than the specific code that he

needs to use. This also allows for easy modification of the manual as codes are added

or deleted from the system. The data within each section is presented in formats that

are convenient for the interactive user during data preparation, processing, and

review. The sections contain:

Section 1 Contains brief one or two line descriptions of each of the codes within

ISAT. From these descriptions, the user can generally determine which

analytical codes he will need to run to complete his analysis.

Section 2 Contains the ISAT procedures flow charts. From these charts the user can

determine which pre- or post-processing utilities can be used with the

codes he needs to run.

Section 3 Contains the "input-output files charts." One chart is provided for each

procedure. These charts are used to determine the input files required by.

and the output files produced by the codes and pre- or post-processors he

needs to run. If only one code is to be run, the chart can also be used to

keep track of the user's file names.

Section 4 Contains an introducton to the VAX VMS interactive operating system and

CMEDIT, the portable text editor used within ISAT. The commands in this

section help the user to create and manage his input and output files

interactively.

Section 5 Contains a special form to help the user keep track of the names and

places of disk files, magnetic tapes, and job names.

Section 6 Is divided into subsections, each subsection (or "Chapter") number

corresponds to the procedure number for the code which the chapter

describes. Each procedure subsection (or chapter) contains: 1) an

introduction to the procedure, 2) a description of the procedure, problem

size capabilities, and input and output data files, 3) aids for preparation of



input files, 4) aids for examination of output files, and explanations of

diagnostics likely to be produced by the procedure, and 5)

acknowledgements, references, consultation sources, and certification

status.

The ISAT User's Manual is provided in a loose leaf three ring binder so that figures

such as the file management chart and data preparation aids can be easily removed

and reproduced by the user. Each section and procedure chapter is separated by

labeled tab dividers for the user's convenience.

Figure 13 illustrates the current status of ISAT. The analytical codes include 2-D and

body of revolution physical optics and method of moment codes and 3-D physical

optics codes. Utilities are included for database management, tape management, file

editing, micro-fiche generation, document quality plotting, and the IDEAS package.

Interfaces are provided for transferring geometry data to and from other Boeing

technology organizations and subsidiaries. The interactive tutorial capability is

provided either by the INGEN utility or has been built directly into the analytical

code. The method of components combining is performed by the RECOTA code.

As is illustrated in Figure 14, the RECOTA code is not only capable of performing a

physical optics solution for bodies created in GEOMOD (including component

shadowing and multi-scatter), but is also able to read in scattering results from other

sources. Measured data from Boeing's RCS ranges or calculated data from any of the

other ISAT analytical codes can be read into RECOTA via the "empirical data" input

file. Data from the various RECOTA inputs can be switched on and off, windowed,

and combined either coherently or incoherently as described by Crispen and Siegel. 3

Although ISAT is far from complete, it is a working production tool. Since its initial

release in 1983, it has been used on many design projects at Boeing, including several

full body analyses and dozens of component analyses. In addition to the ongoing job of

interfacing additional analytical codes, development tasks directly associated with

ISAT are in progress in the following three areas.

3 3. Crispin and K. Siegel, "Radar Cross-Section Analysis." Academic Press, 1968,

Chapter 9.



Portable Geometry Package

A need has been indentified within Boeing for a geometry generation and output

display package that can be easily ported to various computers and graphics terminals.

The package will be simpler than IDEAS in terms of display capability, but will use

interactive tutorial input rather than menus.

Unification of Interface Definition

Currently, several different data file formats are used within ISAT to interface the

various modules. This not only complicates maintenance, but can limit the versatility

of the system as well. The long range goal for ISAT is to have all modules

communicate via a common interface format using the RIM relational database

manager that is already a part of the system (see Figure 15). Thus as new modules are

added, they will be capable of communicating with every relevant part of ISAT via the

single interface format.

Software Development Tools for Tutorial Generation

In 1985 MAC, Boeing's precompiler development tool, was installed on our VAX. Work

will begin shortly to build a precompiler that will not only increase the productivity of

programmers involved with interactive tutorial driver development, but will also allow

the incorporation of certain enhancements into the drivers that are impractical now.

These enhancements will increase the flexibility of the tutorial language, and permit

the eventual development of a declarative format knowledge base for the tutorials.

The declarative format is used by most LISP based expert systems, and is easier to

define and maintain than the procedural format currently being used in ISAT.

In conclusion, Boeing Aerospace is actively involved in the development of a CAE
system for use by the RCS design and analysis engineers. That system, ISAT, is an

interfaced set of programs that make extensive use of interactive tutorial dialogues,

graphics, and user friendly, compact document to greatly improve the productivity of

the computer user. ISAT has seen considerable use at Boeing, and has proven itself in

terms of reducing analysis flow times. The ISAT project is open ended; enhancements

will continue to be made to the system and new codes will be added as they become

available. Neoir term improvements will include a portable geometry generation

package and enhanced flexibility in tutorial dialogues.
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APPLICATION OF COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN TO ELECTROMAGNETIC MODELING

W. S. Nelson, P. Tulyathan, M. L. Wehling

INTRODUCTION

The Northrop Computer-Aided Design (NCAD) system is a tool that provides
design engineers and other users with improved methods of designing and
analyzing geometric objects in two- or three- dimensional space. A basic NCAD
work station consists of a Cathode Ray Tube (CRT), light pen, function
buttons, and alphanumeric keyboard. This workstation is connected to an IBM
mainframe computer where the NCAD software and database reside. An NCAD model
is the mathematical representation of an object or entity under study. It
consists of a list of elements (see Figure 1) from which all visual displays,
drawings, and engineering and manufacturing data are derived. The model
contains the specific numerical values that uniquely define each element.

The surface description of a model is probably th: .. t useful
information required for electromagnetic analysis codes. Assuming that a
model is already created by a designer in NCAD, this paper presents the
techniques involved in tailoring the NCAD surface model to the specific form
as required by analysis codes which reside on another computer system (TSO).
General curves and surfaces are represented in NCAD by the rationalized
parametric cubic (RPC) curve and the RPC bicubic surface patch. This allows
the complete representation of the actual curves/surfaces to be used by an
analysis code. The mathematics involved in the RPC curve and surface patch
are first described. Next, the WRITE CAD GEOMETRY and NET functions are
examined in the context of preparing a model in which only the elements
essential to the analysis code are created and transferred to the TSO system.
Three electromagnetic analysis codes: Radome Analysis Program, General
Electromagnetic Model for the Analysis of Complex Systems (GEMACS), and
Numerical Electromagnetic Code (NEC) are discussed to illustrate the facility
of using the computer aided design techniques for creating the requisite
geometric inputs.

RPC CURVE AND SURFACE PATCH [13

The parametric cubic (PC) curve is represented as:

X(ui Ax Ay Az

I 3uBx By Bz

Z(uj Cx Cy Cz

Dx Dy Dz

or in a compact form as:

P(u) = Au3 + Bu2 + Cu + D (2)

where P(u) represents either the v, , r z coordinate in the Cartesian system
for a curve parameter u. The curve parameter u is defined to be in the region
0 < u < 1. A, B, C, and D are the constants associated with the x, y, or z
coordinate. Eq. (1) and (2) are called the algebraic form of the PC since it
is the usual cubic polynomial representation of a function. The constants A,



B, C, and D in the right hand side of Eq. (1) are referred to as the algebraic
coefficients of the PC curve.

Taking the parametric derivative of Eq. (2), substituting the values u=O
and u=1, and solving for the algebraic coefficients will result in

[DA 2 2 1 1- P( )= 3 -2 - P(1) (3)Co 1 0 P'(O)/
0 0 0 LP'(1)J

Substituting Eq.(3) into (1) yields
(u"Px(O) Py(O) Pz(O)"

Y(u) = u] [I PA M M (4)F(U) Px'(0) Py'(0) Pz'(0)

Px'(1) Py'(1) Pz'(1)

[U] = [u3 u2 u 1]

F2 -2 1 11[M] = 3 -2 -1
00 10
110 00

Eq. (4) is the geometric form of the PC curve since it is defined in a
point/slope form. The constants P(O), P(1), P'(0), and P'(1) are referred to
as the geometric coefficients. The functions [U][M] in the right hand side ofEq. (4) are known as "blending functions" since they blend the effects of the
end point coordinates and tangent vectors to produce the intermediate point
coordinates values over the domain of u.

A RPC curve is defined as the ratio

P(u) Au3 + Bu2 + Cu + D
P(u) = -- ------------------------- (5)

W(u) Awu3 + Bw u2 + Cw u + Dw
where the denominator term is called the "weighting function." Thus the RPC
curve is represented by 16 coefficients with 12 being the algebraic or
geometric coefficients and 4 additional constants (Aw, Bw, Cw, Dw) describingthe weighting function. Since a conic is a ratio of two quadratic expression,
it is represented in the RPC curve format with the leading cubic coefficient
term equal to zero, i.e., a rational quadratic.

A parametric bi-cubic (PC) surface patch can be expressed in the
algebraic form as a bi-cubic polynomial representation

3 3
P(u,w) = ": Aiju wJ (6)

i=O j=0



or in the matrix form

P(u,w) = [U] [A] [W]

The surface parameters u and w are defined to be in the region 0 < u < 1 and
0 < w < 1. Eq. (6) describes a mapping from the unit square in the (u,w)
space to the real space bi-cubic surface patch as shown in Figure 2. The
algebraic coefficients Eq. (6) can be shown to be related to the geometric
coefficients by

[A] = [M] [G] [M]T (7)

where [M] and [M]T are the matrix and the transpuse of the matrix described ,n
Eq. (4) and

P(O,0) P(O,1) PW(o,o) pw(O,1)

P(1,O) P(1,1) PW(!,0) PW(1,1)
[G] (8)

PU(0,0) pu(0,j) P'(0,0) PW01

pu(i,0) pu(I,J) puw(l,0) pUw(1,1I

The superscript for ! in Eq. (8) dtnote" a partial derivative with respect to
the parameters u or w. A close irspertion of the matrix G will show that the
first two rows are the bovadary curves at u=O and u=1, respectively.
Similarly, the first two columns are the boundary curves at w=O and w=1,
respectively. The blending furctions are [U][M] and [M]T[W].

The RPC surface patch representation is the ratio

3 3F, E_] Aij 0i wJ

P(u,w) i=O j=O. ........ . ..........................----- (9)
W('jw) 3 3

.E E Awij ui wJ
i=o j=o

where Ai and Awii are constants determined during the creation of the RPC
patch. Thus a RC patch is represented by a 16 x 4 matrix of constant
coefficients and the fourth column being the constants describing the
weighting functions.

In summary, general curves and surfaces are defined mathematically by a
set of coefficients from which all geometric properties can be evaluated.
Thus the exact description of a model is retained in these coefficients and
can be transferred to an analysis code.

WRITE CAD GEOMETRY

The NCAD interface module (WIDTTE CAD GEOMETRY) provides a means of
writing the geometry of an NCAD model to the TSO system where the analysis
programs reside. Figure 3 shows a menu of the elements that can be written
to a pre-allocated TSO data set. These elements are parametric patches,
parametric lines, random points, and groups of patches, lines, or points. A



combined output of patches and lines is allowed. Other SPECIAL FORMATS
selections allow the designer/analyst to output CAD geometry into the specific
geometry formats required by various analysis programs.

NCAD surface models are represented by either the RPC surface patches or
a set of loft lines (string of wires). The loft line data can be transformed
into a net surface by the use of the NET function. The net surface is a group
of continuous surface patches that act as one surface. To create a net, each
string may contain one or more wires. If a string contains more than one
wire, each wire must share one and only one end point with another wire.
Although the NET function can create RPC surface plates, it can also create a
wire net which is a group of straight lines which connect interpolated points.
A wire net is created by dividing a string of wires equally (in terms of arc
length or parametric increment) and storing the x, y, z coordinates and the
wire number. Thus a database containing (M+I) X (N+1) points is used to
represent an (MXN) net. The following two examples illustrate the procedure
of creating the appropriate model for the analysis code input geometry.

EXAMPLE 1. The Radome Analysis Program which will be discussed in the next
section, uses the RPC patch as the mathematical representation of the radome
surface. The NCAD drawing of an arbitrarily shaped radome configuration is
shown in Figure 4(A). RPC surface patch, Figure 4(B) are created by using
the loft lines and the NET function. The RPC surface patches coefficients are
written to the TSO file by the WRITE CAD geometry feature.

EXAMPLE 2. This example illustrates the steps involved in creating a wire net
for the GEMACS or NEC code. RPC surface patches are used to model the surface
of an aircraft model, Figure 5(A). Since this model is too complicated for a
wire grid structure, cross sections of the aircraft are first isolated, Figure
5(B) and 5(C)-. The net function was applied to these cross sections, Figure
5(D). Note also that several nets are created as shown in Figure 5(E). The
advantage of keeping the data in the wire net format is that the surface
information -(i.e., flat panels) can be extracted and drawn using the hidden
line algorithm. GEMACS or NEC geometry can be easily transformed from the
wire net data.

RADOME ANALYSIS PROGRAM-

Central- to the radome analysis is the ray tracing algorithm which is the
ray surface intersection calculation. Rays are traced from the antenna
aperture to the radome wall to determine angles of incidence to be used in
calculating radome effects. The angle of incidence is the angle formed by a
ray and the surface normal at the intersection point. In this analysis, a
radome surface is described by a set of RPC patches, Figure 4(B). The ray
surface intersection is solved by an algorithm based on an iterative process
on small planar approximation to the surface and will be described in the
following. The fact that the rays emanating from the antenna are all parallel
simplifies the intersection algorithm. Each RPC patch and the rays are
rotated so that the rays are parallel with one of the principal- axes. A patch
is checked agaizist all the rays to determine if any ray or rays intersect it.
Viewing the patch and rays from the principal plane orthogonal to the rays
(i.e. viewing along the ray axis), the patch becomes a bounded plane (y-z
plane) and the rays are transformed to points. A "min/max" rectangle is
formed around the 2-D projection of the patch and those points (2-D projeciton
of the rays)- which lie exterior to the rectangle are eliminated from the
intersection point search for the particular patch. If there is no point
within the "min/max" rectangle, the procedure is repeated for the next patch.
The next procedure is used when a point is determined to -be within the



1min/max" rectangle of a patch. To localize the area of the patch where an
intersection is likely to occur, the patch is divided into small rectangles
with the parametric side length of DU and DW. Each rectangle is further
divided into two triagles as shown in Figure 6(A). The 2-D projection of a
triapgle is shown in Figure 6(B). In this figure, El , D2 , and n3 are
vectors perpendicular to the three sides of the triangle and v1  and Y2 are
vectors from the two apexes of the triangle to the point. If the three dot
products nI.vl , n2.X2, and n3.y1 have the same sign, then the point lies
within the triangle.

Once a triangle is found to contain the intersection point, an iteration
is done to locate the actual coordinates of the point. On a parametric
surface, this is equivalent to locating the u and w values of the intersection
point. The iterative method begins by finding the point (Po ) which is the
intersection of the ray with a plane formed by the three vertices (PI, P2 and
P3) of the triangle as shown in Figure 7. The distance (d) between PO and P2
is then calculated. If this distance is less than a given tolerance (x10 "8)
then the ray surface intersection point (PI) is considered-found, that is, P0 ,
P2  and PI coincides. If the distance is greater than the tolerance, then
the iteration process continues.

The next step in the iteration is to calculate the parametric values of
PO (i.e. uo. wo) by

uo = u2  + du (10-a)

wo = w2  + dw (10-b)

where (u2 ,w2 ) are the parametric values of the point P2. The values of du
and dw are approximated by using the parallelogram plane method as expressed
by the following equations:

(Y1  -Y2 ) (Y3 -Y2)
yo = .------------ du +- ------------. dw + Y2 (11-a)

DU DW

(zI -Z2) (z3 - Z2)
zo = .----------- - du +- ------------. dw + z2 (11-b)

DU DW

Sduving for du and dw in equations (11-a) and (11-b) yields

(yO - Y2 ) (z3 z2 ) (Y3 - Y2 ) (zo - z2 )
(Y1 Y2 )(z3 -Z2 W Y Y2 )(Z1 z2-

(YI Y2 (z0  z2 (YO Y2 ) (Z - z2 )
dw = DW . ------------------------------------------ (12-a)

-( Y1 ) (z3 - z2 ) - (Y3 - Y2 ) (ZI - z2 )

The values of u and w are then used to calculate the x, y, z coordinates on
the patch surface which will be the new P2  in the next iteration. New values
of PI and P3 are calculated using the following parameters:



uI = u0 + 0.1*DU (13-a)
wI = w0  (13-b)
U3 = uo (13-c)
W3 = w0 + O.I*DW (13-d)

Typically 3 to 4 iterations are required to locate the intersection point.
The surface normal is approximated by the normal to the- parallelogram plane
used at the time the convergence criteria is met.

The speed of the above intersection algorithm is illustrated in -Figure 8.
An IBM 370/3084 mainframe computer is used to determine the ray surface
intersection solution of a tangent ogive radome using the RPC representation
and that of the exact solution [2]. In this case, the fineness ratio of the
tangent ogive is 3 and the base diameter i-s 16.27 inches. The rays are
arranged in a rectanyular grid and spaced 0.6 inch apart. Although only 2 RPC
patches are required to represent exactly a tangent ogive surface, the surface
is divided- into 162 patches. This large number of patches are typically
required to represent a general radome shape with a similar dimension.

GEMACS AND NEC PROGRAMS

GEMACS and NEC codes are generalized software packages to solve exterior
radiation and scattering problems. These codes implement the Geometrical
Theory of Diffraction (GTD) and the Method of Moments (MOM) solution
techniques. In addition GEMACS supports the hybrid MOM/GTD technique for
solving the problem of antenna radiating in the presence of large conducting-
structures.- The following discussion is primarily concerned with the creation
and manipulation of the GTD and MOM models, using- interactive computer
graphics. A model will be referred to as a GTD or MOM model- with the
implication that the exact geometry input format can be written by a- processor
-for either code.

GTD Model

GTD employs ray optical techniques to determine components of the fields
reflected and diffracted by various structures. Complex geometrical shapes
are modeled by multisided flat plates and finite elliptical cylinders. In
constructing-a GTD model, an analyst is concerned with the selection of plates
and cylinders to represent the -overall physical object. Plates simulate
shapes which have relatively flat surfaces such as aircraft -wings and
horizontal- and vertical stabilizers. Elliptical cylinders simulate curved
areas such- as an aircraft fuselage.

Figures 9(A) and 9(B) illustrate the simplification of an aircraft for
the analysis of the coupling between a transmit antenna mounted in the fairing
below the vertical stabilizer and a receive antenna mounted to the outboard
pylon. The electrical fields are perturbed by the shadowing due to the
fuselage, the wing and the horizontal stabilizer. The NCAD system -provides a
means for -constructing- and visualizing a GTD model.

The GTD model consists of -an elliptical cylinder and two fl-at plates.
Figure 9(C) illustrates the actual cross sectional cuts of the fuselage close
to the vicinity of the- antenna and the elHiptical cylinder used in the GTD
model. The bottom -half of the fuselage is shadowed and is not modeled.
Figure 9(D) illustrates the determination of the corners of the plates and the
intersections with the cylinder. The coordinates of the points and dimensions
of the cylinder are input to the -GEMACS and NEC codes.



MOM MODEL

Methods for solving the surface current density of a radiating or
scattering object for the MOM formulations of the GEMACS or NEC codes are the
Magnetic Field Integral Equation (MFIE) or the Electrical Field Integral
Equation (EF!E). Simultaneous linear equations are derived for the currents
on a structure which has been subdivided into small wire segments (EFIE) or
surface patches (MFIE). Smooth closed bodies may be modeled as surface
patches or -wire nets while thin bodies are only modeled as wire nets. The
currents for each wire segment or surface patch are integrated over the entire
geometry either ana',ytically or -numerically. In consideration of
computational time, the structures are, of necessity, small relative to
wavelength.

The coordinates for the endpoints of the wires or the corners of the
patches required for MOM models can be obtained rapidly from databases of RPC
patches with NCAD. Figure 10 illustrates the subdivision of the RPC patches
of a stylized airplane. A wire grid, Figure 10(B) is created -by subdividing
the patches of the model, Figure i (A), into a regular pattern with segment
lengths in a range appropriate for the frequency. The model makes use of its
axial symmetry by only modeling half of the structure. The coordinates of the
wire net are readily passed to a TSO dataspt for further -processing to the
specifications of the individual codes. " processing code written for the
GEMACS program subdivides larger flat pla;,es into regular (triangular or)
quadrilateral- wire grids and automatically eliminates all small segments,
Figure 10(C).

GRAPHICAL OUTPUT

In addition to the processing- code referred to above, several routines
are used with the GEMACS program to -present the output graphically. Field
pattern and- current distribution by wire or patch number are- available in
rectangular or polar plots using the DISSPLA graphics software.

An innovative code produces- -color current graphs using the DISSPLA
software. This interactive program -obtains current and geometry information
from output files to establish a -color table and a current scale. The
components of a wire-grid structure are plotted in the colors -corresponding to
the magnitudes of the surface current density. A wire-grid model of an
aircraft with a wire antenna attached to the fuselage and is shown in Figure
11. The- radiation from the antenna excites the surface current on the wire
segments. A-color display of Figure-11 will show the wires with high current
density in the "hot" color and the -wires carrying less -current in "cold"
color. The--wire-grid model of Figure 11(B) is plotted in Figure 12 with the
wire segments carrying higher and lower current density plotted- in Figure
12(A) and 12(B) respectively.



CONCLUSION

NCAD and DISSPLA software are the basis of several graphical codes to
create the geometries and to display the outputs of electromagnetic codes sich
as GEMACS and NEC. RPC patches are used by NCAD to define general surfaces.
An algorithm is described from a radome code to solve the intersection of a
ray with an RPC surface. NCAD with the NET option is used to visualize an
electromagnetic problem and to simplify complex geometries into basic
geometrical shapes, wire grids or flat patches. Finally, a code used with
DISSPLA is used to graph the complex problem of the distribution of currents
on a surface.
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Figure 1. NCAI5 model elements
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Figure 2. The mapping from a unit square in the
U, W coordi nate (A) to the -corresponding point on
the surface patch (B).
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Figure 4. (A) Three view drawing of a general radome configuration.

(B) RPC representation of the radome surface.
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Figure 6. (A) Triangular Grid Covering a Patch

(B) Vectors Used to Determine Shotline
Containment Within a Triangle.
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Figure 10. (A) RPC patch and (B) (C) wire frame representations
of a "coke bottle" airplane
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Figure 11. (A) Plan View and (B) Trimetric View of a wire-frame
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EXTENSIONS TO MININEC

J. C. Logan and J. W. Rockway
Naval Ocean Systems Center, Code 822

271 Catalina Blvd.
San Diego, CA 92152-5000

INTRODUCTION:

The "MINI" ELECTROMAGNETICS Code, or
MININEC, is a method of Moments computer
rogram for analysis of thin wire antennas
1J. A Galerkin procedure is applied to an
electric field integral equation to solve for
the wire currents following an approach
suggested by Wilton [2]. This formulation
results in an unusually short computer
program suitable for implementation on a
microcomputer. Hence, MININEC is written in
a BASIC language compatible with many popular
microcomputers.

MININEC solves for impedance and
currents on arbitrarily oriented wires,
including configurations with multiple wire
junctions, in free space and over a perfectly
-conducting ground plane. Options include
lumped parameter impedance loading of wires
and calculation of near zone and far zone
fields. Both near electric fields and near
magnetic fields can be determi-ned for free
space and over a perfectly conducting
ground. The far zone electric fields and
radiation pattern (power pattern) can also be
determined for free space and perfectly
conducting- ground.

Additional radi-ation pattern options
i-nclude a Fresnel reflection -coefficient
correction to the patterns, for finite
conducting grounds (.real earth surface
impedance). Up to five changes in surface
impedance due to real ground are allowed in a
linear or c-ircular "cliff" model. The cliff
may take on- any elevation (including zero,
i.e., a flat surface), however, there is no
correction -for diffraction from cliff
edges. In-the case -of a circular cliff
model, the first media may include a
correction- for the surface impedance of a
densly spaced, buried, radial wire ground
s-creen.



The first version of MININEC given by
NOSC TD 516 (reference [13.1), calculated
currents and radiation patterns for wire
antennas in free space and on a perfectly
conducting ground plane. Wires attached to
ground were required to intersect at a right
angle and could not be impedance loaded at
the connection point. Subsequent revisions
corrected these short comings culminating in
Version 2 or MININEC(2), given by Li, et al
[31. The first two versions of MININEC
require user specification of wire end
connections. However, MININEC(3) determines
connection information for itself from user
defined wire end coordinates. MININEC(3)
also displays the currents wire by wire and
at all wire ends, including wire junctions.
MININEC(3) features an improved, faster
solution routine and has been completely
restructured using a more modular programming
style, includ-ing the use of helpful comment
statements.

PERFORMANCE DATA:

Insight for effective applicati-on of
MIN.NEC is gained from comparisons with
measured data or analytic solutions (when
available). In this manner, modeling
guidelines are derived and updated from
simple antenna problems for which there is
reliable measured data or generally accepted
theoretical data.

The theoretical behavior of the dipole
has been studied intensively and the
literature is rich with examples that include
measured and theoretical data. In the
following, data published by R. W. P. King
(4] is used for reference. Figures 1, 2, and
3 shoau convergence tests for an electrically
short dipole, a dipole near resonance and a
dipole near anti-resonance, respectively.
The admittance versus number of segments and
the perc.ent difference between MININEC and R.
W. P King admittance data are shown i-n each
figure. Definite signs of convergence are
evident for the short dipole and the resonant
dipole (Figures 1 and 2), but no sign of
convergence i-s seen for the anti-resonant
dipole (Figure 3). Simil-ar convergence
behavior of other codes (e.g. NEC for anti-
resonant dipoles) have also been observed by
the authors. Never-the-less, acceptably



accurate dipole data can be predicted by
MININEC. Figure 4 shows the admittance of a
MININEC dipole model compared to the theory
of R. W. P. King for a wide band.

The shortest segment limit of MININEC is
demonstrated in figure 5. Shown is the
dipole admittance as a function of dipole
length for a 10 segment dipole. The
conductance begins to os illate wildly for
dipoles smaller than 10- wave length. This
implies a short segment length, for i 16-bit
machine and single precision, of 10
wavelengths.

Figure 6 shows MININEC behavior as a
functions of wire radius. Shown also for
comparison is a limited amqunt of d~ta from
King for radi-i between 10", and 10- wave
lengths. Earlier versions.2f MININE% show
proper behavior between 10 and 10" wave
lengths. ININEC (3) is good for radii as
low as 1O - as can be seen in the figure.
Smaller radii- are possible, but the lower
limit has not yet been identified.

Figure 7 is a comparison of a MININEC
loop antenna model to the theory of R. W. P.
King. A convergence test was performed for a
one wavelength circumference loop to select
22 segments for the model. It can be seen
that the agreement is very good for a wide
range of loop size. Figure 8 demonstrates
the size of the smallest loop which gi-ves
satisfactory loop behavior. When the loop

circumference is smaller than 10-2
wavelengths, the conductance becomes unstable
and appears to oscill-ate.

The limited amount of MININEC data given
here illustrates some of the practical- limits
of the latest version- of MININEC.

DISTRIBUTION:

A formal report on Version 3 of MININEC
is being prepared. The data shown here along
with other validation data and a compl-ete
source listing will be included in the
report. The plans are to publish MININEC
with unlimited distribution. An announcement
of the publication date and instructions on
how to obtain a copy will be announced- in the
ACES newsletter.
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where X is the wavelength. Wires with
radii less than 10-5 X are commonly used

Modification to MININEC in vlf/If antennas. This limitation of
for the Analysis of Wire the program is evident in Figure 1, which

Antennas With Small Radius displays the input reactance X calcu-
to Wax.length Ratios lated by MININEC and the expectea values

for a 90.5 m monopole at 150 kHz for 10-7<
a/ X < 10 -4 where a is the wire radius.

Todd D. Poston The expected value is the input reactance
Stephen W. Kershner for a short vertical radiator given by

the equation
Kershner, Wright & llagaman, P.C.

5730 General Washington Drive X =-Z e, 27rh Ohj (1
Alexandria, VA 22312 0()

where h is the height of the radiator.
ABSTRACT The characteristic impedance Zo is given

by
MININEC is a useful and compact method
of moments antenna program, but MININEC 0= 60 ) (
does -not give reasonable values for the o=0s -I(2)
input reactance of very thin wires at
low frequencies. This problem greatly
restricts the use of MININEC in the which fits experimentally measured values
design and analysis of vlf and lf [4]. The above expression gives approxi-
antennas. A modification to the program mately the same value as the more compli-
which eliminates this restriction is cated equation for the input reactance
discussed. The modification consists of from the induced emf method using a
treating the currents as filaments and sinusoidal current distribution [5].
only considering the wire radius when
computing the self impedance of a seg-
ment. A listing of the changed computer
code is included.

-2600 ~~v
22O : :i MININEC values

INTRODUCTION Eq. (1)

MININEC is a method of moments U

microcomputer program, written in BASIC, 180tthat analyzes thin-wire antennas [I] . 3
This compact-code is based on a modified -1400
Galerkin procedure that was described by : A -
D. R. Wilton to solve an integral equa- .
tion for the electric field [2,3]. With "-000
proper modeling, MININEC can solve 10-6 10-5 0 -4

accurately for the current and impedance
on most arbitrarily oriented wires.

However, the input reactance given Figure 1. Input reactances from MININEC for a 90.5 m
by MININEC (MININEC (2)) for an elec- monopole divided into five segments at 150
trically short, thin monopole begins to kliz.
diverge from the expected value for wire
radii less -than approximately 10-5 X ,



The exact a/ X value where MININEC is no sm is the observation point, sv and su
longer valid depends on the particular are the upper and lower endpoints respec-

microcomputer, whether double precision tively of the source segment and a is the

variables are being used, and the number wire radius. Equation (3) results in an

of segments chosen. This limitation elliptical integral of the first kind due

prevents MININEC from being used to to a singularity at rm=0. Since the

design vif and If antennas that use wires are very thin in terms of a wave-

wires with small radius to wavelength length when MININEC becomes unreliable,

ratios. the current and charge densities can be
approximated by filaments of current and

A modification to the program has charge on the wire axis following

been developed which replaces the code Harrington. Thus, the double integral is

for the integral psi with code that simplified to a single integral [6]

treats the current as a filament on the

wire axis. This change has resulted in e-jkR (6)
reactances that differ by less than 1% P(inn)- R -m d I 6
from the values given by Eq. (1) and 4iril n
that are in excellent agreement with
experimental values for a top-loaded where the distance between the source

monopole. This new code provides a low segment and observation point is
frequency extension to MININEC.

MODIFICATION AND VERIFICATION - iz-z m tn

MININEC is based- on the assumptions R = + (7)

that the wire radius is very small in at+ _i, m =n

comparison to a wavelength and that the
radius is small with respect to the

segment length so that there will be no

azimuthal component of the current [1]. Al is the length of the source segment,

Evidently from Fig. 1, th,! assumption on n is the center of source segment, m is

a/A is overpowered by a computational the observation point, pm is the hori-

error for values less than approximately zontal distance between m and n, z is the

10-5 . vertical coordinate (along -the source

with the origin at the center of segment

In order to determine the vector n), and zm is the vertical distance

and scazlar potentials from a current between z and m. The inte&ral can be

carrying wire, MININEC evaluates an approximated by -expanding eJkRm with a

integral psi given by Maclaurin series to two terms. For m=n,

this approximation yields

ds, (8)
,, . () ir(mn) ̂1 T_ - 1 (8)

where
For m~n, use the crudest approximation

(77 j 1(f with Rm constant so thate"T - ¢ (4)

7 eikR (9)

4 7T Rm

+ 4 (5) This simplifying modification was
%=2 incorporated into MININEC by changes to

L the two subroutines in lines 20-880 [2].



Most of the elliptical integration sub- This modified MININEC was also used

routine was deleted (specifically lines to determine the input impedance at 50

70-220). The remaining integral is kHz of a 192 m top-loaded monopole with

still performed numerica-Ily with the six-radial wires. The tower was divided

Gaussian quadrature subroutine. In into five segments, and the radials wires

addition, other statements had to be were each divided into three segments.

changed in order to adapt this modifica- The tower had a radius of 0.48 m and the
tion into the program without changing six top radials each had a radius of

the variables. These changes incl-ded 0.0127 m (a/ =2 2x10- 6 ) which gave an

the deletion of the variable 16 in lines input reactance of 0.621 - j625 ohms, or

650 and 860, and the square of the wire within 3% of the value obtained from

radius A2 is no longer necessary in line experimental data (0.636 - j609 ohms)
730. Also lines 281-288 were inserted [7].
to treat the men case, including when a
half segment is being calculated, and Another example to check the

two lines (60 and 785) were added to modified version is a comparison to NEC

direct Lhe program to the proper lines for a 365 m top-loaded monopole operating

based on the value of distance D. The at 27 kHz. There were twelve 0.0143 m

modified subroutines of an IBM Personal radius radials. Each wire was divided

Computer version of MININEC are listed into three segments. The tower had a

in the Appendix. radius of 0.88 m and was divided into

five segments. The two programs gave the

Figure 2 displays the results of following values of input impedance

the modified MININEC along with the same

expected volues of input reactance that NEC 0.632 - j419 ohms

were displayad in Figure 1. The agree- Modified MININEC 0.614 - j393 ohms

ment is withir, 1% for 10
-7 < a/X < 10- .

This modification has a slight affect on

the resistance values. The modified

program gives resistance values that are

2% lower than the results from MININEC
for a/X 10-7.

-2600 -

1110 Modified MININEC values-

-Eq. (1)

1800 .--..

' I,
4

• ==-i 1-i-  l! l~l~il [ii1i-ii*-1400 I1 . ..

-10001.-~ - - -- .

10-7 1o"6 10-5 1-4-

i a//\

Figure 2. Input reactances from modified MININEC compared to expected
values for a 90.5 m monopole dividad into five segments at
150 kHz.



CONCLUSIONS

6. R.F. Harrington, Field Computation

A quick modification to MININEC has by Moment Methods, Macmillan, New
been presented that allows the program York, Chapter 4, 1968.
to analyze vlf and If antennas. The
adapted program yields reasonable values 7. T.E. Devaney, R.F. Hall, and W.E.

for -the input reactance of wires with Gustafson, Low frequency top-loaded
very small radius to wavelength ratios, antenna, U.S. Navy -Electronics Lab.,
without introducing significant error in San Diego, Calif., 1966.
the resistance values. This low-
frequency extension could be implemented
as an option in the program instead of APPENDIX
replacing the valid code for larger
wires, similar to the thin-wire and the LISTING OF MODIFIED MININEC SUBROUTINES

extended thin-wire kernels in NEC.
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ANALYSIS OF STEPPED--RADIUS COLINEAR DUAL ANTENNA ARRAYS

D.V. Campbell

I . I NTRODUCT I ON

Mutual coupling of cosited antennas can adversely impact
the performance of communication systems involving a number of
radios operatinq on ad-jacent -frequencies. Antennas are
colocated, for example, in transportab]e military air-traffic
control systems where cimultaneous transmission and reception
is required. Cros!,taIl. inter'ference due to strong mutual
coupling of the antennas is often very difficult to mitigate in
these systems.

This paper is concerned with the ana]ysis of a COLINEAR
DUAL ANTENNA ARRAY designed to provide very high interdipole
isolation from 225 to 400 MHZ. This array incorporates two
independently fed colLnear hroadband dipoles and a feed line
isolator section to suppress parasitic rf current coupling.

The MINIxI-NLUMERICAL ELECTROMAMLETICS CODE (MININEC) (1) is
used to model the array and the feed line isolator section.
The analysis sheows that the iso'lator section design
significantly affects the interdipole coupling. Antenna arrays
incorporating stepped-.rad uF5 conductors have been modeled with
MININEC and it has been found that the effect of the step in
wire radius, while not pronounced, may be significant.

I !. TECHNICAL APPROACH

Transportable military air-traffic control. centrals
incorporate communication systems operating at HF, VHF, and at
UHF. Air traffl-c controllers must communicate simultaneously
on adiacent channels. Because of strong mutual croupling of the
cosited antennas, it can be very diff.,.cult to prevent receiver
overload, desensitLzation, and crossta k.

Interference ca4n hbc- reduced by me:ans o.f selective -filters.
In the investiqiation reported here., which is c:oncerned only
with the UHF system, the coupling between the two UHF antennas
was minimized by employing the colinear anitenna arrangement and
b,, incrrtin r or a n -.. e line isrnI- Mnr Secti on in the
feed lI'ne of the upper dipole to suppress parasitic rf clurrents
on the feed lane. See Fig, 1.



The colinear antenna arrangement minimizes the field
coupling between the dipoles. For example, the isolation
between a pair of colinear dipoles in free space separated by
1.5 wavelengths would be -:36 decibels. Interantenna isolation
is defined as the fraction of the total power radiated by one
antenna which is intercepted by the other. Another factor
favorltng vertical stacking of antenrnas is the improved
azimuthal radiation pattern which results from reduced
shadowing effects.

III. FEED LINE ISOLATOR SECTION

By providing adequate spacing of the colinear antennas,
radiation coupling can. in principle, be reduced to acceptable
levels. At ZOO MHZ, for example, a vertical spacing of 1.5
meters may provide adequate isolation. The isolation between
colinear dipoles can be estimated from the following formula

4
Prec./Ptrans.--9/4(kr)

where k is the free-space wavenumber and r is the antenna
spacing.

A second coupling effect, i.e., interdipole coupling due to
parasitic rf currents induced on the feed line of the upper
dipo]-e. is much more difficult to control than radiation
coupling and, with radiation coupling minimized, is the
dominant coupling effect. A design objective ios the reduction
of thi-s current coupling to a level smal-ler than that caused by
radiation (field) coupling. An additional requirement is to
accomplish this reduction in coupling over an octave frequency
range.

In a previous theoretical and experimental investigation
(2) it has been shown that para iti- currents can be suppressed
over an octave frequency range by means of an isolator section
incorporated in the feed lirte of the upper antenna.

The isolator section consists of a sequence of high
impedance cable chokes placed in the coaxial cable feed line at
quarter-wavelength intervals. A cable choke is made of coaxial
cable coiled to -Form an inductor and which can be approximated
by an inductance,, L in parallel with a self capacitance, C.
The reactance of the choke is

2



X-21"foL/(4o/f-f/fo)

where

1/2
f o=i/2TT (LC).

A cable choke has been constructed having L/C constants of
.44 microhenry and .72 pi cofarad and resonating at 280 MHz.
The reactance of this choke is 1128, -5603- and -1061 ohms at
200. 300, and 400 MHz respectively and is extremely high at
resonance.

Considerable skill and inqenuity is needed in constructing
a cable choke to secure a high L/C ratio and to establish the
self resonance frequency near the middle of the frequency band.
Moreover, the self capacitance of the cable choke must be kept
to a minimum to secure high reactance over a broad bandwidth.

The isolator section behaves as a band rejection filter
which eliminates the interdipole coupling due to conducted
parasitic currents on the transmission line outer surface. The
high impedance cable chokes suppress the parasitic current by
enforcing a sequence of near zeros in the current distribution
over a broad frequency range.

IV. STEPPED-RADIUS COLINEAR DUAL ANTENNA

In the original investigation the antenna array was treated
theoretically as an electrically long loaded wire of constant
diameter and a three-term expression for the current was used
to simp-Lify the analysis (Z). In a practical antenna systen,
however, the dipoles would probably be somewhat larger in
diam~eter than the coaxial cable o the feed line isolator
sect i on.

In the present paper MININEC is used to investigate the
e++ect of stepped-radius conductors on the current di-stribution
and isolation of the colinear dual antenna system. Current
distributions on stepped-radius antennas having radius ratios
of 1.25. 10, and 100 have been previouslv computed while
validating MININEC and found to compare quite favorably with
very accurate distributions obtained by Glisson and Wilton (4).
Since MININEC is based on Wiltonls formulatiion, it is believed
that this thin-wire moment method code is quite capable of
accurately treating the vtepped-adius wire antenna problems
considered here.

3=



Th.?~ currenit aaio) ifudr distribution along the antenna array
h~is been u-sed as a pe-f orwiance mesur* beca~use it prov-icls a
very cqood indication a+ the e++ecti-eness of the isolator
!,eP,_tion in suppressinq parasitic curr-ent an the feed li-ne.
Ideally, the current should be confined to the driv'en dipol-e
and bi - greatly suppressed along the r-est of the array at all

-eqttwr~cios within thp- r ec~tion band o-f tie isolator sect-in.
Theoreti-E1y, the isolator section can be exttremely e-P-ecti-ve.
In prztctice. however, the filtering propertitz-F o+ the isol-ator
section are limited bec,,use o-f the d;,F-irultY in fabricati-nf
the b.-oadband h-igh inpedance cablie chokes.

In this inve-sti gat on, antenna current distribution arid
intdnoci-sZJation h~s bioen computed for an antenna-isol-ator

ai corstknt radius and for an antenna having an
j so' cictl on of reduce-d radi-us. The L/C constants of
pi-a~tical LUHF ciable chokes have been used in the simulatans so
tha~t r-ealisti~c results -Are obtaned. Each o+ the antennas
mnodeled incorporates an isolator -s.ection containing a sequenam.
of -five identical cAble chokev, p~aced in the feed line at _2S
meter :%ntcrvaI-s, This spa-cing corresponds to a
qLuarterwvs-lnth at the midband frequency (300 MH-.) and has
been 4zuund to provide efectivye broadband suppression of
CArrent, Additional chokei coul-d be i-ncluded in a l-oncier
-.iten na.

A. COJNSTANT-RADIUS ANTENNA~

The current distribution at 00MHz on a constant-radius
1,0cm~) colnear dual antenna array with high iflp ed ance- cabl-e

cht..*es (L/C=.44/.72) is; given in Fi-g-2. At 200 MHz each cab-le
choice has an inductive reactance o+ 11-20 ohms. In this model
the "receiving" 1 dipole is on the left between the oi-iqin and .5
m~eter-s and is crjnniectec to a 514 ohm- Load at its center. The
"tiranm-itiriq" d-ipole is on the right between 1.5 and 2 m~eters,
and t~eiso-a-tor seckion e-ttends, -(rcm .5 to 1.~5 meters. :;t is
,Po that the current is essentiailly confine-d to the

tas. itng dipole, The filtering provided by the isoLao
s..-ction, 3.n this case, is h3qhly -%f4ective.

The ortenna CUrrent, distri-bution at ZOO0 MHz is shown in
Fiq,' . At this frequencv.. the di-pol-es are appr-ox imate],./ a
hal i-we.velength long and the choke r-eactan~ce is -3603 ohm--.
The sinusoidal, cur-rent on the di-iven dipole is ovident. Th e
w eak1 current P-long the isoliator section is a indication 0o{ its
effeativenoess i.-n suppressing induced parasiti.c current,

,rhe t-ur rent dis~tri buti on at 400 MHZ is5 cJi en in, Fl i.IV.
4'l thougiqi the choi.ies are highly react-ive (--1061. ohms) ".-t 40re



M-lZ. the effectivenes of the isolator section is somewhat
diminished as evidetced hy the current amplitude. The use of
additional chokes or chokes with higher reactance would provide
more current suppression if required.

B. STEPED-RADIU -N ANTENNA

In the steoped-radius antenna. the dipoles are ;.. -m
in radius and the isolator section is .1, cm in radius,
corespondinq to RG-5R coa;:ial cable transmission line. As in
the constant-radius antenna disIAcussed above, five high
impedance cable fhokcs (L/C=.44/.72) are placed at .",5 meter
intervals in the feed line to form the isolator section.
Except ror its smaller radius isolator section, the
stepped-radius antenna is identical to the constant-radius
antenna.

The current distribution -At 200 MHz is given ir Fi.5.
It is seen that the -feed Iyne current is highl suppressed and
thAt the distribution is practically identical to that of the
constant-radius antenna (Fic,1).

At 3O MHz the current distribution (Fig.6) along the
stepped-radius antenna is very similar to that of the
constant-radius antenna (Fig ).

At 4;O MHz the current amplitude (Fig.7) along the
isolator section of the stepped-radlus antenna is somewhat
weaker that of the constant-radius antenna (Fio.4-) indicating
that the current coupling to the receiving dipo;le is
correspondirnily reduced.

C. Ti1ERDIPOLE ISOLATION

The interd-ipuie isolation provides a good per-formance
measure o+ an isolator section and has been calculated -f or the
constant-rediuS anterina and for the stepped-radius antenna.
See F Lg.8. Evidently, the stepped-radius antenna provides
somewhat better isolation above 350 MHz than the
:.onstant--radius antenna in keeping with its current suppression
cha-racteris tic. The interdipole isolation has also been
tabulated in Fi-g.9. At 4n0 MHi- the stepped-radius antenna
provides about -55 dJ3 isolation in comparison with -44 dB
Provided by the constani -radiu-, antenna.



V. CONCLUSION

MININEC has been used to study the ef+fect of stepped-radius
wires on the performance of colinear dual antenna systems. It
has been found that large steps in wire radius (for example 9/1
steps) do not significantly alter the current distribution but
may si-gnificantly affect the interdipole isolation at some
frequencies. Computer simulations indicate that a colinear
dual antenna system incorporating an isoliator section of
reduced wire radius can provide a high degree of current
suppression and high interdipole isolation over an octave
frequency range. Current distributions on these antennas
obtained with MININEC agree well with distributions obtained
previously using a three-term expression for the antenna
current.
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INTERDIPOLE ISOLATION

CONSTANT-RADIUS ANTENNA STEPPED-RADIUS ANTENNA
FREQUENCY (1.58 cm) (1.58/.18 CM)

200 MHz -37 DB -37.5 DB
225 -34.9 -35.3
250 -314.8 -314.9
275 -36.6 -36.6
300 -39.5 -39.5
325 -142.6 -143.1
350 -145.3 -146.6
375 -145.3 -51.-0
400 -143.9 -514.3

Figure9



DESIGN APPROACH FOR ELECTRICALLY SMALL TRANSMITTING
ANTENNAS USING THE MICROCOMPUTER

Peder M. Hansen and James C. Logan
(U.S. Naval Ocean Systems Center, San Diego,
California, USA)

INTRODUCTION

The practical parameters of interest for a
transmitting antenna are: (1) power limitation
(radiated power), (2) bandwidth, and (3) efficiency.
For electrically small antennas these parameters
become severely limited. The problems with
electrically small antennas stem from the fact that
they have a large amount of reactive energy stored in
the region immediately surrounding the antenna,
resulting in a high value of input reactance and a
small value of radiation resistance (high Q).

The high Q results in small bandwidth (varies
with frequency cubed), large voltage required for a
given radiated power (varies with frequency to the
fourth power), and reduced efficiency due to losses in
the tuning elements and surrounding media. The
frequency variation of efficiency is more complicated
but generally increases with- frequency. Consequently,
the design problem- usually -boils down to meeting the
system requirements at the lowest frequency, and they
will be exceeded for higher frequencies. The antenna
self-resonance is -usually designed to be above the
highest operating frequency so that one type of
element (capacitance or inductance) will suffice for
tuning. Excellent articles and discussions on
electrically small antenna designs are contained in
references 1, 2, and 3.

Until recently, the electrical design of such
antennas was based on approximate (electro-static)
solutions and empirical data [3]. In order to ensure
performance, relatively large safety factors were used
and the antenna structures often were larger -than
required. Also, if nonstandard configurations were to
be used, model measurements were required. There now
exists a computer program, Mini-Numerical Electro-
magnetics Code (MININEC) [4], which can be run on



various microcomputers and give acceptably accurate
calculations of the characteristics of arbitrarily
shaped antennas, including current distribution,
impedance, and radiated fields. A design approach for
electrically small antennas based on MININEC will be
developed.

MININEC

The MINI-NUMERICAL ELECTROMAGNETICS CODE is a
frequency domain Method of Moments computer code for
the analysis of wire antennas. MININEC is written in
the BASIC language for use on microcomputers with as
little as 64k memory. The MININEC program is based on
the numerical solution of an integral representation
of the electric fields. A modified Galerkin procedure
is used to solve the integral equation. This
formulation results in a uniquely compact (i.e.,
requiring little core computer storage) code suitable
for implementation on a microcomputer. The MININEC
code solves for the impedance and currents on
arbitrarily oriented wires in free space and over a
flat perfectly conducting ground plane. Configura-
tions with multiple wire junctions can also be used.
Options include lumped parameter impedance loading of
the wires and calculation of far-field patterns.

The solution to an antenna problem generated by a
thin wire method of moments computer program is at
best an approximation. Nonetheless, highly accurate
answers can be obtained by careful .modeling of the
antenna configuration, taking into account the
inherent limitations of the computer code.

POWER LIMITATION

The power limitation of a device is limited by
voltage (breakdown, or corona), or current (heating).
In the case of electrically small antennas, it is
usually a voltage. There are voltage limits
associated with all of the insulators in the antenna
system. The structure itself will have a voltage
limit above which the fields on it will be strong
enough to cause local breakdown of the air (corona).
In general, the overall limit is usually the feed
through insulator (bushing) or base insulator. The
structure and other insulators are designed to
withstand at least the corresponding voltage.

BASE VOLTAGE LIMIT

For electrically small antennas, the input
reactance is much greater than the radiation
resisLance. This resulLs in a very useful inequaliLy

-2-



X2  V2 V2

b V < max
- - -P

r r r

where

Xb = antenna feed reactance

R = Radiation resistance
r

P = Radiated powerr

Vmax = Bushing or base insulator voltage limit

Equation 1 indicates that for a given feed
voltage limit, and radiated power requirement, a

maximum allowable limit of X /R is determined.
b

BANDWIDTH

The radiation of Q of an antenna is defined by

Qr = Xco RR

where Xco is -the reactance at the- operating frequency

of the antenna static capacitance [3].

In the absence of lo.ses, the 3 dB bandwidth of
the tuned antenna will be

BW = f/Qr (2)

where f is the operating frequency.

BW is termed the antenna -bandwidth efficiency0

product. Since for a real antenna there will be
losses, the actual antenna bandwidth will -be greater
then BW0 and given by

BWas = BWo/nas (3)

where BW is antenna system unloaded bandwidth (H1z)as

and nas is antenna systenw efficiency.

MININEC can be used to calculate Q r by using the

reactance slope technique. This is done by calculat-
ing Xb at two frequencies near the operating frequency

and calculating the slope X. Then

X = (Xb - f X2)/2

-3-



ANALYSIS OVER PERFECTLY CONDUCTING EARTH

MININEC cannot solve problems that include
finitely conducting earth. However, for electrically
small antennas that have ground systems in contact
with the earth, the antenna feed reactance, radiation
resistance, and charge distribution do not change
significantly if the earth is replaced by a perfect
conductor. Thus, MININEC can be used to obtain Xb,

Rr, Xco over a perfectly conducting ground and the

values applied to antenna design.

EXAMPLE

The example chosen illustrates the application of
the above design procedure to a 550 kHz balloon
supported emergency AM broadcast antenna. The balloon
supports a wire tether which is also the antenna. The
design requires 1,000 watts radiated, feed voltage
less than 10,000 volts, an unloaded antenna system
bandwidth of 3 kHz, and an antenna system efficiency

of 80%. Using MININEC, curves of X 2/Rr and Qr versus

wire length have been generated and are given in
Figures 1 and 2. To illustrate the flexibility of
MININEC, calculations have been made for a perfectly
vertical wire, corresponding to no wind, and for a
catenary corresponding to the worst-case winds to be
encountered operationally.

From equation 1, X /Rr must satisfyFromr

X2 /R < 105

from equations 2 and 3, Qr must satisfy

Qr < 183.3/.8 = 229

Examination of Figures I and 2 indicates that the
constraints are most severe for the case involving the
catenary. The minimum required wire length obtained
from the figures is given in Table 1.

Table 1. Minimum Wire Length (Meters)

j. ~ t. .a: enary With Catenary

Feed Voltage 63.0 67.9
Bandwidth 54.9 57.2

-4-



The limiting case is the feed voltage requirement
for the configuration with the catenary and calls for
a minimum wire length of 67.9 meters.

SUMMARY

Calculating antenna characteristics over
perfectly conducting ground with MININEC and
application of the appropriate relationships allow the
designer to determine the required size of an
electrically small antenna.
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NEC3 ON A PC

Stephan Lamont

Naval Postgraduate School

Monterey, California

Abstract Introduction

This paper presents the results of efforts to Considerable progress has been made in recent
implement the full mainframe version of NEC3 on years toward placing advanced computational power
three microcomputer based workstations, the IBM upon the desktop of an engineer or scientist. For
RT PC, the IBM PC AT, and the IBM PC the first time it is feasible to consider implementing
ATt3701. The architecture and configuration of a full or -reasonably complete subset version of the
each of the three systems will be briefly described Numerical Electromagnetic Code (NEC3) on a
and conversion and implementation experiences will small and affordable computer system.
be -discussed. Benchmark results of sample prob-
lems will be presented.

Three small systems were chosen as targets for
implementation:

the IBM PC AT, as an example of a com-
monly available "off the shelf" microcomput-
er,

0 the IBM PC AT/370, as a middle to high end
micro-mainframe, and

* the IBM W.T PC, as an example of a high
performance, high function workstation
embodying a novel architecture and- with
capabilities outside the range of "personal"
computers.

1 IBM, IBM PC, IBM PC AT, IBM PC AT/370

and IBM RT PC are trademarks of the Interna-
tional Business Machines Corporation.



The FORTRAN compiler for each machine is
a native code compiler and was chosen based upon
availability and/or compatibility with the compiler The operating system is a subset with exten-
resident on the Naval Postgraduate School IBM sions of the mainframe VM/CMS operating system.
3033 mainframe computer. The extensions provide transfer to and from the

PC-DOS file system and the CMS file system as
well as host connectivity.

Hardware and Operating Systems
IBM RT PC

IBM PC AT
Perhaps the most interesting of the three sys-

tems is the recently announced IBM RT PC. This
The IBM PC AT used in this study is an "off machine is a departure for IBM in a number of

the shelf" system with 1152 kilobytes of memory, ways.
2-20 megabyte fixed disks, the 16 bit Intel 80286
processor and Intel 80287 numeric coprocessor, and
IBM Professional Graphics Controller and Display. First, the Reduced Instruction Set Computer
The numeric coprocessor provides 32 and 64 bit (RISC) architecture is novel, at least for conserva-
IEEE standard floating point operations, including tive IBM. A RISC instruction set is based upon
several trigonometric and exponential functions. statistics showing that approximately 80 percent of
The used operating system is PC-DOS Version 3.1. the machine instructions executed in normal pro-

gram code are composed of 20 percent of a com-
puter's total instruction set. It follows then that

IBM PC AT1370 performance over a large set of applications may be
improved if that 20 percent of the instruction set is
optimized and the balance of the instructions are

The IBM PC AT/370 is a single user imple- emulated in software.
mentation of the venerable IBM 360/370 hardware
architecture which runs on a standard IBM PC AT
as a "host" system. Second and perhaps more apparent is the

commitment of IBM to the UNIX2 System V
operating system with extensions. The operating

The full 370 instruction set is implemented system, Called AIX 3, provides a PC-DOS like shell,
with the exception of certain Supervisor state as well as the more faniliar UNIX shell, to allow
instructions specifically relating to multiprocessing migration from the PC environment to the UNIX
or multitasking. The board set consists of a copro- environment.
cessor board, containing two Motorola 68000
microprocessors remicrocoded to recognize native
370 instruction codes and an Intel 8087 numeric The machine supports a virtual address space
coprocessor Nith microcode revisions alloxing it to of I terabyte in real memory of up to 16 megabytes
process standard 370 hardware floating point (32 bit and provides for a floating point accelerator option.
single and 64 bit double precision hexadecimal), and 17loating point arithmetic is done according to the
a 512 kilobyte dual ported random access memory IEEE standard. A PC AT-like coprocessor may be
shared by the AT host and the 370 coprocessor. added for PC compatibility and this coprocessor
When the 370 coprocessor is running, the AT's may have its own memory or share virtual memory
80286 processor is used to handle all I/O and other with the RT host. Shared memory will seriously
housekeeping tasks and is not, in general, available degrade the AT performance; adding AT memory
for user tasks.

2 UNIX is a trademark of AT&T Bell Laborator-
The AT/370 was configured with the mes.

maximum 8 megabytes of virtual memory, paged to
and from a paging dataset resident on one of the AIX is a trademark of INTERACTIVE Systems
AT'S 20 megabyte fixed disks. Corporation



will bring the performance up to an estimated 80 tain techmical reasons and to avoid licensing ques-
percent of a stand alone AT. Announced proces- tions, the NEC3 program was compiled and linked
sors will support up to 210 megabytes of fixed disk on the-host IBM 3033AP machine under VM/CMS
(up to 3-70 megabyte drives), and 4 megabytes of and transferred to the AT/370 using a VM/PC file
real memory. transfer utility.

Performance of the RT PC is in the 1.8 to 2.0 IBM RT PC
million instruction per second (mips) range with a
Whetstone benchmark figure of roughly 250 kWhets
claimed by IBM. True multitasking is also possible The FORTRAN compiler on the RT PC is
on the RT PC. based upon the UNIX F77 compiler with exten-

sions. It supports all datatypes required- by NEC3
including DOUBLE PRECISION COMPLEX.

The machine tested was equipped with 4 The compiler performs two -compilation passes, a
megabytes of real memory, a floating point acceler- code generation pass, and a "peephole" code opti-
ator (a necessity-for scientific or engineering work), rization pass.
140 megabytes of hard disk (2-70 megabyte drives),
and a 1.2 megabyte floppy disk drive.

Implementation Experiences

FORTRAN Compilers
IBM PC AT

IBM PC AT
The lack of the DOUBLE PRECISION

COMPLEX datatype required double precision
The FORTRAN compiler chosen for the IBM complex summation, division, and multiplication

PC AT was IBM's Professional FORTRAN writ- algorithms to be-coded in two subroutines to pro-
ten by the Ryan-McFarland Corporation. It is an vide the required accuracy.
implementation of the ANSI 1977 FORTRAN
standard (X3.9-1978) with extensions. It supports
the REAL, DOUBLE PRECISION, and Because of the 640 kilobyte DOS limitation,
COMPLEX datatypes found in most FORTRAN the segment limit-and the in core matrix partitioning
implementations. Ilowever, it does not support blocks had to be reduced. The present number of
DOUBLE PRECISION COMPLEX. The 8087 or segments and/or patches allowable on the PC AT
80287 numeric copi ocessor is a mandatory hardN are implementation is -300. The in core matrix partition
prerequisite feature for computers running programs was set to 1000 complex numbers.
compiled by Professional FORTRAN.

One "error" that cropped up while processing
A library manager is provided with the compi- an out of core solution was a message indicating a

ler which allows the user to build object code record length too long on a variable length file.
libraries for use in linking large modules. The stan- This error was actually traced to an awkward con-
dard PC-DOS linker is used. struction in a function having an auxiliary entry

point. When the routine was rewritten as two sep-
arate functions, the record length error-vanished.

IBM PC AT1370

The record length error cropped up again,
On the PC AT/370 mainframe IBM however, as soon as the program attempted actual

VS/FORTRAN Version 4.1 was used. It supports variable length (unformatted) I1/0. This error was
all datatypes required by NI"C3 including eliminated by including a run time parameter speci-
DOUBLE PRECISION COMPLEX. Due to cer- fying the maximum record length allowable. The



documentation, at least to this reader, is somewhat matrix solution has been printed out and, again,
less than lucid on this point and the error message they appear to be correct. "In core" solutions agree
makes no reference whatever to the run time to the precision of the machines, so further explora-
parameter. As a result, considerable time was spent tions will be carried out to determine the root of
attempting to circumvent a problem which could this problem.
have been easily recognized and rectified.

At runtime, all scratch files were redirected to a
The library manager supplied, while a very 512 kilobyte virtual disk allocated in unused high

helpful aid, especially with a program with over 90 AT memory.
subroutine and function units, is very slow, espe-
cially when handling large libraries. This appears to
be because it makes a copy of the entire library IBM PC AT1370
when adding or deleting a member. When the
library is nearly 100 kilobytes in size, this can be
quite a chore. The "conversion" of NEC3 for the AT/370 was

actually only a trivial process of recompiling the
code and relinking it using a special library, since

As implied above, the program was broken the AT/370 does not support a feature known in
down into component files, each encompassing only IBM parlance as a Discontiguous Shared Segment
one subroutine or function, and each program unit which allows specially coded re-entrant libraries to
was compiled separately. This was to reduce com- be shared by a number of users, thus reducing the
pile time required whenever a module had to be virtual memory requirement of an individual user's
changed and also because the text editor, KEDIT 4, machine and enhancing overall system performance
would not handle the entire NEC3 code in one slightly. The load module was then copied from the
chunk. While this improved performance in con- host system over to the AT/370's file space-and the
pilation of individual modules, a secondary effect host connection severed. It is fortunate that this
having to do with the file and directory architecture process needed to be done only once as the file
of PC-DOS degraded disk access times. Because a transfer, even with a high speed coaxial connection,
subdirectory is treated by DOS as a standard DOS took nearly a half hour. File transfer is not one of
file, when a large number of members are added, the AT/370's strong points.
the directory may not be located in contiguous
storage but rather scattered over several "extents" of
disk memory. This causes significant degradation in IBM RT PC
performance since when DOS does a directory
search it begins at the start of the directory and
searches sequentially. Hence, a large number of Minimal changes had to be made in the NEC3
"seeks" may be needed to find an entry in the direc- code on the RT. These changes were mostly relat-
tory. This became quite annoying as disk space ed to inadvertent deviations from the FORTRAN
became more and more fractionalized. A disk opti- 77 standard when local enhancements were made on
mizer would have been a helpful utility. the NPS version of NEC3 much earlier. Less than

a dozen errors were generated in the first compiler
run and these were corrected by recoding a few ini-

As of this writing a major "bug" still remains in tialization statements.
NEC3 on the PC AT. Out of core solutions do not
produce the correct currents and hence completely
erroneous answcrs. Ilexadecimal dumps of the out More severe was a problem encountered when
of core temporary files have been checked against running the optimization step of compilation. The
mainframe files, and after allowing for inevitable intermediate assembly language generated by the
differences due to the different floating point algoi- F77 code generator was over 5 megabytes in size
itlms, they appear to be the same based upon and, because the system's minidisks were generated
extensive spot checking. The right hand side of the with insufficient size, the optimizer abnormally ter-

minated when it ran out of minidisk space. This
difficulty was circumvented by simply breaking the

KEDIT is a trademark of the Mansfield Soft- source code into four smaller segments and recom-
ware Group piling.



Table 2: Example 4

Benchmark Times and Results 8 segments, 12 patches, T antenna on a box over
perfect ground.

Thie complete set of NEC3 test problems as
detailed in the NEC User's Manual and included
with IBM distribution tapes were run on each System Fill Factor Impedence
machine. Run times for Example 1 (center fed fin- (sec) (sec) (Ohms)

-ear antenna), Example 4 (T antenna on a box over
perfect ground), and the rhombic antenna are con- PC AT 31.03 13.8 Note 1
pared in Tables 1 - 3. As discussed above, the out AT/370 17.0 2.1 0.12154E+03
of core solutions (Example 4 and the rhombic JO.2626112+03
antenna) on the PC AT are erroneous. Results RT PC 15.0 3.0 0.12154E+03
from runs on the NPS 3033AP and a Cray IS J0.26263E+03
(using NEC2) are presented for comparison with 3033AP 0.393 0.033 0.12154E+03
the microcomputer runs. No timings are available J0.26261E+03
for the Cray runs. Crayl n/a n/a 0.18073E+03

j0.21765E+03

Table 1: Example I Notes:
1) Out of core solution.

7 segments, center fed linear antenna, free space.

Table 3: 160 segment rhombic.

System Fill Factor Impedence 160 segments, 1 plane of symmetry, finite ground.
(sec) (sec) (Ohms)

PC AT 4.4 0.1 0.82698E+02
JO.46306E+02 System Fill Factor Impedence

AT/370 4.2 0.2 0.82696E+02 (sec) (sec) (Ohms)
J0.462941E+02

RT PC 3.0 Note 1 0.82698E+02 PC AT 1097. 171. Note I
J0.46306E+02 AT/370 448. 78. 0.35216E+03

3033AP 0.07 0.003 0.82698E+02 J0.17195E+03
J0.46306E+02 RT PC 513. 92. 0.35206E+03

Crayl n/a n/a 0.82698E+02 j0.17297E+03
jO.46306E+02 3033AP 11.3 1.3 0.35216E+03

J0.17195E+03
Notes: Crayl n/a n/a 0.35206E+03

1) Timing not available. Timer resolution: 1 second. J0.17206E+03

Notes:
1) Out of core solution.



Conclusions All of this is not to say that NEC3 on a PC
AT is a dead issue. It could be feasible to run the
program on the AT if the software problem of out

It has been shown that it is feasible to imple- of core matrix manipulation is solved. However,
ment and run the NEC3 code on three small to the system is slow and since the DOS operating
medium size systems in the workstation category of system does not yet support multitasking in any
computers. Of the three systems examined, the effective mamer, one must be willing to commit the
IBM RT PC makes the strongest shoving by far. processor to a single task for long periods of time

for large problems.

Comparing run times, the RT PC and the PC
AT/370 are virtually equal. Indeed, in terms of the
size of problems solvable, because of their shnilar
virtual memory architectures, they are comparable.
However, in the author's opinion, the RT PC is a Acknowledgements.
stronger contender in a number of ways.
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Composite materials in the form of fiber-reinforced matrix materials as, for exam-
ple, graphite epoxy, are being increasingly used in critical structures and structural com-
ponents because of their high strength-to-weight ratio. In order to assess the integrity
of these structures, it is necessary to employ suitable methods for quantitative nonde-
structive evaluation (NDE). One such method is to use electromagnetics (eddy-currents),
but the problem is that composite materials are inherently anisotropic, which means
that much of the classical eddy-current technology and design procedures are not ap-
plicable. In this paper we apply a rigorous model of electromagnetic interactions with
graphite-epoxy composites, which is based on a continuum approach. In this approach
the graphite fibers produce a macroscopic conductivity tensor that has different conduc-
tivities along and transverse to the fiber direction.

A method for computing electromagnetic fields withia anisotropic media, which is
based on a matrix form of Maxwell's equations in Fourier transform space, is then de-
scribed. By using this approach we compute the tensor Green's function for a plane-
parallel slab of graphite-epoxy. With the Green's tensor we can compute the fields in-
terior to the slab, produced by such excitation sources as current-dipoles, current-loops
and current-sheets, efficiently by using the Fast Fourier Transform algorithm. We show
specific results, in the form of three-dimensional plots, for several such sources.
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CHAPTER 1

IDENTIFICATION AND SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PROBLEM

The present research problem is to develop a model for electromagnetic interactions
with advanced composite materials, especially eddy-currents. Composite materials in the
form of fiber-reinforced matrix materials as, for example, graphite-epoxy, are being in-
creasingly used in critical structures and structural components because of their high
strength-to-weight ratio. In order to assess the integrity of these structures, it is neces-
sary to employ suitable methods for quantitative NDE. One method uses eddy-currents;
composite materials, however, are inherently anisotropic, which means that many of the
classical eddy-current technology and design procedures are not applicable. In addition,
composite materials vary widely in their permittivities and conductivities, which means
that new analyses must be carried out to develop effective strategies for using eddy-currents
in quantitative NDE. A final problem is that there is a variety of potential failure modes
in composites, such as delaminations, fiber-breakage due to impact damage, flaws, etc.,
some of which may not be readily detectable by eddy-currents 11]. In order to complement
the empirical studies of [11 it is necessary to embark upon a rigorous quantitative NDE
program for composites to assess the role that eddy-currents play in it. Our purpose in
this paper is to develop a model describing the interaction of induced eddy-currents and
the conducting graphite fibers in graphite epoxy.

This objective can be met by accomplishing the following:

1. Apply rigorous electromagnetic theory to determine a Green's function for a
stratified half-space, or a finite slab, of anisotropic composite materials.

2. Write a computer program to execute the model.

Electromagnetic theory and the Green's function are dealt with in Chapters 2-4, and in
Appendices A, B and C.



CHAPTER 2

AN ELECTROMAGNETIC MODEL FOR GRAPHITE-EPOXY

BACKGROUND

Eddy-current methods for the examination of carbon fiber reinforced epoxy resins
and other composite materials have been discussed and analyzed by Owston and Prakash
[21-(5]. These analyses have been based on an ad hoc equivalent circuit in which the
composite test piece is regarded as being inductively coupled to the probe, much as in
the classical treatment of eddy-current evaluation of metals. Though the technique gives
a useful indication of the form of the results, a more satisfactory approach, as Owston [41
points out, is to use a field-theoretic analysis which is capable of giving exact results for a
given model. A field-theoretic analysis is also desirable when computing electromagnetic
interactions for shielding effectiveness of advanced composites in aircraft [6].

The heart of the problem is to determine a Green's function for the composite material.
(The Green's function is the electromagnetic field produced by a point-source of current.)
Much work has been done in recent years on the subject of electromagnetic interactions
with composite materials, mostly in the context of electromagnetic shielding of avionics
equipment from electromagnetic pulses [6]-[10]. Some of this work is directly applicable
to the problem of computing eddy-current flow within composites, but the Green's func-
tion problem must be attacked by capplying rigorous electromagnetic theory to anisotropic
media.

CONSTITUTIVE RELATIONS FOR ADVANCED COMPOSITES

Advanced composite materials are laminates made up of a number of individual layers
bonded together. Each layer consists of a unidirectional array of long fibers embedded in,
and firmly bonded to, a matrix. The basic building blocks of any specific composite are
defined by the types of fibers and matrix involved. Some fiber-matrix systems are: boron-
epoxy, graphite-epoxy, Kevlar-epoxy, graphite-polymide and graphite-thermoplastic [7].

The matrix for each of these materials is normally a good dielectric, whereas the fibers
vary in electrical conductivity from modest (graphite) to a poor dielectric (boron) to a good
dielectric (Kevlar). These materials are nonmagnetic, so that the magnetic permeability,
is ktO.*

Composites have anisotropic conductivities because of the unidirectional arrays of
fibers within. For example, for graphite-epoxy the average macroscopic conductivity along
the fiber direction is 20,000 mhos/m, whereas in the direction transverse to the fibers, the
conductivity is 100 mhos/m. It may be surprising to find a nonzero transverse conductivity

* These, and other facts about electromagnetic constitutive relations, are taken from [7],
which is the most complete reference on electromagnetic modeling of composite materials
that we have found.
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in graphite-epoxy, in view of the earlier statement that the matrix is a good dielectric.
The fact is that there is enough local fiber-to-fiber contact that the average macroscopic
conductivity is not zero. (See Figure l(a).) Other materials, of course, have different
longitudinal and transverse conductivities, as shown in Table 1 [7]:

TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES
OF SOME COMPOSITES

Graphite-Epoxy Boron-Epoxy Kevlar
Permeability AR 1 1 1
Permittivity ER indeterminate 5.6 3.6
DC Conductivity (mhos/m)

longitudinal aL 2 x 104  30 6 x 10- 9
transverse aT 100 2 X 10-8 6 x 10-9

Anisotropy Ratio (aL/aT) 200 1.5 X log 1

The reason that CR for graphite-epoxy is indeterminate is because the fiber-to-fiber contact
effectively shunts the capacitance between fibers with a fairly low resistance path, making
it impossible to measure dielectric permittivities at frequencies less than 100 megahertz, or
so. Thus, in Figure l(b), which shows a possible ac equivalent circuit for eddy-current flow,
the capacitors are effectively shorted by the fiber-to-fiber resistors at the lower frequencies.

The anisotropy of the composite manifests itself in a complex permittivity tensor, the
tensor being diagonal in a coordinate system (6i, C2, 3), where el is parallel to the average
fiber direction, 2 is perpendicular to the average fiber direction, but lies in the plane of
the composite layer, and e3 is perpendicular to both fibers and the plane of the layer:

= 1i 0 0 .I
6 0 E622 0.()

0o 0 933

Here, Ejj C - j-, with j = , and w is the angular frequency. The coordinate
system just defined, for which the complex permittivity tensor is diagonal, is not necessarily
the laboratory coordinate system, (x,y, z), in which the electromagnetic field vectors are
defined. In any case, the tensor symbol will be used, and the components in a particular
coordinate system may be computed by applying the usual rules for transforming Cartesian
tensors.

From here on we will consider only graphite-epoxy, for which ell = C22 = 633 = 60,
an = 2 x 104 mhos/m, and a22 = 0'33 = 100 mhos/m.

MATRIX WAVE EQUATIONS FOR GRAPHITE-EPOXY

Maxwell's equations are the fundamental equations for electromagnetic analysis. Us-
ing the constitutive relations just defined for graphite-epoxy, these equations become, in

3



the sinusoidal steady-state: V x E = -jwg oH
V X j I 0 7(2 )v X = jwl=. P + 7 °  2

Because of the anisotropy of graphite-epoxy, it is convenient to work with a matrix for-
mulation of these equations that has been useful in crystal optics, plasmas and microwave
devices [111-[19]. We start by writing (2) in the 6 x 6 matrix form

\V x I jwAo-r H

where the permittivity tensor includes a conductivity term, as in (1), except that the
matrix is not necessarily diagonal. I is the identity matrix, and 0 is the zero vector.

We write the matrix of partial derivatives as'

U -VX x) + I a/ay + 34/aaz, (4)

where

0 0 0 0 0 -1

0 -1 0 1 0 -U,= 0 0 0 U2 0 0 1

0o0-1 0 0o 00o
0 1 0 -1 0 0

0 0 (5)-°1o

3 0 0 0 0 0U3=(0 _1; 0
1 0 01

0 0 0

When these matrices are substituted into (3), along with the definitions

K C 0=.7 (6)

we get

[ijw + Ul 8/ox + F 2 o/oy + U3 /oz] = -3i). (7)

Upon defining the two-dimensional Fourier transforms in (x,y) by

E(k,ky,) ) i- ]J'0 F(x, y,z) e(k- x+k Y) dx dy (8) (a)

(xy, z) = J k, ky, z) e-i(kxx+kv Y) dk dky, (8)(b)
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we take the Fourier transform of (7):

- jkUI - jkyU 2 + U3 dldz] =-P. (9)

To get this result we assume that the composite material is homogeneous in the (x,y)

plane, so that K is independent of (x,y).

The third and sixth rows of (9) are independent of z-derivatives. Thus, we can use
these two equations to solve for e3 and i6 in terms of the remaining variables:

3 K3 1  K 3 2 -+ ky k. 33 (10 (a)
e 3 =K3el -- e2 + -- e4 - - - )-

K33  K33  wK 33  wK 33  jwK 3se6 =- k , k --2 .oC
-- eI + -e2-
W/AO W 2 (10) (b)

When we use these two equations to eliminate the z-components from the remaining equa-
tions in (9) we end up with system of four first-order differential equations in the four
transverse electromagnetic field components. This system is written as the 4 x 4 vector-
matrix equation:

det =- =".
d~z-= S t + 3 ,(11)

dz et j

where
t = [i,92,i4,51- [E.,, ]; (12)

the subscript, 't', denotes transverse field variables.

The components of S and U are:
- kK1 -jk.K 32  - -kzky k24Sl=jk.K31 S12 = --,K3 S13 = -j~y S14 =-jWAo + Jwk.z

S = K33 K33 WK33 'K3

S21 = jkyK 31 S22 = jkK 32  S23 = jwAo - S24
K3 K33 K 3 3 WK33

S3 1 = jwK2 jw K 23K  + 3'ky, S32 = jwK22 - jw K 2 K 3
2  k

K33 WAo KF3a WAo
W122

_ jkyK23  _ -jkK 23  K 1 3 K 3 1
S K3 = - , S4 1 = -jwK 1 +jw +- L_

3 333' K 3 3  K 33  Ao

S 42 = -jwK1 2 + jWKlK = -jk3K3  jkSK44
+ -K wuo3 3 3  ' K33

(13)

U11 = 0, U12 = 0, U13 = k,
wK 33

U21 = 0, U22 = 0, U23 = ky

WK33  (14)
U31 = 0, U32 = 1, U33 = K 3

K3

U 4 1 = -1, U 4 2  0, U43 K13

K33



CHAPTER 3

DERIVATION OF A GREEN'S FUNCTION FOR A GRAPHITE-EPOXY SLAB

The formal solution of (11) defines the Green's function, G:

et = ZJ(zlz') . (z')dz'. (15)

The double bars over G denote a tensor, and the tilde over any variable means a transverse
Fourier transform, as before. Clearly, the Green's function is the transverse field at z due
to a point current source at z'. Thus, it is a 4 x 3 tensor, because there are four transverse
field components, as shown in (12), and the point current source can be oriented in the
x-, y-, or z-direction. Because the current flow in thei models studied in this report are
confined to the transverse plane, i.e., the (x,y)-plane, we will be interested in only the first

two columns of G.

The calculation of the Green's function requires a knowledge of the eigenmodes of (11)
for a nonstratified medium. These are solutions of the homogeneous form of (11), with
constant with respect to z. The eigenmode theory is developed in Appendix A.

In order to compute G we must know the geometry of -the composite material. In this
report we will work with the plane-parallel slab that is shown in Figure 2, with the x-axis
parallel to the fiber direction, and the y-direction transverse. Thus, the region of interest
consists of three parts: the region above the slab (which is free space), the composite slab,
and the region below the slab. Call these regions 1, 2, 3, respectively, as shown in Figure
2, and introduce the following notation -for the Green's function:

Gi'(zlz') =Field produced at z in region i, due to a

point source of current at z' in region j;
i,] = 1,2,3.

As we will see later, the only Green's functions that are needed are G21 and Z12.

In order to compute G 2 1 , consider Figure 3(a), in which the point-source of current is
located at z' in region 1. We further subdivide the three regions into four regions, called
A-D, and expai d the vector field solutions in each of these four regions in terms of the
eigenvectors of Appendix A:

- aio 
( 0

A: a 0 1 e A(z-z') (16) (a)

1 -920)
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aio' /-ao'f 0

B: c a2 eAO(Z-Z') + d -2o1 ) e- (z-zt) + -e 90 e O(Z-Z')

- -#020

+ ~ Aoz-z')(16)(b)/30

DC: gI ° e:oZ+do) + ha ) e ,(z+ o) j )e (16)(d)

D: f (91 e-2 (16) (b)
11

where a1 = $4Aa2 = S24/ X, 13i = As/S 3 2, and 132 = S3 1/S3 2. The subscript '0'
denotes quantities defined in isotropic free-space.

Equations 16(a) and 16(d) contain only outgoing waves at infinity. In order to

determine the unknown expansion coefficients a through h, c' through f', we must satisfy
certain boundary conditions. The fields must be continuous at the two boundaries, z =0, andz = -z, which do not contain current singularities. At z = -z', which does contain
a point singularity, there must be a discontinuity. The amount of discontinuity can be

inferred from (11), in which the imposed source current has the form:

3 , e eYb(z - Z'), (7

where j is the unit vector in the direction of current flow.

Upon integrating (11) an infinitesimal distance across the plane z = z', we get

- e (18)

where (+) denotes the limit immediately above z', and (-) denotes the limit immediately

below.

In order to find the response to x-directed currents (the first column of the Green's
tensor) we let j = I. The right-hand side of (18) becomes

'7



Similarly, for a y-directed current, which will produce the second column of the Green's

tensor, we let j = dy, and get (0) ej'kx'jkdY (20)

for the right-hand side of (18).

Once we obtain the boundary conditions, the solution for the expansion coefficients
becomes a straight-forward problem in linear algebra.

The computation of G 12 proceeds in a similar manner, except that the four subregions
are shifted downward, as shown in Figure 3(b). The field expansions are given by:

- alo 
(0

A: a -20 e-Oz + b 9o e-.No (21)(a)

( 1 / (-020

a 1  (-a 1  0

B: c a2  eA (z+z') + d 12 e-\I(z+z') + e e \ 3 (z+Z')0
+ f - e-.(Z+Z0) (21)(b)

-#2

C " a' 2 AI (z+z') +d( -' 2 e-A1 (zz') +e p1 eA3(z+z')0 01

+ fi eA3(z+z') (21)(c)

(aio 0~a 2 0 I

D: 0 eAO (z+zo) + h eAO (z+zo) (21) (d)
( 1) (-920)

and the current singularity is at z', which is within the slab.
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The boundary conditions, including the discontinuity condition, (18), are the same
as before. In particular, the inhomogeneous terms, (19) and (20), corresponding to an
x-directed and y-directed current source, respectively, continue to hold.

In Appendix B we sketch the application of the boundary conditions for solving for the

expansion coefficients for G12 . The process for G21 is similar. After the coefficients have
been determined, we substitute c' through f' into (16) (c) to complete the computation of

G 21; for G 12 we substitute (a,b) into (21)(a). These steps complete the solution of the
Green's tensor.

9



CHAPTER 4

CALCULATION OF THE ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD
WITHIN A GRAPHITE-EPOXY SLAB

Having computed a Green's function for the graphite-epoxy slab, it is possible to

determine the field within the slab due to currents above the slab (by using U 21), or to

determine the field above the slab due to currents within the slab (by using U12). The
latter operation will be used in the inverse problem. The method of determining the fields,
given the currents, is to use (15).

.(i)
We have considered four different impressed current sources, j : an infinite current

sheet, a filamentary circular current loop, and two finite circular current sheets with dis-
tributed windings, one with a uniform distribution, and the other with a linearly increasing
distribution. Each of the current sources is parallel to the surface of the slab. The three
circular currents simulate, to a degree, flat 'pancake' coils.

The infinite current sheet plays a significant role in the inversion process, which will
be presented in the next two chapters, and will be discussed first.

INFINITE CURRENT SHEET

The problem is illustrated in Figure 4. In the Fourier transform domain, the current
sheet is given by

-.(0 "
j (kky, z') = Io6(k45(ky)6(z' - z")(d. cos 0 + U sin 0), (22)

where Io is the surface current density in amperes per meter, and 0 is the direction of
current flow. The delta function at the origin of (k.,, ky) space is due to the fact that
the current sheet is uniform over the entire (x, y) plane. The principal axes are the x-
and y-axes, the x-axis being along the fiber direction, and the y-axis transverse. We will
compute the field within the slab when the current is oriented along either of these axes
(i.e., 0 = 00 or 900) , and then use a simple tensor transformation to compute the fields
when the current sheet is oriented at any other angle.

=-(i)
Because the spectrum of j is concentrated at the origin, we can simply put k, =

ky = 0 in computing the Green's function, G 21. Of course, the evaluation of the integral
in (15) is simplified because of the delta function at z". These facts allow us to write down
a simple analytic expression for the transverse fields within the slab:

current in x-direction:

/ 0' 'z + d' 0 e-,Z; (23) (a)
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current in y-direction:

EY el 17 eA3z +ft -A3z2(3 b

where
c' =g(11 + 170 )

l, d'=g(tl11 -O)e_,zo

e--,oz"

cg e d' o

2a 110

(7111 "+ ?70)2e\1z 
° 
-- (711 - -10)2e

-  izO

all =-" (/11, + 170)2 (711, - 170) 2

e = +-_ )e fl = h( _ -_1o -_ o
2'7 ) h )e (24)

-_e- o z"

h = - 'o2a 22

(?I + 170) 2e3zo (7 - ??)-2e-3o
a22 = (17 + 170)2 (17 -170)2

AO = w (POEO)1/ 2 , A\1 ="jw(AoK 1 )l/ 2 , A.3 = jw(ttoK) 11 2 ,

170 = (Ao/E0)1/ 2 ,1711 = (. o1Kll)1 2 ,17 = (.o/K) 1/ 2.

We see from (23) that an x-directed uniform current sheet produces an x-directed
electric field and a y-directed magnetic field, whereas a y-directed current sheet produces
a y-directed electric field and an x-directed magnetic field. This is what we expect from
an isotropic medium; it occurs in an anisotropic medium when the x- and y-directions are
principal axes for the medium.

For an "off-axis" orientation of the current sheet, however, the results are much dif-
ferent and must be calculated by using a simple tensor transformation. Let T., and Tyy
be the electric fields produced within the slab due to a current sheet above the slab. Then
in the principal coordinate system, (X, y), we have

(25)

so that (;(i))
0 (26))

Let (xI, Y) be the rotated coordinate system. Then

(X"( cos0 sinO) (x)\y) sinO0 cosO) (27)



Hence, the relationship between the induced current and the exciting current, in the
(x', y') coordinate system, is

/. cos 0 sinG 0 J)=. (28)
k, - sin 0 cos 0 1 /y

(cosO0 sin 0 a uiT.,. 0 '\(cosO -sinG
= -sinO cosO 0 aTy, sin0 cosO J

,( , T; cos 2 0 + aTyy sin 2 0 (-a,, T + aTyy) sin0 cos 0 ( ,

-(-aT + aTyy) sinOcos0 a0 T,, Txsin2 0 + aTY, cos 2 0 k ) "

The magnitudes of the currents that are induced at the surface of the slab are plotted
in Figure 5(a), for a frequency of 106 Hz, and all = 2 x 104, a = 100. The slab thickness,
zo, is 1.27 cm (0.5 inches), and z", the height of the current sheet above the slab, is 2.54
mm (0.1 inch). We assume that the current sheet carries current in the x' direction only;
the angular variable shown in Figure 5(a) is the angle between the x' and x axes. Now we
see that, generally, there is a component of current (the smaller loop) that flows transverse
to the direction of the current sheet. The larger curve is the component of current that
flows parallel to the exciting current. For an isotropic medium, the smaller loop would
vanish, and the larger curve would be an arc of a circle.

These results are in qualitative agreement with those of Prakash and Owston [3],
who used a simple theoretical analysis that was based on an equivalent circuit. We can
extend the field model that has been developed in this report to include slabs that consist
of graphite-epoxy laminates of differing "lay-up order", i.e., in which the laminates have
their principal axes differing fron nme-another. In addition, we can include the effects of
non-simple excitation sources, such as the "horse-shoe" eddy-current probe of Prakash and
Owston [3]. An advantage of the more extensive field-theoretic analysis is that it more
clearly suggests the limits of simpler equivalent circuit models.

CIRCULAR CURRENT DISTRIBUTIONS

The circular currents produce more interesting field distributions than does the infinite

current sheet. Expressions for j (k,, ky, z) for each of the distributions are derived in
Appendix C. We note, now, that the spectrum of each current distribution is no longer

concentrated at the origin, so that we must compute G 21 for all k., ,k,, as described in

Chapter 3. When G 21 and j are substituted into (15), we obtain the transverse Fourier
transform of the transverse field vector at any level, z, within the slab. Then, upon taking
the inverse Fourier transform, say by using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm,
we get the fields in physical space, at each level, z. We have done this for each of the current
distributions, and have found that the results are qualitatively similar in all three cases;
hence, we will display results of the filamentary loop, only. The parameters, dimensions
and frequency are the same as for the current sheet; the radius of the current loop is 0.5
inch (1.27 cm).
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Before going into the anisotropic problem, we illustrate, in Figure 5(b), the fields
induced into an isotropic medium (with conductivity 2 x 10 4 mhos/m) at a depth of 0.05
inch (0.127 cm). The isotropic nature of the response is clearly apparent; if we were to
look vertically downward we would see a circular response region. Each pixel is a square,
whose side is 0.05 inch. Thus, the response region has a diameter of about 1.0 inch, which
is the diameter of the current loop. Therefore, the result agrees with our intuition.

The situation in an anisotropic material is changed dramatically, however. In this case
the fibers will 'guide' the field, so that it will die out much less rapidly in the x-direction
(aicng the fibers) than in the y-direction. This is illustrated quite clearly in Figure 5(c),
where the complex values of the x- and y-components of the electric field at a depth of 0.05
inch are shown. The response region in this figure is highly elongated in the x-direction,
when viewed from directly above. The x-component of the induced electric current field
is obtained by multiplying the x-component of the electric field by all, which is equal
to 2 x 104 mhos/m, and the y-component of the current is given by the product of the
y-component of electric field with Oa22 (100 mhos/m). Therefore, the eddy-currents do not
flow in the usual circular paths of an unbounded isotropic medium, as suggested by Figure
5(b), but, rather, flow in highly elongated quasi-elliptical paths. The degree of eccentricity
of the paths depends upon the degree of anisotropy, as measured by the ratio, o71l/U22.

In many applications it is important to know how rapidly the induced field dies out
with depth into the slab. In an anisotropic medium there is no unique skin-depth, because
the conductivity varies with direction of the electric field. Therefore, the problem must be
handled numerically in most cases. We present in Figure 5(d) model calculations of the
induced electric field at a depth of 0.4 inches within the slab. The excitation source is the
filamentary current loop of before, and the frequency remains 1 MHz. Upon comparing this
figure with Figure 5(c), we draw the following conclusions: the field magnitude is reduced
by about an order-of-magnitude, the field is much more spread out in the y-direction
and is very uniform in the x-direction. These results are consistent with the notion of
diffusion in isotropic media; they are an obvious manifestation of the filtering-out of the
higher spatial frequencies, k4, k., with depth, and the crowding of the spatial-frequency
spectrum toward the origin. In addition, we note that the x-component of the electric field
dies out much more rapidly with depth than does the y-component. This is due to the fact
that in the principal axis coordinate system the x-component interacts with a much larger
conductivity, a,.,, than does the y-component (which interacts with 722.) This supports
our statement that there is no unique skin-depth in graphite-epoxy.

Model computations of the type presented in this chapter can be very useful in setting
up eddy-current experiments in graphite-epoxy, and interpreting the results.
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APPENDIX A

EIGENMODE ANALYSIS OF ANISOTROPIC MEDIA

Start with the homogeneous form of (11), i.e., with j( = 0. Since the matrix, S, is
constant with respect to z for a nonstratified medium, we look for eigenvector solutions of
the form:

Ft z) = e=o expC(Az), (A!)

where o is a constant vector, and A is a parameter to be determined. Upon substituting
(Al) into (11), we get the eigenvalue problem:

eo = Aio. (A2)

The eigenvalues are the solutions of the secular equation

det[ A-7] = 0. (A3)

There will be four eigenvalues, and the eigenvector corresponding to each eigenvalue can
be computed from the two independent equations arising out of the four simultaneous
equations in (A2).

In the principal coordinate system, the generalized permittivity tensor, 6, is diagonal,
as in (1). Hence, the only nonzero K,, in (13) are K 1 0 K 22 = K 33 . Upon letting
K 22 = K 33 = K, we get:

k k y . yk
S13 = -- S14 = -jWo .-- , S 23 = jwAo".' -i

wK' wKwK'
k ky . ky k.2

S24 = S wK S3 1  w S32 =jwK-j -, , (A4)

k 2  .k140 W/1o

S41=-jwK1 + ' , S421= 2

When these coefficients are substituted into (A3), and the determinant expinded, we

obtain a quartic equation for A:

\ 4 - aA2 + b = 0, (A5)

where
a = -w 2 yo(K + K ) + 2k2 + k2(1 + K1 I/K)

b = w4 ~gK - w2 o(2g, kI + (K + K 11)ky) (A6)
22l + k4(Kl4K

+ kk(1 + Ku/K) + (Ku1K) + ky.

Hence, the eigenvalues (the roots of (A5)) are:

=hR = :j(w2 poKn - (Ki/K)k2 - k2A1/2

jw2/toK V _ 2 _ 12 Z y(7= --( ,g A& M -IV)11/6 .
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Note that A3 corresponds to an isotropic medium, and that the anisotropy is rnanifest
in A1. Clearly, if KI, = K, then A, = A3 , which agrees with the results for P! isotropic
medium.

Corresponding to each eigenvalue, A, is an eigenvector that satisfies fA2). We have
some liberty in choosing the two independent equations that generate the eigenvetort ;
hence, there is some arbitrariness in choosing the eigenvectors. We choose the followingt

(1/x S14/A1  / 0 / 0

V= S24 /Al V2 = -S 24/Al V A3 /S32  V4 -A3 /S32

1 )1 -S 3 1 /S 3 2  -S31/S32

(+A1) (-A1 ) (+A3 ) (-\ 3 )

The second and fourth vectors are the two (+)-going modes, and the first and third are
the two (-)-going modes, in the z-direction.

These results are used in computing the Green's function in Chapter 3.
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APPENDIX B

COMPUTATION OF COEFFICIENTS FOR G12

In this appendix we want to fill in a few of the steps outlined in Section III for G12.

The computations for U 21 are similar.

Referring to Figure 3(b), together with (21), we have for the boundary conditions at
z = 0 and z =-z:

-C'10  0 0e a
a a20  + b - 10 -CC eoIzo+ d - 2 e-A z

42) 0) o) 1)
0 0o

+ e 9 ,+ f -#e- I \3 Z'; (Bl)(a)

C4 --al-

ca 2  e-\ (z'-zo) + d' -a2 e--(z'-zo)

[a C10\ 0

( e 1 e\3(z'-zo) + f' - 1 e-A3(z'-zo) - C20 + h (S)(b)

1-P1 0 111

The boundary condition at z = z' is the discontinuity induced by the point current-
source. For an x-directed- current the equation is:

(ar (-al 0~ /0
2 d -a2 +00 1- 1k) (42) +e92)

a1 -Cl 0 -0 0

(C2) + d' -12 + e ( ) + f( -0 (B2)(a)

and for the y-directed current it is:

Sa2) +d -a2 + e I +f -1

!-2 -2
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=l C' + d' -C12 + el, # + f I-#I + 0 . (B2) (b)
(1 ) 18 )J -2 (-02) (0

Because the boundary conditions at z = 0 and z = zi are :;6 2endent of current
direction, it is best to work with them first and solve for (c - f) in terms of (a, b), using
(B1)(a), and (c' - f') in terms of (g, h), using (B1)(b). The results, after some straight-
forward algebra, are:

C a(al - elo) + ba1 (12 - 120) e_.,z,
2al

d +acil + alo) + bal (12 - 020) e,, z'

2a1

a( ,5,,o-,41 *, 0 )+ b(f1, - 01o)

281
-a(Q2(1 11020) + b(1 + Plo)

281

C'= g(al + alo) + hal (82 - 920) e- XI(zZ' zO)
2a,1

d' g(al - alo) + hail( 2 - #20) e;,(z-zo)
2a,1

g(Q2o12 o ) + h( + 01o)e_ ,

1 -(cc1 '0-5211) + (I 9)213k

f Q( -, A 3 (Z.ZO) (B3)(b)
28l

!qYw we substitute these expressions into the remaining boundary condition at z = z1,

for either the x- or y-directed current source. For the x-directed source:

-CI 0 0 0

U2 +(d-d') -C2 +(e-e') fli -1 1 (" (B4) (a)(cc)0 0 1 1 0 B)a

and for the y-directed source:

(C - ) a2 +(d-d') -2+ (e -el) 01 + (f f) -# 0 - (B4)(b)

1 1 (-#2 \-#2 (0

Th.^ solutions of these equations are:
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x-directed source:

(c - c') = -1/2, (d - d') =-/2, (e - e') = 0, (f -f') 0; (B5)(a)

y-directed source:

(c - c') = #2/2, (d - d') = #2/2, (e-e')- 1/2, (f -f') 1/2. (B5) (b)

Upon using (B3), we eliminate (c - f), (c' - f'), in favor of (a,b,g,h):

a(al - alo) + bal(9 2 - 920) - 9(aI + aio)e '\ zO - hal(92 - # 20 )eAIzO = 1 (B6)(a)

a(al + alo) + bal(02 - #20) - g(Cx 1 - C1o)e\zO - hail(P2 - 920)e -Azo = V2  (B6)(b)

a( 10 - a102) + b(P1 - #0) - g(aelCo - a2alo)eAo

- h(f31 +P0o)e 3ZO = V3 (B6)(c)

_a(C41o - ala2o) + + + g(Clo - a2alo )- 3o
a 1  bO1 Pi) g( a

- h(Pi - flio)e - A3ZO = V4, (B6)(d)

where the vector on the right side is given by

( 0 ) ,for x-directed source; (B7) (a)
0

ail 2e-lzIz

PleA3z) ,for y-directed source. (B7)(b)

Pie-Az')

(B6) and (B7) are the final analytic expressions; (a, b, g, h) are computed numerically, and
the results used in the Green's function. Note that we have not used the exponential term,
ej(kJx'+kyy ' ) , that appears in (19) and (20). This is due to the fact that in computing the
transverse Fourier transform of the Green's function, as defined in (15), we n, divide by
:.(i
3 , which is the exponential term.
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APPENDIX C

COMPUTATION OF j FOR CIRCULAR CURRENT SHEETS

If the sheet lies in the plane z = z", and has a coil-turns density of f(r), where r is
the radial coordinate, then the current density is given by

7(i) (x, y,z) = 066(z - z")(-&x sin0 + dy cos0)f(r), (Cl)

where Io is the total current carried by the coil. Then

=(k) kk Io6(z- z") ffY o(-a, sin 0+ dy cos O)f(r)ei(k-x+kyy)dx dy. (C2)

Upon transforming to cylindrical coordinates:

W (k,, k,,z) =o(z)2 , d rf(r)(- 2 0sinO + aycos0)ejr(k°cos0+k 'in0)dr

= 106(z- z") ' (r) " 27 sinO + ay cos 0)e jr(kx COS +1% sII1)dO] dr

_-3IO6(z - z") 00( [(-a - +a l/d+)j 2 v r(k o k01 i )]odr

(C3)

The 0-integral can be easily calculated by first transforming into cylindrical coordi-
nates in Fourier-space:

kz = kr cos 4
ky = krsinS (C4)

kr = (k 2 + k2)1/2.

Thus, the integrand becomes e/krcos(8-0), which, according to a well-known identity
involving Bessel functions, is

00

ejkrrcos( 80) = Jo(krr) + 2 E jkk(krr) COS k(0 - 4). (C5)
k=l

Only the first term survives the integral over 27r radians, so that (C3) becomes

-jIlo(z - z") ,.d d [ '

j (k , kz) = 2 -a-k- + ayf-j fjr)orr)o (C27r 0 (C6)_ o_(_-__")__ k, /~
= 10(z - z") (- a.- +a ) rf (r) J, (kr r)dr.

21v r jo
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The final integral is the Bessel transform of the coil-turns density, f(r). This transform
can be easily computed for a number of interesting practical coil configurations. For
example, if the coil consists of a single filamentary loop of radius ro, then f(r) = 6(r-ro),
so that the Bessel transform is simply roJ1 (krro). Hence,

.(i) jIoro6(z - z") (C?)
- 27r kk+

For a coil with a unifc.:m distribution of turns, whose density is N., and extends
to a radius of ro, the Bessel transform reduces to Ne fo° rJj (kr)dr, which can only be
computed numerically. Therefore, for such a coil

W= Io6(z (-, + a,) rJk,r)dr. (C8)

27r +, k flM-] r 1 (ror

Finally, for a coil of radius ro, whose density of turns linearly increases, i.e., for which
f(r) = Nor, the Bessel transform can be explicitly computed, with the result that

.(i) jNcroIo6 -(z- z) - k k1 ) 2(krro))
r 0+). (C9)

27r k kr krro
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CAPTIONS FOR FIGURES

Figure 1.

(a) Showing how fiber-to-fiber contact allows transverse conduction (after [4]).

(b) A possible ac equivalent circuit for eddy-current flow (after [4]).

Figure 2. A plane-parallel slab and regions defined for computation of the Green's function.

Figure 3.

(a) A vector point-source of current at (x', y', z') in region 1; for computation of f21.

(b) A vector point-source of current at (x', y', z') in region 2; for computation of G1 2.

Figure 4. An infinite current sheet parallel to, and above, the anisotropic slab.

Figure 5.

(a) Vector current induced within anisotropic slab, as a function of orientation of
current with respect to fibers. The large curve is the magnitude of the current
component parallel to the sheet, and the small curve is the magnitude of the
current component transverse to the sheet. Frequency = 106 Hz; all = 2 X 104,
a = 100.

(b) Electric field induced into an isotropic medium, by a circular filamentary current
loop, at a depth of 0.05 in. Frequency = 106 Hz; all = a = 2 x 104. RE
and IM denote real and imaginary parts, respectively; X and Y denote x and y
components.

(c) Electric field induced into an anisotropic medium, by a circular filamentary cur-
rent loop, at a depth of 0.05 in. Frequency - 106 Hz; all = 2 X 10 4 ,o . = 100.
Same nomenclature as Figure 5(b).

(d) Same as Figure 5(c) except that the depth is 0.4 in.
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"MAXWELL - A USER FRIENDLY PC-BASED FINITE ELEMENT PROGRAM FOR
ELECTROMAGNETICS"

Z.J. Cenles
Department of ECE

Carnegie-Mellon University
Pittsburgh, PA 15213

A user friendly computer program called MAXWELL is described for solving
electromagnetic field problems. The program is based on the concept that numerical
procedures in a CAD package should be transparent to the user. It allows microwave
and antenna engineers to solve field problems by simply drawing the problem's geometry
on the computer graphics screen and specifying a few device parameters. Solutions,
field plots, field values, capacitances, inductances, scattering coefficients, and other
device parameters are obtained interactively as if the computer were an easy to use
"pocket calculator", powerful enough to manipulate field variables,

At the present time MAXWELL solves problems involving transmission lines,
microwave planar integrated circuits, wave guide discontinuities, and two dimensional
dielectric and antenna scatterers. It is based on the finite element method, employs the
powerful and efficient Delaunay triangulation algorithm (Z. Cendes, D. Shenton, and H.
Shahnaffer IEEE Trans, MAG-19, 2551-2554, 1983) for mesh gene ation and the highly
efficient preconditioned conjugate gradient algorithm for matrix solution. Typical
problems that in%,ol~e the neigborhc~ed of 100-300 scuond order finite elemwits require
approximately 10-30 minutes to set up and solve on an IBM AT personal computer.

The approach used in MAXWELL to model the open boundary condition is also
highly efficient. MAXWELL employs a novel one-step technique in which the exterior
boundary condition is intioduced by directly evaluating the variational principle for the
exterior region. In this way the finite element matrix equation is solved only once.
Previous approaches (S.K. Chang and K.K. Mei IEEE Trans, AP-24, 35-42, 1976) for
incoiporating the exterior field boundary condition into finite element solutions required
that N boundary value problems be solved corresponding to N possible field variations
on the boundary.

Provided the equipment is available, the presentation will include a live
demonstration of MAXWELL in action.
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LARGE BISTATIC ANGLE RADAR CROSS SECTION
OF A RIGHT CIRCULAR CYLINDER

F. C. Paddison, J. W. Folhn, Jr., and F. Mitchell, The Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory,
Laurel, Maryland 20707, and A. L. Maffett, consultant

1. INTRODUCTION AND DISCUSSION

The monostatic radar cross section (MRCS) of simple shapes has been a subject of much interest for more
than three decades, from both a theoretical and an experimental point of view. Over that time span, exact solu-
tion. have been achieved for some shapes [I], and useful approximate estimates have been developed [2) [3] [4].
Monostatic measurement methods are state of the art, are well understood, and are relatively easy to carry out
(see, for example [5] or [61).

Bistatic radar cross-section (BRCS) results, in either theoretical or experimental form, are somewhat more
difficult to come by. Of course, the exact solutions hold for both MRCS and BRCS situations, although conver-
gence problems may partially negate their bistatic usefulness, but some of the approximation methods become
invalid in bistatic applications, and measurement difficulties increase significantly. The latter remarks are partic-
ularly true for large bistatic angles, 0. For example, the bistatic theorem, which relates BRCS to MRCS for small-
to-moderate sized values of 0, no longer holds for large /. This statement has been verified by measurement
data, as will be shown below.

The theoretical approximation picture for BRCS began to improve, and continues to do so, with the advent
and rapid advancement of high-speed digital computers. Numerical methods based on integral equation represen-
tations for scattered fields have been introduced and developed by, for example, Oshiro [7], Harrington [8],
and Poggio and Miller [9]. In particular, the numerical electromagnetic code (NEC) [10], which is based on the
method of moments 18], represents a valuable outgrowth of much of this work. Although the NEC has been
used for some scattering problems, its chief use has been in calculating antenna patterns. Te scattering applica-
tion of NEC is continued herein with the determination of BRCS for a finite right circular cylinder at, in particu.
lar, large bistatic angles. The cylinder configuration and the variety of bistatic angles are chosen so that numerical
results can be compared with the existing measured data.

2. DISCUSSION

2.1 Bistatic Measurement Results

Under the sponsorship of the Rome Air Development Center and under the direction of The Johns Hopkins
University Applied Physics Laboratory, BRCS measurements of selected simple and complex shapes were made
by the Delco Electronics Division of General Motors Corp. [II]. The measurements were CW at a frequency
of 35 GHz for both parallel and perpendicular polarizations. The targets were made of aluminum; the cylinders,
which are of interest here, were right circular (closed ends), 1.85 cm in diameter and 16 and 8 cm long.

The measurements were made and the data recorded as follows. For a transmitter and receiver separated
by a fixed bistatic angle /, the target, located at the apex of /3, is rotated. The BRCS is then recorded as a func-
tion of the angle measured from the bisector of /3, that is, just as if the MRCS were being recorded with both
the transmitter and the receiver located at that aspect. The aspect angle origin (i.e., 0") is located at the cylinder
axis. Figure 1 shows the configuration for t'ae measurement and data recording. The arrangement is immediately
recognizable as the one pertineat to the bistatic theorem; indeed, it permits the overlay of BRCS and MRCS
results. Table 1 shows the range of bistatic data obtained.



Table l-Cylinder and bistatic angle specifications.

Cylinder Length, L Diameter, D Bistatic Angle, 3

(cm) (L/X) (cm) (D/) (deg)

16 18.7 1.85 2.16 0, 140, 160, 170, 175.4
9.3 1.85 2.16 175.4

Figure 2 shows the MRCS for the cylinder and Fig. 2b the BRCS for 3 = 140'. These results confirm im-
mediately the remark above that the bistatic theorem no longer holds for large P. The complete set of experimen-
tal data reviewed here is outlined in Table 2.

Table 2-Experimental BRCS for a finite circular cylinder.

Cylinder Length 3 PolarizationFigure Number (cm) (deg)

2a 16 0 HH
2b 16 140 HH
3a 16 160 HH
3b 16 165 HH
3c 16 170 HH
4a 16 175.4 HH
4b 16 0 VV
4c 16 140 VV
5a 16 160 VV
5b 16 165 VV
5c 16 170 VV
6 16 175.4 VV
7a 8 175.4 HH
7b 8 175.4 VV

2.2 Calculations

As is true for any set of experimental data, it is desirable to compare results with theoretical calculations.
Also, for a consideration of BRCS versus f, rather few experimental points are available. Therefore, it is intend-
ed that theory be used to supply the complete curve (of BRCS versus 3), with the experimental data confirming
or not confirming its validity at the points for which measured data exist. Our intuition with regard to MRCS,
which explains scintillation as interference of returns from cylinder ends, avails little in the bistatic case, where
the returns seem more to be governed by intercepted area considerations that offer few if any scintillations.

To check out and supplement the measured data, the NEC seemed to offer the best available tool. As was
mentioned above, it is based on an integral equation representation that can be inverted (numerically) to find
the current distribution induced on the cylinder by an illuminating plane wave. Depending on whether an electric-
field or a magnetic-field integral equation is used, the cylinder must be modeled by a mesh of wires or a collec-
tion of facets, respectively. In either case, the wire lengths and separations and the facet dimensions must be
held to X/10 or less. The original code could handle 600 wires or facets; the current one can use 1000.

Both the wire mesh and the facet configurations have been used to model the finite cylinder. The wire rues'
model used 12 lines of 63 wires, each 0.254X long, on the cylindtical portion. Each end was closed with 12 radial
wires of four segments each plus two circumferential rings, separated by X/2; each ring consisted of 12 segments.
A third ring of a similar nature was required to yield results that were symmetric under an interchange of trans-
mitter and receiver. Altogether, 996 wire segments were required for this model (Fig. 8).
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BRCS computations were made for horizontal polarization only. ForO = 175.4, the fit of computed results
to measured data was quite good. For smaller bistatic anigles, it was not as good and so those comparisons are
not included here. The facet model results are used instead.

The facet model used 16 rows of 59 facets, each with a dimension of 0.316 cm, or 0.1 13X, on the cylindrical
surface. Each end of the cylinder was modeled by 24 pie-shaped facets arranged in an outer ring of 16 and an
inner ring of 8. Both HH and VV BRCS calculations were made using the facet model.

2.3 Calculated Data

The BRCS results from the NEC calculations for the 16-cm cylinder are compared with measured data in
figures as enumerated in Table 3. Calculations have not been made for the 8-cm cylinder.

Table 3-Figures of calculated and measured BRCS for the 16-cm cylinder.

Figure Number 0 (deg) Polarization

9 140 HH
10a 160 HH
10b 165 HH
lOc 170 HH
Ila 175.4 HH
1lb 140 VV
11C 160 VV
12a 165 VV
12b 170 VV
12c 175.4 VV

2.4 Additional Calculated Data

The NEC lends itself nicely to calculations for a variety of receiver positions corresponding to a fixed trans-
mitter position. Under those circumstances, the numerical inversion of the integral equation to find the current
distribution needs to be carried out only once. Then from the current distribution, the scattered field (and hence
the BRCS) in any direction (i.e., for any receiver position) can be computed. BRCS contputations have been
made for the transmitter located at 5", 45', and 90" from the cylinder axis, with the receiver position covering
a complete circular cut in 5" steps for each transmitter position. The results are shown in Figs. 13a through 13c.

BRCS as a function of 0 for fixed aspect angles is also available. Figure 14a shows HH BRCS (a/X2) ver-
sus 0 for fixed aspect angles 0, 30, 45, 60, and 90" (recall that the aspect angle is measured from the cylinder
axis). Figure 14b gives similar results for VV polarization.

SUMMARY

The experimental data presented here show a marked decrease in the amplitude and frequency of the RCS
destructive and constructive interference pattern with increasing 0. Further, the average level of RCS steadily
increases with increasing 0 until, in the forward scattering lobe, the RCS becomes equal to 47rA 2/X 2, where A
is the projected cross-sectional area of the cylinder. The resolution of the calculated RCS is limited because a
new computation is needed for each angle of incidence; however, the correlation of measured and calculated
data is very good considering that the integral equation code is being pressed to its current limits. In order to
keep within the limits of 100 facets, their size had to be 0.3X instead of the recommended 0.2X, which accounts
for the somewhat large errors at 0 140, although the numerical results are within several decibel3 of the ex-
perimental data for the larger 0.

Although the comparisons are very good, the NEC usefulness remains limited by the need to keep the ratio
of target size to wavelength faily small. This limitation on a powerful tool raises the queston of whether, and
by how much, it could be alleviated by combining NEC with another method, such as the variational.
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